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ABSTRACT
For many products, the adaptation to customer specifications is essential and requires flexible
product design and manufacture while maintaining competitive pricing. Engineering design is
often concerned with striking a good balance between product properties, e.g. performance,
and the resources required to manufacture and assemble the product. When different courses
of action are to be evaluated, even seemingly small changes in customer requirements, product
design, and manufacturing properties have to be handled with caution. Small changes can
entail products with: low level of conformability with the manufacturing system, highly
increased cost, and extended manufacturing lead-time. For most companies, the
manufacturing system is a valuable asset that is more or less fixed and only minor adaptations
are allowed. This implies that the product design has to be adapted to the manufacturing
system to a large extent.
Design for producibility (DFP) is the process in which a systematic method is used to reach
the required functional properties of the product at the same time as good compliance with
the manufacturing system is ensured. The DFP process usually needs to involve several
persons simultaneously for the purpose of sharing information and knowledge. For many
manufacturing companies, the collaboration between engineering design and production
engineering is a critical issue and they have to improve their methods and tools for ensuring
and enhancing producibility. This can be achieved by introducing computer-supported design
for producibility. The present research is intended to contribute to the development and
utilisation of different application systems that can be used as such computer support. The
aim is to provide companies with support in application system development and to show
how different application systems can be used in a systematic way as means to ensure and
enhance producibility.
The competitive advantages to gain from introducing computer-supported design for
producibility are: product designs with high level of conformability with the production
system, shortened manufacturing lead-time, and decreased manufacturing cost. This work
contributes to the achievement of these advantages by introducing a framework with
principles and models supporting application systems development. Three types of
application systems are presented and their practical usefulness is examined, showing
practitioners how producibility aspects can be assessed systematically. The main scientific and
theoretical contribution of the work comprises: the descriptions concerning how to structure
and describe the product and product-related information (manufacturing requirements,
costs, process plans and production resources), the foundation of different information
models, and the clarification of the models’ interrelationships. This is perceived as a
contribution to a better understanding of the domains and how they relate to each other.
Keywords: Design for Producibility, Cost Estimation, Manufacturing Requirement, Design
Automation, Application System Development, Application System Utilisation,
and Information Modelling.
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CHAPTER 1

:
INTRODUCTION
CHAPTER INTRODUCTION
This introductory chapter describes the background, scope and purpose of the thesis, followed
by the research questions. In addition, the scientific and industrial objectives are presented
and, finally, the outline of the thesis is reviewed.

1.1

THE NEED TO ADDRESS PRODUCIBILITY

Many product concepts are mature in the sense that they have evolved for a long time or are
built on well-known technologies and the knowledge about the design problem is complete
(Ulrich and Eppinger, 1995). A number of these have a long life cycle on the market, and
must be able to adapt to different customer specifications. These product concepts appear
frequently in the business-to-business market and range from discrete parts to complex
products. The companies providing these products are commonly involved in many
quotation processes where the customer wants products that are more or less customengineered. To be able to respond quickly with competitive prices and a short product
delivery time while ensuring company profitability, these companies have to adopt an
engineer-to-order approach. This implies the deployment of a process view of the product
concept and the definition of a product platform for variant designs incorporating
engineering knowledge (e.g. mechanical design, production engineering, and cost
engineering).
Cost is one of the most fundamental criteria for the evaluation of design alternatives (French,
1999). This can be viewed as a result of the combination of market economy (with wellestablished competition), where the price is set by the amount that the buyers are willing to
pay, with a focus on satisfying the shareholders’ demand for return on investment. With everincreasing globalisation and customer awareness of product value, cost becomes a constraint
that has to be reduced. To achieve this, companies have to be effective and efficient in their
product development process. This implies a continuous endeavour to find new methods and
tools to adopt in the process.
For a single product the magnitude of its direct manufacturing cost is greatly affected by its
design. The design of the product results from a number of downstream decisions, commonly
associated with trade-offs, based on knowledge and information available at the time. The
manufacturing cost is often calculated late in the product development process when most
details are fixed. This means that cost information feedback often arrives too late to be taken
into account, guiding the design towards solutions which are cost-effective and easily
produced.
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With a focus on cost as a constraint, the objective is to make the design converge to an
acceptable manufacturing cost and achieve an affordable product. A cost goal is set based on
the price customers are willing to pay and the level of return on investment demanded by the
shareholders. The cost goal is allocated to the elements of the product, and the designer must
generate solutions within this constraint which conforms to the manufacturing system. To
achieve this, designers need tools to guide them in their decisions and tools to measure the
impacts of their decisions. Tools are also needed for improving the collaboration between
engineering design and production engineering.
For many companies the collaboration between engineering design and production
engineering is a critical issue. Information and knowledge have to be shared for the purpose of
striking a good balance between product properties and the resources required for the
manufacturing. The term ‘producibility’ is used to indicate the ease with which a product or
component can be manufactured (Bralla, 1998). For most companies, the manufacturing
system is a valuable asset that is more or less fixed and only minor adaptations are allowed.
Therefore, the product design has to be adapted to the manufacturing system to a large
extent. Producibility awareness implies a proactive approach in the system-level design and
detail design phases, to ensure and enhance the actual manufacture and assembly of the
product. The approach encompasses design for manufacture (DFM) taken a step closer to the
actual manufacturing and assembling of a product, i.e. design for producibility (DFP). It is
important that the decisions are based on the actual or planned manufacturing system and not
an idealization (Barton et al., 2001).
1.2

ADDRESSING PRODUCIBILITY IN ENGINEERING DESIGN

The design variables and parameters within the design process are all connected to different
constraint spaces (Figure 1.1). Within an “infinite” design space, laws of nature limit what is
actually possible to create and produce within the physical design space. Somewhere within
these spaces is the customer space representing customer demands and wishes. Limiting the
physical design space is the product design space, which depends on company configuration
of product designs. Finally, the company design space based on manufacturing and resource
limitations further constrains and limits the number of relevant design proposals within the
actual design space.

Customer space

Company design space

Actual
design space

Product design
space
Physical design space
"Infinite design space"

Figure 1.1 – The different design spaces limiting the number of relevant design proposals (Elgh and Cederfeldt, 2006a).
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When different courses of action are to be evaluated, small changes in customer requirements,
product design (i.e. topology, features or parameters) and production properties have to be
handled with caution. Even seemingly small changes can result in undesired effects, such as:
low level of conformability with the manufacturing system, highly increased cost, and
extended manufacturing lead-time. Companies need methods and tools which capture these
effects so that they can work with producibility in a systematic way.
A product’s producibility can be seen as the compliance between a product’s design and the
manufacturing system at hand. Different designs’ producibility can be addressed by computer
support in two ways:
•
•

by examining their compliance with a set of manufacturing requirements, or
by means of metrics for the assessment of their level of compliance with the
manufacturing system.

Producibility knowledge comprises knowledge to define and apply manufacturing
requirements or producibility metrics together with the knowledge to perform subsequent
evaluation, analysis and further action to ensure or enhance the producibility. When searching
for the best solution, the manufacturing requirements and metrics can be integrated parts of
an optimisation algorithm.
An evaluation of the producibility results in an acceptance or a rejection of the design. If a
design is rejected it can be a subject for subsequent analysis resulting in no further action,
design enhancements regarding producibility, or changes in the manufacturing system. A
more proactive approach to producibility implies that the manufacturing requirements are
considered in the synthesising and they serve as input to the construction of design solutions.
This implies that information or knowledge constituting the manufacturing requirements is
defined, structured and accessible.
1.3

DESIGN AUTOMATION

1

Producibility can be addressed by means of design automation. There are two main
approaches that a design automation system can be built upon, as regards the modelling and
management of design knowledge. The approaches resemble Hubka and Eder’s (1996) view
of design science as consisting of knowledge regarding two elements:
•
•

The design process.
The designed object.

Irrespectively of which approach is selected as the core of a design automation system, it will
automatically perform a process that involves the use or operation of a designed object, or
resulting in information or knowledge related to a representation of the object. It is the
process that is automated, and in this work the term Design Automation refers to:
“Engineering IT-support by implementation of information and knowledge in solutions,
tools, or systems that are pre-planned for reuse and support the progress of the design process.
The scope of the definition encompasses computerised automation of tasks that directly or
indirectly are related to the design process in the range of individual components to complete
products.” – (Cederfeldt and Elgh 2005, p. 2)

1

In this work the terms Design Automation and Computer-Supported Engineering Design are used
synonymously.
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Further, design automation can be divided into two main types: information handling
(storage with retrieval and/or forwarding) and knowledge processing. Application systems
working as tools for enhanced producibility can be of either type.
Design automation systems can be realised by implementing high-range or specialised systems
provided by single software vendors or by systems developed in-house. The fact that software
is getting more and more adaptable, through application programming interfaces (APIs) with
open object models, extends the possibility to build in-house systems. Different software can
be combined into design automation systems that are tailor-made for companies’ specific
needs, incorporating enhanced functionality by using the best-suited software. Other reasons
why companies develop their own systems can be that commercial systems are not well
adapted to existing products, or that the company wants system integration with existing
software and databases.
An automated system is an investment and its cost-benefit has to be evaluated. This includes
the estimation of the costs related to application software and human resources needed for the
documentation of knowledge, system development and implementation. In the short term,
this can be difficult to justify. However, the long-term advantages can be vital for the
company’s competitiveness on the market. Companies have to consider the advantages of
design automation, its realisation and implementation, as well as its applicability.
1.4

DESIGN AUTOMATION FOR ENHANCED PRODUCIBILITY

Design automation incorporating manufacturing requirements and cost estimations can serve
as a decision basis in the endeavour for enhanced producibility – simplifying the
manufacturing, cutting the manufacturing costs, and decreasing the manufacturing lead-time.
If a designer is provided with production and cost information when searching for a solution,
or as feedback the instant a variant design is generated, he/she can analyse and interpret this
information and use it in the search for the most favourable (optimal) solution regarding
functionality and producibility. The information will also provide better understanding and
knowledge about the relationships between product designs, production properties and
manufacturing costs. This knowledge will in the long run support the endeavour for product
designs with enhanced producibility.
The demand on the level of reliability and the accuracy of the manufacturing requirements
and the cost estimations increases in a competitive environment. It also increases as the
products become more and more optimised. It is of paramount importance for the product’s
success and the company’s profit that application systems supporting enhanced producibility
have a sufficient level of detailing and sensitiveness to reflect these effects.
Both commercial and research application systems for handling manufacturing aspects and
estimating manufacturing cost are available, and many organisations have developed their
own systems. A detailed analysis of existing commercial software tools and in-house systems
has been done by Joint government/industry parametric cost estimating initiative steering
committee (1999), and examples of research systems developed as general systems or in-house
applications are presented by Koonce et al. (2003), Germani et al. (2003) and Shebab and
Abdalla (2002). The different systems seem often to cover a specific range of manufacturing
processes or types of products, and their integration/communication with other systems
varies. This, together with a lack of systematic methods for system development, makes it
difficult for other companies to apply the approach of in-house applications.
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1.5

THE SCOPE AND PURPOSE OF THE RESEARCH

The advantages to gain by introducing design automation to support the design for
producibility process are not difficult to see. What become a lot more difficult to answer are
the issues related to how it should be realised. The scope and the purpose of the research
originate from industrial problems and needs. These problems and needs have been identified
within three research projects carried out in near collaboration with industrial partners joining
two research consortiums. The companies’ current state of practice and their desired future
state of practice in the area of computer-supported design for producibility was discussed in
the initial planning of the research projects. The differences between the companies’ current
state of practice and their desired state of practice constituted a problem to be solved – a
problem-solving gap. This problem-solving gap was in the performed research treated as a
more general research gap. This is considered possible if: the problem is not believed to be an
isolated phenomenon in one specific company, the intention is to derive a general applicable
solution, the basic principles and concepts of the solution are to be revealed, and it is expected
that the results to be achieved will add a contribution to the research area. The starting-point
in industrial problems is in accordance with problem-based research as described by Jørgensen
(1992) (Section 2.14) and Blessing’s research methodology for the development design
support (Blessing, 1994) (Section 2.15).
The overall scope of the research is design automation as a means for ensuring and enhancing
producibility. The fact that application software is getting more and more adaptable extends
the possibility of in-house-developed application systems and the approach has been used for
different tasks in both industrial and research systems. Despite the existence of many
implementations, there is a lack of principles, procedures, information models and methods
for system realisation of applications supporting design for enhanced producibility. This
makes it difficult or even impossible for others to adopt this approach and develop their own
applications. This, together with the facts that an application system incorporating knowledge
is vital for the company and that system implementation is often considered to be a large
investment, calls for systematic methods for system development that ensure system
functionality, quality and longevity.
For many manufacturing companies, the collaboration between engineering design and
production engineering is a critical issue and they have to improve their methods and tools for
ensuring and enhancing producibility. This can be achieved by introducing computersupported design for producibility. The purpose of the research task is to contribute to the
development and utilisation of different application systems that can be used as such
computer support. The aim is to provide companies with support in application system
development and to show how different application systems can be used in a systematic way
as means to ensure and enhance producibility.
The research work includes gaining an understanding of how manufacturing companies
handle aspects of producibility, and exploring computer-based methods that support this
work. The project includes studies of:
•
•
•
•

Exploring design automation as a means for enhanced producibility.
Principles for the development of design automation systems supporting enhanced
producibility.
Information models of product-related data supporting the development of automated
systems for enhanced producibility.
Design automation tools addressing producibility issues in the design synthesis or
design analysis.

5

INTRODUCTION

1.5.1 Thesis research questions
Three main research questions have evolved during the research. The questions are based on
the knowledge acquired when working within the three research projects. The questions that
will bee addressed within this thesis are:
•
•
•

1.6

What are the need and potential for design automation systems to support enhanced
producibility?
How can such systems be developed and what models and principles can support
system realisation?
How can such systems be used as a means to enhance producibility and support
insight into manufacturing and cost-related issues?
INDUSTRIAL AND SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES

The ensuring and enhancing of different product variants’ producibility have a direct impact
on the products’ manufacturing cost. In the view of cost as a constraint, the ensuring of
producibility is a necessity for the products’ success in the marketplace while guaranteeing
shareholders’ return on investment. The result of enhancing products’ producibility is lower
manufacturing cost. The lower cost can be used to ensure/increase the market share and/or
find new markets by lowering the products’ price. It can also be used to increase the profit,
which can be used for company investments and/or to increase the shareholders’ return on
investment. The ensuring and enhancing of producibility are not an easy task. The demand
for short quotation and delivery lead-time (Cederfeldt and Elgh, 2005), together with the
increasing demand on the level of reliability and the accuracy of the manufacturing
requirements and the cost estimations in a competitive environment, calls for improved
methods and tools. Such a tool can be developed in-house incorporating knowledge of the
company’s manufacturing requirements.
Based on the above, the industrial objective is twofold: provide companies with support in
system development, and show how different systems can be used in a systematic way as
means to ensure and enhance producibility.
The scientific and theoretical objective is to contribute to the knowledge in the area of design
automation focusing on supporting producibility. This includes: descriptions of the industry’s
view on and state of practice in the area, and the definition of a general framework,
comprising principles and models, to support application system development and utilisation
regarding computer-supported design for producibility.
1.7

DELIMITATIONS

The scope of the thesis is product development within manufacturing companies, with the
focus on product variants. This research work does not address the early conceptual phases of
product development. Issues not covered are: planning for design automation (Cederfeldt,
2007); organisation of, and competence needed in, design automation development projects;
design automation systems integration with existing enterprise systems dedicated for material
and resource planning (MRP), product-data/life-cycle management (PDM/PLM), and
requirements management (RM).
The research objects have to be developed as part of the research in an iterative process. This
is followed by an analysis of the system development process and the application system, and
finally a generalisation of the result. To solve the arising problems encountered during the
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development, it is not feasible to examine the separate parts of a system one by one as isolated
islands – the focus has to be on whole systems. The research encompasses knowledge from a
number of domains, such as: engineering design, process planning, cost estimation, design for
producibility, design automation, information modelling, and application system
development. Due to the character of the project, the wide scope of the research, and the
limited resources, the system development and implementation are delimited to three
industrial cases.
The cost estimation in this work consists of the manufacturing cost. No other life-cycle costs
are considered. The manufacturing technologies in the industrial case for automated cost
estimation are cutting, grinding, rolling and welding of heavy steel structures. The system
implementation does not include the grouping of items to be produced in batches. Such
grouping reduces the set-up time per item. Cost-of-ownership, where the availability,
performance and quality of a manufacturing resource are considered, is not included in the
cost estimation. Further, the cost is calculated on the basis of existing resources, and the
interest cost of inventory (i.e. materials and work-in-progress) is not calculated.
1.8

OUTLINE OF THE THESIS

This thesis comprises seven chapters. This first chapter describes the background, scope and
purpose of the thesis, followed by the research questions, the industrial and scientific
objectives, and the delimitations.
Chapter 2 presents the field of research and the relevant scientific approaches. The adopted
research approaches in the work is described together with criteria for the evaluation of the
performed research. This is followed by a description of the applied research methodology
and how it relates to the adopted research approaches.
Chapter 3 provides an overview of the practice and theory this research is based upon. The
overview encompasses product development and engineering design, concurrent engineering,
design for x-abilities, product life-cycle management, product modelling, design for
manufacturability, design for producibility, management of manufacturing requirements, cost
estimating in design, and design automation.
In Chapter 4, the general results of the research are presented. First, the industrial relevance
and need of systematic methods supporting the development of computer support for
enhanced producibility is described. In the next section the analysis and synthesis approaches
to producibility are clarified. This is followed by a description of a framework, including
models and principles, supporting the development of three types of systems. This framework
constitutes the main result of the thesis. The different parts of the framework are thoroughly
described.
In Chapter 5, the practical result of the research is presented. Three pilot systems are
introduced. The presented framework was developed, used and derived from developing these
systems. Further, this chapter describes the practical usefulness of the systems’ applicability as
a means for ensuring and enhancing producibility.
Chapter 6 discusses the results of the thesis. The thesis contribution is summarised, the work
is evaluated for validation, and a reflection on the results and the research work is presented.
In Chapter 7 the main thesis conclusions are stated and suggestions for further research are
made.

7
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CHAPTER 2

:
RESEARCH APPROACH
CHAPTER INTRODUCTION
This chapter presents the field of the research and the relevant scientific approaches. The
adopted research approaches in this work are further described, together with criteria for the
evaluation of the performed research. Finally, the applied research methodology and how it
relates to the adopted research approaches are described.

2.1

DESIGN RESEARCH

Design research is an applied science, its main goal being to enhance industrialised product
development (Blessing, 1994; Hubka and Eder, 1996; Andreasen, 1996). Design research has
a wide scope and is performed in many different areas. Its diversity can be seen in the report
from a strategic planning workshop on design research in the USA (National Science
Foundation, 1996). In the report, the research areas that within a ten-year period (19972006) would have the greatest impact on engineering design were pointed out. They were the
following: collaborative design tools and techniques, prescriptive models/methods, system
integration, infrastructure/tools, design information support systems, design automation, and
analysis/optimisation methods. The research in most of these areas is multidisciplinary and is
commonly related to computer science and technology.
2.1.1 Systems and areas of design science
Design science can adopt a systems view consisting of two classes of systems (Hubka and
Eder, 1998):
•
•

A process system as a set, and unity of phases, partial processes and operations, which
represents a process, course of action or development.
A real object, thing, real system, artefact, formation, or technical system as a set, and
unity (relationships) of the elements (e.g. parts, components, organs, functions,
processes) from which this object is assembled.

This, together with the subdivision of research into descriptive statements and prescriptive
statements, outline the four main areas of design science as depicted in Figure 2.1.
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OBJECT KNOWLEDGE

Design
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Knowledge

Theory of
Design
Processes
Descriptive statements

THEORY
Figure 2.1 –

The four main categories of design science (Hubka and Eder, 1996).

One of the means for improving the design process is the use of computer-based solutions
(e.g. information systems and design automation). The problems that originate from the
implementation and use of computer-based solutions form a part of the Theory of Design
Processes, IT-applications and computer usage. It is a quasi-main area where the descriptive and
prescriptive statements are combined into a unit and the theory is adopted from computer
and information science (Hubka and Eder, 1996).
2.1.2 The state of design research
Design research is a new research discipline and the adoption of the results from design
research in industry is low. According to Dixon (1989), design research is in a pre-theory
stage where the focus has to be on the generating of theories. The scientific work is mainly to
acquire as much knowledge as possible of the domain by explorative studies (Patel and
Davidsson, 1994). Dixon argues that prescriptions cannot be founded before valid cognitive
and computational theories are established. He further claims that cognitive descriptive
theories have to exclude people, institutional, and environmental complexity. Hence, a more
fruitful approach may be computational models and theories. According to Andreasen (1996),
the reasons for the low adoption of the results from design research in industry could be the
fact that design science is young and the theories are tentative, and/or the fact that the
analytical approach leaves out the human element in the design process (cf. Dixon, 1989).
2.1.3 Views on conducting design research
The relationships between design (as carried out by practitioners), science in general, and
design science in particular have been discussed by a number of authors. Cross (2001a) claims
that some definitions of design science incorporate the view of designing as a scientific activity
itself, which he argues is not possible. Braha and Maimon (1997) have pointed out the
interrelationships between natural science and engineering design, whilst Roozenburg and
Eekels (1995) discuss the difference between designing and empirical scientific inquiry. The
main issue they all seem to struggle with is the scientific methods in design science. There, the
traditional methods are considered not always applicable. This could be due to the research
problem itself, the lack of theories, or the fact that the researchers are foremost engineers,
educated in solving problems rather than studying them. Cross (2001b) argues that design
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researchers as a community must develop their own methods. He further claims that there is a
danger with researchers from other disciplines applying inappropriate methods. Andreasen
(1996), on the other hand, welcomes the researchers with non-engineering backgrounds. He
finds their work fruitful for design science.
2.1.4 Categories of design research
Jørgensen (1992) has put forward a model in which the research process is different for
problem-based and theory-based research (Figure 2.2). It emphasises that design research can
be conducted in different ways and that the selection of an approach has to be based on the
initial prerequisites of the scientific inquiry.

Problem
base

ANALYSIS
disclosing
structures,
causalities,
emperical rules,
etc.

Diagnosis

SYNTHESIS
generating
solutions,
evaluating
consequences,
etc.

New scientific
acknowledgement

Knowledge
transfer

Theory
base

Figure 2.2 –

SYNTHESIS
building
structures,
internal
consistence,
etc.

Model

ANALYSIS
external
consistence,
usefullness,
etc.

Pratical
result

New scientific
acknowledgement

Descriptive research processes for problem-based research (induction) and theory-based research
(deduction) (Jørgensen, 1992).

Jørgensen draws a distinction between problem-based research and theory-based research
resembling the distinction commonly made between inductive research and deductive
research (Patel and Davidsson, 1994). A theory-based research process commonly includes the
definition a problem based on an identified research gap in existing theories. Initially, a
research area is defined and the existing theories are critically analysed. The purpose of this
critical analyse is to reveal the shortcomings of the existing theories or the lack of theories for
a specific phenomenon – a knowledge gap is identified. In a next step a hypothesis or a
number of research questions are formulated. This is followed by the selection of suitable
research methodology for addressing the research issues. In problem-based research, however,
the researcher acts as an explorer who is more or less free from existing theories (Patel and
Davidsson, 1994). Based on the gathered empiric information a theory is defined by the
researcher. To estimate the originality of the theory it has to be compared with existing
theories addressing the same issues, if any.
Cross (1995) describes another view, classifying design research into three different categories
based on the way it is performed. The categories follow below, together with interpretations
of comments made by Hubka and Eder (1996):
•
•
•

Research into design – descriptive studies, by various independent observations,
aiming at studying pragmatic or theoretical developments.
Research for design – creating methods and tools (e.g. computer-based) that support
designing, preferably based on theory.
Research through design – abstraction from, for example, self-observation and the
formulation of theories.
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2.1.5 A research methodology for the development of design support
Blessing et al. (1995) claim that descriptive studies are not enough when the aim of the
research is to improve the design process, i.e. in the research area of prescriptive design
methodology and software development. The descriptive studies only provide the
characteristics of existing processes. The overall aim of design research is to improve design in
practice. Blessing (1994) proposes a research methodology for the development of design
support focusing on their practical deployment (see Figure 2.3).
Basic method

Results
CRITERIA

Figure 2.3 –

Focus
Measure

Observation &
Analysis

DESCRIPTION I

Influences

Assumption &
Experience

PRESCRIPTION

Methods

Observation &
Analysis

DESCRIPTION II

Applications

Design research methodology framework and links largely missing in current research (1, 2a and 2b)
(Blessing et al., 1998).

The methodology is based on four generic steps that are performed iteratively:
•
•
•
•

Define criteria – identify and describe the success criteria that the research project
aims to improve.
Descriptive Study I – by means of observation and analysis, identify the influencing
factors that contribute to the improvement of the success criteria (link 1).
Prescriptive Study – develop a method addressing the factors identified in
Descriptive Study I in order to improve the success criteria.
Descriptive Study II – apply the method and validate by assessing its impact on the
factors identified (link 2a) and the success criteria (link 2b).

The extent to which a Descriptive Study II can be executed depends on the degree to which
the design support resulting from the Prescriptive Study is complete. In many cases, a full
evaluation in industry is not possible and other methods of validation are required.
2.2

ADOPTED RESEARCH APPROACHES

The selection of the approach has to be related to the fundamental view of reality. Abnor and
Bjerke (1997) describe three different perspectives:
•
•
•
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The analytical approach – Assumes that reality is objective (i.e. independent of the
observer) and that the whole is equal to the sum of its parts. Conclusions are drawn
from cause-effect relations.
The systems approach – Founded on the view that the whole of reality differs from
the sum of its parts (e.g. synergy) and that this is a consequence of the parts’ relations
to each other. The parts are explained chiefly through the characteristics of the whole.
The actors approach – The whole exists only as meaning structures, which are
socially constructed. Reality is an individual interpretation.
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This work is associated with research in design automation. There, the four domains –
domain knowledge, process character, tools and computer implementations – are considered
as base elements for system realisation, and their combinations into design automation
systems in an industrial environment are studied (Figure 2.4). The aim of the research in this
field is to derive new knowledge including descriptive statements gained by analysing existing
solutions and industrial practice, or prescriptive statements by synthesising new solutions and
their utilisation in an industrial environment. The statements address strategies, methods,
models, and processes for planning, developing, implementing, and utilisation of design
automation systems.
onment
Envir

Descriptive

System

Computer
implementations

Tools

Process
character

Domain
knowledge

Principles, methods,
models, and processes
for
planning, developing,
implementing, and utilization
of
design automation
systems

Prescriptive
Figure 2.4 –

Research in the field of design autoamtion.

In this work about design automation, the development of methods and models applied in
tools forms a unity. The functionality and applicability of the whole are of greater value than
the sum of the individual methods and models. It is also of vital importance to understand the
relationships between the different methods and models when exploring and creating
computer-based systems. This is in accordance with the systems approach as described above,
and implies a holistic view of the research subject. The presented research was performed as
constructive research in general, and it was accomplished with the system development and
design modelling approaches. These three are described below.
2.2.1 Constructive research
Constructive research is concerned with developing frameworks, refining concepts and
pursuing technical developments. The models and frameworks do not necessarily describe any
existing reality. Rather, they help to create a new one (Cornford and Smithson, 1996).
Kasanen et al. (1993) pointed out the phases of constructive approach. The phases (of which
the order may vary from case to case) are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Find a practically relevant problem with research potential.
Obtain a general and comprehensive understanding of the topic.
Innovate, i.e. construct a solution idea.
Demonstrate that the solution works.
Show the theoretical connections and the research contribution of the solution concept.
Examine the scope of applicability of the solution.

According to March and Smith (1995), the building and evaluating of information
technology artefacts has a “design science” intent, while the theorising and justifying of the
same has a “natural science” intent.
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2.2.2 System development approach
Within the domain of information systems, the approach of constructive research is adopted.
The method of system development has during the 1990s been recognised as an established
and accepted approach in information systems research. Building a system is a part of the
evolutionary process of research, and some generalised results can be expected from the
experience gained with system building and design (Burstein 2002). The method is applicable
when conducting applied research. It is essential when examining and proving underlying
theories contributing to the core body of knowledge of the field. According to Burstein and
Gregor (1999), it is argued that the approach can be viewed as an action research method
when performed in a real-world context.
A generalised view of the method is depicted in Figure 2.5. The method is based on the
interplay of the cornerstones and the new concept. The new concept is the central part of the
research carried out. It evolves dynamically, based on prototype enhancements resulting from
analysis made after various tests of the prototype.
Build prototype

New concept

Test in the
laboratory

Figure 2.5 –

Test in the field

Generalised model of system development research (Burstein, 2002, adopted from the Center for the
Management of Information (CMI) at the University of Arizona).

The research procedure consists of three major steps (see Figure 2.6). The tasks carried out
within the steps are (Burstein, 2002):
1. Concept building – Construction of research questions, investigating the system
functionality and requirements, and acquiring ideas and approaches from other
disciplines.
2. System building – System construction through these sub-tasks:
a. Develop system architecture – Developing an architectural design and
defining system functionality, components and interrelationships.
b. Analyse and design the system – Designing the database/knowledge base and
processes to carry out system functions, developing alternative solutions and
selecting one of them.
c. Building the (prototype) system – Learning about concepts, framework and
design through the building process and gaining insights into the problem and
the complexity of the system.
3. System evaluation – Observing the use of the system by case study or field
experiment, evaluating the system through laboratory or field experiment, developing
new theories/models based on the observation and evaluation of the system, and
consolidating experience learned.
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Figure 2.6 –

Main steps in the system development method (Burstein, 2002, based on Nunamaker et al., 1990-1991).

The process is of iterative nature, and the major emphasis is on the concept, illustrated by the
system. The system quality is of subordinate importance. The evaluation is based on the
initial research questions.
2.2.3 Research approach for design modelling
The view of system development as a research method has also been advocated by researchers
in computer-supported engineering design. Dixon (1989) believes that computer-based
studies, if used appropriately, could lead to the desired theoretical foundations of engineering
design. Duffy and Andreasen (1995) present an approach applicable to design science for
developing computer-based models. The approach consists of three models: phenomena
models, information models and computer models/application systems (Figure 2.7). The
models are to be built on reality. They are assumed to evolve since they affect reality when
they are adopted. Phenomena models are of a descriptive nature. The phenomena models are
the basis for the development of information models that, in turn, support the development
of computational models. The prescriptive “alien” models are introduced and used to alter,
test and/or optimise the process. By studying their effect on the process, a more
comprehensive insight into the process is acquired and the prescriptive model can be
improved.
Envisage/Postulated
reality

Reality

Figure 2.7 –

Phenomena
models

Information
models

Computer
models/tools

Design modelling research approach of Duffy and Andreasen (1995).
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2.3

EVALUATION OF RESEARCH

Evaluation of the research is an important part of the research process. The result and the
method must be critically examined. The means of evaluation is associated with the research
approach and needs to be carefully selected. Evaluation can be divided into two components,
verification and validation. Verification is the truth and accuracy related to the practical
employment of the result. Validity is related to the accuracy and relevance of the performed
research – whether the applied research method is applicable to the problem and acquires
what it is intended to acquire. The consistency of the research (whether it is stable and can be
repeated with the same result) is also of paramount importance, especially in the analytical
approach, for validity (Arbnor and Bjerke, 1997). Consistency is denoted as reliability, and
Abnor and Bjerke (1997, p. 233) state that “validity requires reliability”. Consequently,
reliability exists if validity is obtained.
2.3.1 Criteria for evaluating research in engineering design
Cross (2002) argues that the characteristics of best practice in design research involving
validity are:
•
•
•
•
•

Purposive – based on the identification of an issue or problem worthy and capable of
investigation
Inquisitive – seeking to acquire new knowledge
Informed – conducted from an awareness of previous, related research
Methodical – planned and carried out in a disciplined manner
Communicable – generating and reporting results that are testable and accessible by
others.

These descriptions do not simply constitute good design research; they are features of good
research in any discipline. The characteristics stated by Cross are not accompanied by
guidance as to how they are to be valued. Olesen (1992) gives a more applicable description.
He claims that validity can be described by a number of factors:
• Internal logic – the result is based on known and accepted theories, and the work is
stringent from the problem to the result.
• Truth – the theoretical and practical result can be used to explain “real” phenomena.
• Acceptance – other researchers accept the theories used and the result obtained, and
professionals use tools based on the result.
• Applicability – the use of the tools leads to enhancements, as compared to if they
were not used.
• Novelty value – new solutions are presented, or new ways of looking at a particular
problem are introduced.
Another evaluation basis for validity that adheres to the above is the characteristics of good
design research enumerated by Andreasen (1996). The research should be: focused, theorybased, founded on a strong research paradigm, performed by good research craftsmanship,
multidisciplinary, published, and used/implemented.
As can be concluded from the above, views on the validation of design research do not
primarily emphasise considerations of validity within quantitative research (characterised by
elicitation of knowledge from a vast amount of collected data). The evaluation of research
validity more closely resembles the approach applied in qualitative research. Finally, validation
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of qualitative research has also been considered when adopting the system development
approach.
2.3.2 Criteria for evaluating research adopting the system development approach
Burstein and Gregor (1999) argue that the system development approach is a form of action
research, relating to case studies and qualitative techniques. Based on this view, they propose
five criteria (taken in part from Miles and Huberman (1994)) for the conduct and evaluation
of system development research. The criteria and relevant questions (if applicable) are
presented in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1 –

Criteria for the conduct and evaluation of system development research, from Burstein and Gregor (1999).

Criteria
Significance

Internal
validity

Description

Examples of relevant questions (if applicable)

The study must be significant,
either theoretically, practically,
or both.

Does the study have theoretical significance? Is it theorybuilding or theory-testing?

Internal validity refers to the
credibility of the arguments
made. Do the findings of the
study make sense? The
internal validity can apply to
both the proposed method and
system itself and also to the
argument put forward for the
worth of the method.

For the method or the system itself
Does the method work? Does it meet its stated objectives
and requirements?

Does the study have practical significance? Will it
contribute to the building of “better” systems?

Were any predictions made in the study about the
method, and how accurate were they?
Have rival methods been actively considered?
In the evaluation of the method
Was negative evidence concerning the worth of the
method sought for or found?
Were the conclusions concerning the worth of the system
considered accurate by the system evaluators? If not, is
there a coherent explanation for this?
Has sufficient evidence for claims about the system’s
worth been presented?

External
validity

Deals with generalisability by
looking at, for example,
generalisations made on the
basis of some underlying
theoretical base, or on a caseby-case basis.

Are the findings congruent with, connected to, or
confirmatory of prior theory?
Are the methods, processes and outcomes described in
conclusions generic enough to be applicable in other
settings?
Does the researcher define the scope and boundaries of
reasonable generalization from the study?
Is the transferable theory from the study made explicit?

Objectivity/
Confirmability

This criterion addresses the
researcher’s neutrality and
freedom.

Are the study’s methods and procedures described
explicitly and in detail?
Can we follow the procedures of how data was collected?
Has the researcher been explicit and as self-aware as
possible about personal assumptions, values and biases?

Reliability/
Dependability/
Auditability

The underlying issue here is
whether the process of the
study is consistent, reasonably
stable over time and across
researchers and methods.

Are the research questions clear?
Is the researcher’s role and status explicitly described (of
particular interest in action research)?
Are basic constructs clearly specified?
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2.4

APPLIED RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

How the conducted research relates to the approaches described in the previous sections are in
this section outlined together with a description of the applied research methodology. The
research is performed in the quasi-main area of IT-applications in the four domains of design
science where both descriptive and prescriptive statements about the design process are united.
The overall research process is problem-based. However, it is completed with sub-loops of
theory-based inquiries. The purpose of this research is to create methods and tools that support
designing (research for design). The research work is carried out as research through design by
the development of application systems. This is in accordance with the general view of
constructive research. The two main reasons why application systems have been developed,
from a research view, are: firstly, the system development method as a research methodology to
explore a research issue including the introduction, evaluation, and refinement of new
concepts; and secondly to show different ways to address producibility by means of different
types of systems. The concepts that are introduced, evaluated, and refined are perceived as
prescriptive models in accordance with the design modelling approach.
As constructive research carried out by the method of system development, the procedure in
the realisation and concretisation of application systems, information models, and the
framework is an iterative process of problem analysis – solution synthesis – solution analysis –
reject/approve, on an everyday basis regarding encountered specific sub-problems as well as
the research project in general. The research project is initiated by the definition of the success
criteria (enable and support the realisation and utilisation of computer-supported design for
producibility), and the overall procedure for the research project resembles the research
methodology for the development of design support.
The evolutionary research process is depicted in Figure 2.8. Conceptual phenomena
principles and models are used as a basis for the development of an application system. The
applicability and utilisation of the application system are explored and evaluated. Then the
principles and methods encapsulated by the system are formalised. These principles and
models are representations of the conceptual phenomena of principles and models. The
process is of iterative nature, where the experiences from the system evaluation serve as input
to the refinement of the conceptual phenomena principles and models. The different parts
evolve over time and the framework goes from tentative to final. The development of the
research object is an intrinsic part of the research method and the tasks of research inquiry
and system development are intertwined. The generalisation aspects together with the related
theories of the introduced principles and models are continuously considered throughout the
work. The level in the generalisation effort and the adoption of related theories are increasing
as the knowledge about the research issues are increasing. Earlier works of others are
continuously sought for with the purpose to reveal: if the research issues previously have been
addressed, if there exist theories (e.g. principles and models) proposed by others, and if there
is a knowledge gap in these proposed theories, if any.
Due to the research approach originating from a system approach, the evaluation of the
research is founded on criteria from the approaches of design modelling and system
development.
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Figure 2.8 –

Generalised model the applied research methodology. The proposed framework consists of the formalised
principles and models. These are perceived as representations of the conceptual phenomena of principles
and models.
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CHAPTER 3

:
FRAME OF REFERENCE
CHAPTER INTRODUCTION
Earlier works of others have continuously been sought for with the purpose to reveal: if the
research issues have been addressed previosly, the existence of prior theories, and if there is a
knowledge gap in these theories. Both commercial and research application systems for
handling manufacturing aspects and estimating manufacturing cost are available. However,
the publications found mainly focus on system specifications and the essential constructs of
the systems are not revealed. Further, no frameworks including principles and models for the
development and realisation of systems, similar to the ones presented in this work, have been
found. The frameworks are still to be developed and this is in accordance with the adopted
general view of constructive research (Section 2.2.1). Hence, this chapter primarily provides
an overview of the practices and theories this research is based upon. The chapter starts with a
section on product development and engineering design. Next, a short introduction to
concurrent engineering, design for x-abilities, and product life-cycle management is presented,
together with a description of how they are related. This is followed by a general part
concerning design for manufacturability and a description of design for producibility. The
section about cost estimation in design describes cost estimation in general and within
engineering design in particular. Finally, cost estimation as part of design automation is
introduced, together with an overview of design automation.

3.1

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT AND ENGINEERING DESIGN

Product development and engineering design are two universal processes executed in many
companies today. To some extent these two processes appear to be similar due to some
overlaps and no really distinctive borders between the terms and their meanings. However,
the prescriptive models of product development and engineering design differ. Blessing
(1994) argues that the difference in the models originates from different views. One view
focuses on the process executed by the mechanical engineer, characterised as problemoriented. The other extends the view to include the context in which the process is being
executed, characterised as product-oriented. Problem-orientation involves abstraction and
focuses initially on analysing the problem to be solved. In product-oriented models, the work
is more evolutionary, comprising the analysis and evaluation of an initial product idea. But in
this evolution of a product, subordinate problems can arise where the problem-oriented
approach is to be applied. Product development and engineering design are further described
in the subsequent sections, followed by an overview of concurrent engineering, design for xabilities, and product life-cycle management.
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3.1.1 Product development
Product development is a core business process that includes all activities used in identifying,
researching and developing new products. It involves inputs and co-operation from many
organizational functions. Ulrich and Eppinger (1995, p. 14) define product development as
“the sequence of steps or activities that an enterprise employs to conceive, design and commercialise
a product”. According to Kotler et al. (1999), the process of developing new products can be
divided into nine steps, as depicted in Figure 3.1.
New
product
strategy

Marketing
strategy

Figure 3.1 –

Idea
generation

Business
analysis

Product
development

Concept
development
and testing

Idea
screening

Test
marketing

Commersialisation

The nine steps in the development of new products (Kotler et al., 1999).

With the ever-increasing globalisation and customer awareness of product value, companies
have to be effective and efficient in their product development process. According to Smith
and Reinertsen (1998), the four key product development objectives are: the right product
performance for the right product cost price within the right development time at minimum
development cost. The development of new products includes creative processes and
adaptation to new prerequisites. This implies that a number of trade-offs between the four
objectives have to be made, in consideration of their effect on the final result (Figure 3.2).

Figure 3.2 –

Product

Development

Product
Performance

Development
Time

Product
Cost

Development
Cost

Four key product development objectives and six trade-offs (Smith and Reinertsen, 1998).

3.1.2 Engineering design
Design is creation according to a plan (Encyclopædia Britannica, 2006). It is the development
and realisation of something new in a systematic way. The result may be a product, a physical
object manufactured to satisfy a need while fulfilling all the initial requirements set by
different groups of interested parties. Andreasen (1991) suggests that the overall business
design process can be divided into four levels: product planning, product development,
product synthesis and general problem-solving. Product synthesis can be compared with
product design, defined by Roozenburg and Eekels (1995, p. 3) as: “the process of devising and
laying down the plans that are needed for the manufacturing of a product”. In the context of
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product development, the core of engineering design is the activities within the product
design that are accomplished through systematic application of engineering principles and
physical and mathematical concepts to solve problems.
The main four phases in engineering design outlined by Pahl and Beitz (1996) are:
•
•
•
•

Planning and clarification of the task – Starts with an analysis of the market and the
company’s situation. Results in a product idea and a requirement list.
Conceptual design – Identification of essential problems. Establishment of functions
structures and solutions that are combined into solutions. Evaluation and selection of
concept.
Embodiment design – Creation of preliminary layout designs including materials
and calculations. Refining, improving and evaluating. Results in a preliminary layout
that is processed into a definitive layout.
Detail design – The arrangement, form, dimensions and surface properties of the
individual parts are set. The output from this phase is the specification of production.

Engineering design can be seen as a process of problem-solving. It is a process of many
successive decisions in a large solution space (see Figure 3.3). It is not feasible to evaluate all
possible solutions. Therefore, it is essential to apply a systematic approach where the decisions
are based on the right information. This is especially true as manufacturing and the product
cost are affected to a large extent by the work in these upstream phases.
Problem
Process
Functions
Principles
Organ structure
Structure
Form of elements
Materials
Surface quality
Dimensions
Details of shape

Figure 3.3 –

Engineering design is a process of many successive decisions in a large solution space (Andreasen and
Hein,1987).

3.1.3 Concurrent Engineering, DFX and PLM
It is a fact that the decisions made early in the product development process have significant
impact on producibility, quality, cost, time-to-market, and thus the ultimate success of the
product in the marketplace. All the information related to a product’s life cycle should be
used to enhance the knowledge in the upstream phases. This allows proper decisions to be
made. This is achieved by paralleling the different tasks and the support of information
exchange. Concurrent engineering (CE) has been recognised as a philosophy that tears down
the walls between organisational functions (e.g. marketing, product design and
manufacturing) within the traditional sequential product development process. The approach
is not entirely novel, but the constantly increasing need for company improvements calls for
new methods and tools to be developed in this area.
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Winner et al. (1988, p. 11) define concurrent engineering as:
“…a systematic approach to the integrated, concurrent design of products and their related
processes, including manufacture and support. This approach is intended to cause the developers,
from the outset, to consider all elements of the product life cycle from conception through disposal,
including quality, cost, schedule, and user requirements.”
One important part of concurrent engineering is product development teams. It is of
paramount importance that the different team members can measure their requirements,
constraints and targets, and express them in quantitative or qualitative terms. In other words,
as Prasad (1997, p. 52) states, “one cannot impact what one cannot measure”. Design for Xabilities (DFX, such as design for manufacturability, affordability, maintainability) is a set of
metrics that can be used as measures focusing on different life-cycle functions. According to
Prasad (1997), most DFX metrics are based on heuristics or some type of scoring method. To
fully adopt a concurrent engineering approach requires that all life-cycle issues be considered
in the design stage. Besides the use of different metrics, a proactive approach is necessary. This
has resulted in a number of methods and guidelines to apply in the development process
supporting the endeavour to enhance the different life-cycle functions.
An extensive amount of information has to be managed in the defining of a product design.
To enable a concurrent engineering approach and support product innovation through
collaboration, the concept of product life-cycle management (PLM) has evolved. PLM
encompasses the approach of concurrent engineering, and the definition of concurrent
engineering by Winner et al. is applicable to PLM as well. The differences fall within the
original means of achieving integration: product development teams in the former case, and
information and process management in the latter case. PLM has emerged from an industrial
need to manage and maintain the vast amount of product information, as well as the business
processes throughout the product life cycle. It supports the securing of the integrity of the
product definition information and the sharing of this information. In industry, it started
with data management of digital drawings. Later, product data management (PDM) emerged.
The product-related life cycles addressed by PLM are (CIMdata, 2002):
•
•
•

3.2

Product definition – Includes the entire set of information on the product definition,
from customer requirements and product concepts to how the product is
manufactured, operated and, finally, dismantled.
Production definition – Focuses on the deliverable product and includes all activities
associated with production and distribution of the product.
Operational definition – Management of the enterprise’s core resources, i.e. its
people, finances, and other resources required to support the enterprise.
PRODUCT MODELLING

A product model constitutes the product definition in a PLM approach. The methods for
product description originate from the need to describe information related to the physical
artefact. Claesson et al. (2001) describe the three generations in the evolution of the product
descriptions up to date and propose a fourth generation (Figure 3.4).
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variant
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time

Figure 3.4 –

Evolution of product description (Claesson et al. 2001).

The first generation can be described as a warehouse pick-list used for the collecting of
predefined items. The second generation includes collections of items and the relations
consists-of/part-of between the collections/items. The two dominant approaches for defining
the collections and the relations are functional decomposition and assembly construction,
resulting in two different hierarchies. These two hierarchies are commonly referred to as
Engineering Bill Of Material (E-BOM) and Manufacturing Bill Of Material (M-BOM). The
third generation handles a larger number of predefined items together with an abstraction
encapsulating alternative hierarchies which can be called upon. The fourth generation is to be
composed of abstract design solutions. It is an extension of the third generation incorporating
abstract collections and items. Regarding the technology evolution, software vendors today
provide different solutions incorporating new and improved technologies for setting up,
utilizing, maintaining and managing product descriptions.
Isaksson et al. (2000) argue that there are five different logical connected views of product
models (Figure 3.5). The different views address issues that are important for the efficient
definition, modelling, use and application of product models. According to Cederfeldt
(2005), these views can also be addressed by applying a design automation approach to
engineering design.
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How to represent
the data?

How to describe products?

Different views on a product model (Isaksson et al., 2000).

3.2.1 Data, information, and knowledge
It is important to distinguish between data, information and knowledge (Figure 3.6) when
discussing product modelling and design automation. Data are often described as unprocessed
facts, i.e. they are not placed in a context and therefore lack in purpose and relevance. Based
on this view, information is regarded as processed data. Information is an aggregation of data
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that have meaning, implying that the facts have been placed in a context, i.e. the facts have
been organised for a purpose. Finally, knowledge is based on information that is contextual,
relevant and actionable (Turban and Aronson, 2001). Commonly, knowledge is associated
with the human ability to act.
Processed
Data

Information

Relevant and
actionable

Knowledge

Relevant and actionable

Figure 3.6 –

The relations between data, information, and knowledge (Turban and Aronson, 2001).

The development of computer technology has made it possible to let machines perform tasks
that are normally regarded as cumbersome and which handle a lot of information quickly and
seemingly effortlessly. Although a system does not always tackle problems in the same way as a
human does (Hopgood, 2001), it performs its task in a strictly defined (and programmed)
manner. Further, the knowledge is represented differently in the human and the machine
worlds. In an executable system, symbolic statements must be transformed to an expression
that can be executed by the system, e.g. a production rule or a computational statement. Not
only the knowledge has implications for the system development; the cognitive abilities, such
as ability to find similarities between “things” (analogies), ability to induct rules, deduct
effects and abduct cause (logic reasoning), and ability to handle spatial relations, which are to
some extent performed by the system, have to be considered. Different solutions/tools exist
for different types and formats of knowledge and/or types of cognitive abilities. In the most
optimal case, the tool for development of a design automation system should be selected on
the basis of the available domain knowledge (Cederfeldt, 2006) and the cognitive abilities that
are to be replicated by the system.
3.2.2 Information modelling
A framework supporting the development of in-house systems requires the coordination of
different concepts of, for example, cost models, plant resources, process plans and product
geometry models. Information modelling is used to define and communicate these concepts.
Information modelling also facilitates the coordination and clarification of the relationships
between the different concepts. Further, the information models are important for the system
developers and software programmers. Enhanced Entity Relationships (EER), Express-G and
Unified Modelling Language (UML) all have graphical notation and are suitable for
conceptual modelling of information models. UML, consisting of seven diagrams, is a visual
modelling language designed for specifying, constructing, visualising, and documenting
software systems.
The class diagrams in the format of Unified Modelling Language (UML) are useful to
represent the information models (Booch et al., 1999). The main parts of the UML class
diagram are:
•
•
•
•
•
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3.2.3 Ontology modelling
Another approach to modelling is provided by ontologies. From a knowledge-based systems
view, an ontology is a shared understanding with a formal description that is machineexecutable. When defining an ontology, the focus is on “things”, not on how to describe data
in an efficient way for computer implementations (Noy and McGuinness, 2001). Further,
ontologies are broader in scope than semantic data models. An ontology is based on an
information model with semantic relationships that has been extended by incorporating
different forms of knowledge. The knowledge is represented as concepts, instances, relations,
axioms (symmetry, inverse and transitive), and user-defined rules (i.e. rules that are fired by
an inference mechanism). The axioms and user-defined rules are pieces of knowledge
implicitly defined in the knowledge base.
Maier et al. (2003) conclude that ontologies sum up most of the qualities of other knowledge
representation models:
•
•
•
•

3.3

Like Taxonomies, ontologies are able to picture hierarchies.
Like Thesauri, Semantic Nets and Topic Maps, ontologies contain relations.
Like the Entity Relationship Model (ER), ontologies have a data model distinguishing
schema information from facts.
As an object-based model, ontologies support inheritance and multiple inheritance of
attributes.
DESIGN FOR MANUFACTURABILITY AND PRODUCIBILITY

The terms producibility and manufacturability are both terms used to indicate the ease with
which a product or component could be manufactured (Bralla, 1998). In literature, the
acronym most commonly used for the methods, tools and metrics related to these terms is
DFM. DFM stands for design for manufacture (Eureka Famos, 1994), design for
manufacturability (Venkatachalam et al., 1993) or design for manufacturing (Poli, 2001).
Furthermore, in these cases, the definitions include both the fabrication and the assembly of
components. Assembly is in some cases not treated as a manufacturing process (Boothroyd et
al., 2002). In these cases, the term used for the design of the product for ease of assembly is
design for assembly (DFA). In this work, DFM implies design for manufacture and excludes
DFA. Here, both DFM and DFA are considered as subordinate to design for
manufacturability (Figure 3.7).
Design for manufacturability
Design for
manufacture
DFM

Figure 3.7 –

Design for
assembly
DFA

The main parts of Design for Manufacturability.

Design for manufacturability is an approach to design that, according to Venkatachalam et al.
(1993, p. 355), “…fosters the simultaneous involvement of product design and process design” and
is performed in the design phase of a product. This implies a flexible manufacturing system,
comprising a number of different manufacturing processes that can be adapted or even
changed. Many of the DFM/DFA guidelines and metrics are applicable to a specific, average
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type of manufacturing processes, e.g. machining, die casting, metal stamping (Boothroyd et
al., 2002; Bralla, 1998; and Poli, 2001).
For most companies, the manufacturing system is a valuable asset that is more or less fixed
and allows only minor modifications. Therefore, the product design has to be adapted to the
manufacturing system to a large extent. Hopefully, this will not affect the product’s functional
and performance objective. However, sometimes trade-offs are necessary. To make these
decisions, the designer needs knowledge about the existing and future manufacturing system
and insight into the system’s implications for the product design. Besides the methods, tools
and metrics in literature, the companies have to develop their own working practice.
Design for manufacturability requires basic knowledge and understanding of the relationship
between product properties and manufacturing process. For example, the designer must be
aware of the implication that surface roughness has on the selection of manufacturing process
and the number of operations. He/she must have an insight into different manufacturing
methods’ ability to meet required design tolerances. The functionality must be ensured in the
selection and specification of dimensional measures. The effect of aggregated tolerance as a
result of tolerance chains must be evaluated. This is only a part of the basic knowledge a
designer has to acquire. In addition to this knowledge and experience, a systematic approach
has to be adopted in applying methods, metrics and tools. According to Shah and Wright
(2000), it is important to make a clear distinction between the method (for search, evaluation
or optimisation), the metric (the particular criterion one uses to determine the “best”
solution), and the tool (embodiment of the method). The aim of design for manufacturability
is to support the design synthesis or design analysis. Design synthesis can, however, include
design analysis using the results for further synthesis in a loop towards refined solutions. The
methods applied in the synthesis phases are commonly based on guidelines, and the methods
in the analysis phases use metrics.
3.3.1 Manufacturability guidelines and metrics
Design for manufacture (DFM) is an approach to designing components in a way that
facilitates fabrication. Extensive work in this area has resulted in a number of guidelines that
can be found in literature (Boothroyd et al., 2002; Bralla, 1998; and Poli, 2001). Examples of
general guidelines are:
•
•
•
•

Design parts to be capable of being used in multiple products.
Minimize the number of separate parts types in the product.
Aim to standardise.
Use simple low-cost operations.

Examples of general guidelines for specific processes are:
•
•
•

Casting – avoid sharp changes in sectional area.
Forming – avoid narrow deep ribs.
Machining – minimize machined area.

Design for assembly (DFA) is an approach for designing components in a way that facilitates
assembly. Examples of general guidelines are:
•
•
•
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The guidelines can be seen as rules of thumb to be applied in the design synthesis phase. A
number of metrics can be used for analysing and evaluating the manufacturability of a design
proposal or existing products or components. The most common metrics, pointed out by
Shah and Wright (2000), are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Quality scores based on good practice rules.
Direct cost estimates.
Time-based manufacturability rating.
Producibility assessment worksheet (PAW).
Design tolerance to process capability ratio.
Boothroyd and Dewhurst rating.
Value-based design for manufacturability rating.
Design for manufacturability based on Taguchi loss function.

The approach, the measure and the level of automation are the three primary characteristics
that distinguish various automated manufacturability analysis systems from each other (Gupta
et al., 1997). The approach can be indirect or plan-based. The guidelines above are used in an
indirect approach, while the metrics can be used in both cases. Generating a process plan,
where the operations, the operation sequence and the resources needed for the
accomplishment are determined, often requires extensive work. If this work is automated, it is
possible to analyse and evaluate the ease of manufacture of different variant designs within the
existing manufacturing system context, thus supporting enhanced producibility.
3.3.2 Design for producibility
Design for producibility (DFP) is design for manufacturability taken a step closer to the
actual manufacturing of a product. As with manufacturability, there exists no universal
definition of producibility. According to Best Manufacturing Practices and Center of
Excellence (1999, p. 3), producibility is: “The relative ease by which a product can be
manufactured as measured in yield, cycle times, and the associated costs of options in product design
manufacturing processes, production and support, and tooling.”
In this work, design for producibility is the process in which a systematic method is used to
reach the required functional properties of the product at the same time as the product’s
compliance with the intended manufacturing system is ensured. It is based on a holistic view
where the both the product and the manufacturing system is treated as a whole. This is
founded on the view that the whole of reality differs from the sum of its parts and that this is
a consequence of the parts’ relations to each other. The difference between the whole and the
sum of its parts can be either negative or positive.
A distinction can be made between design for producibility and design for manufacturability,
where design for producibility includes:
•
•

the specification of requirements and metrics for the intended manufacturing
processes – not for average processes, and
a holistic view where the manufacturing processes and the product properties are
treated as a whole – not analysed as separate parts.

Design for producibility has to be performed with a specified objective that needs to be
defined as a measure of producibility. Eureka Famos (1994) suggests seven considerations
suitable for assessing the effect a certain design has on the manufacturing activity:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Production costs
Quality
Flexibility
Risk
Lead-time
Efficiency
Environmental effects

Measuring all these seven factors is not sufficient for determining the producibility of a single
design. However, the factors are applicable for the comparison and evaluation of different
variant designs using relative scoring. If production costs and lead-time could be
automatically calculated, based on a process plan generated in accordance with the properties
and constraints of the manufacturing system, and if that process plan were based on a variant
design generated by an automated system for variant design, a decision basis for enhanced
producibility could be obtained. Due to missing information architecture (standard) for
design support, existing tools cannot be linked together to accomplish this task (van Vliet et
al., 1999). For the companies that want to incorporate this approach, one solution is to
develop their own systems. When doing so, the view of DFP as exemplified in Figure 3.8
should be adopted.
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Figure 3.8 –

3.4

Process plan
Tool design
Operation sequence
Jigs and fixtures
NC preparation

Design automation in a DFP approach, adapted from Hannam’s view of DFM (Hannam, 1997).

MANAGEMENT OF MANUFACTURING REQUIREMENTS

Requirement management is the process of identifying, formulating, allocating, verifying, and
managing changes of requirements. Commonly, a distinction is drawn between:
•
•

Primary requirements, binding and specified by customers, legislation or other external
sources, and
Derived requirements, following from interpretations of the primary requirements.

In addition, requirements may be quantitative or qualitative, i.e. defined by measurable
quantities or by subjective judgments, respectively. Further, requirements can be classified as
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“musts”, “wants” or “recommendations”, suggesting three different levels of adherence
necessity.
3.4.1 Specifying requirements
Requirements originate not only from the customer; their sources can also be traced to
different product life cycles and stakeholders. All the information related to a product’s life
cycle should be used to enhance the knowledge in the upstream phases, allowing proper
decisions to be made. Checklists have been provided by various authors (Pugh, 1991; Pahl
and Beitz, 1996, Ullman, 1997). These are to be used as a support when specifying
requirements to ensure that no vital requirements, related to different product life-cycle
phases or important stakeholders’ aspects, are forgotten. The number of requirements can be
substantial. Hence, the requirements have to be grouped and structured to be manageable.
(Olsson, 1978) provides a table with general classes for this purpose (Figure 3.9)

Process

Environment

Human
aspects

Economic

Create
Manufacture
Make available
Use & maintain
Eliminate
- Distribution
- Packaging
- Storage
- Sale
- etc.

Figure 3.9 –

- Safety
- Ergonomic
- Semantics
- User friendly
- etc.

- Risk analysis
- Cost matrices
- Time-to-market
- etc.

Olsson table (Olsson, 1978). Product life-cycle phases and important domain aspects (from Andersson et al.,
2000).

3.4.2 Requirements traceability
One strong reason for using IT-support to manage requirements is the need for traceability.
This implies that changes should propagate to the product definition guided by traceability
links. According to Kirkman (1998), a requirement is traceable if one can detect:
•
•
•
•
•
•

the source that suggested the requirement,
the reason why the requirement exists,
what other requirements are related to it,
how the requirement is related to other information such as function structures, parts,
analyses, test results and user documents,
the decision-making process that led to derivation of the requirement, and
the status of the requirement.

To support traceability between requirements and systems/parts Sutinen et al. (2000) propose
the employments of three additional structures: functions, solutions, and concepts. Sunnersjö
et al. (2003) adopted a similar approach to enhance traceability using additional structures for
functions and function-carriers. Both approaches are based on the chromosome model
(Andreasen, 1992), which is a further development of the theory of technical systems (Hubka
and Eder; 1987, 1988).
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3.4.3 Supporting traceability of manufacturing requirements
To map manufacturing requirements for the physical product, Sohlenius (1992) proposes the
introduction of a process function domain, with process requirements, in the four domains of
the design world (Suh, 1990). However, the focus with this approach is to manage process
requirements set by the product. This is in accordance with a company strategy where the
design of the manufacturing system is subordinated to the design of the product and a new
manufacturing system is developed for every new product. For companies with high product
variety and/or short product life cycles, this is not possible. Instead, a new product must be
adapted to existing production facilities so that they can be used for different products, often
run simultaneously and in an arbitrary, order-driven sequence using the same equipment
operated by the same personnel. Nilsson and Andersson (2004) adopt this strategy, arguing
that manufacturing requirements can be structured according to the product and
manufacturing domain. They suggest that the manufacturing structures (processes, functions,
functional solutions, and resources) can be used for the structuring manufacturing
requirements. However, they do not describe how to support the conceptual phases where
different manufacturing alternatives are to be evaluated, or how to model requirements arising
from the combination of resources.
3.5

COST ESTIMATING IN DESIGN

The estimation of product cost has been pointed out as a central, non-trivial activity in the
design process by a number of authors:
“One of the most difficult and yet important tasks for a design engineer in developing a new
product is estimating its production cost.” – (Ullman, 1997, p. 243)
“Rapid cost-estimating systems are necessary to enable design teams to take good, sound decisions
early in a design task…” – (Pugh, 1991, p. 120)
“…cost is an extremely important factor in choosing a concept, because it is one of the factors
determining the economic success of the product.” – (Ulrich and Eppinger, 1995, p. 121)
“It is important to identify cost factors as early and as accurately as possible in the design process.”
– (Pahl and Beitz, 2001, p. 467)
“…it is not always easy for a company to determine the exact costs of components used in products.”
– (Cross, 2000, p. 166)
“What is needed are reliable techniques for costing much earlier on in the design process, and these
are not yet widely available.” – (French, 1999, p. 191)
3.5.1 Cost estimation in manufacturing industry
The calculation of product cost is the most common and important calculation in most
companies. It is also the basis of pricing, profitability evaluation and cost follow-ups. Mainly
two types exist: (1) cost estimations done before decisions based on simplifications and
approximations of costs and revenues, and (2) cost calculations as a post control, with analyses
of the actual cost and revenues incurred. The method for cost estimation adopted by a
company can be adjusted and enhanced in accordance with the analyses. This leads to
increased precision in the future estimates.
Probably the most widespread method for cost estimation is based on assigning all costs to a
product by tracing direct costs and allocating indirect costs. The direct costs are those costs
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that can only be traced to one product and are therefore assigned to the product directly.
Indirect costs are related to the product but they cannot be traced to it in an economically
feasible way. Indirect costs are grouped in cost pools and are allocated to the cost object using
a cost-allocation base. The relationship among these concepts is illustrated in Figure 3.10.
Cost type
(labour,
material, power,
management,
etc.)

Grouped
indirect
costs

Cost pool
(commonly
departments)

Allocated
indirect
costs

Traced direct costs

Cost object
(company
product or
service)

Figure 3.10 – Terms and concepts of a costing system.

In the manufacturing industry, the cost of a product is traditionally estimated by grouping the
different types of costs in the following categories: direct material, direct labour, material
overhead, manufacturing overhead, administration overhead and sales overhead. The different
overhead costs are allocated with different allocation bases. The manufacturing cost (Figure
3.11) is the summation of direct material, direct labour, material overhead, tooling and
manufacturing overhead.
Profit

Sales price

Sales overhead

Product cost

Administrations overhead
Manufacturing overhead
Tooling

Manufacturingcost

Direct labour
Material overhead
Direct material

Figure 3.11 – The traditionally employed method for estimation of the manufacturing cost, the product cost and the sales
price, adapted from Hundal (1997), Pahl and Beitz (2001), and Ullman (1997).

One way of categorising the main elements of the manufacturing cost is presented by Ulrich
and Eppinger (1995). There, the unit manufacturing cost of a product consists of costs in
three categories: component, assembly and overhead (Figure 3.12). This subdivision gives
more detailed guidance for the practical work in cost estimation by depicting the workflow
and pointing out categories for information elicitation.

Figure 3.12 – Elements of the manufacturing cost of a product (Ulrich and Eppinger, 1995).
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3.5.2 The view of cost as a constraint
According to French (1999), cost is one of the most fundamental criteria for the evaluation of
design proposals. This is probably the main cause of cost estimation in engineering design.
But there are other purposes, such as: evaluation of the market opportunity for a new product
concept, identification of cost drivers with a subsequent analysis of their added value to the
product, and improving the designers’ awareness and knowledge of how the product cost is
affected by their decisions (Rask and Sunnersjö, 1998). On a company level, the continuously
increasing focus is on managing product cost changes, as there is a shift from a local to a
global market, and there is a change in the shareholder’s view concerning ownership and
return of investment. This can be illustrated as follows:
•
•
•

In a market with no competitors, the price is set by the company, i.e.
Cost + Profit = Price.
In a market economy with well-established competition, the price is set by the market
and the profit depends on the company’s cost, i.e.
Price – Cost = Profit.
A market economy combined with a focus on satisfying the shareholders’ demand for
return on investment results in a focus on cost as a constraint, i.e.
Price – Profit = Cost.

This increasing focus on cost has resulted in a number of methods for cost management and
cost reduction. Examples include value analysis, value engineering, design to cost, risk analysis
and management, and target costing.
Design to cost is based on the fact that a substantial portion of the product’s cost is
committed during the design phase because of decisions regarding its design. The objective is
to make the design converge to an acceptable cost and achieve an affordable product. A cost
goal is based on the price customers are willing to pay and the level of return on investment
demanded by the shareholders. The cost goal is allocated to the elements of the product, and
the designer must generate solutions within this constraint. To achieve this, designers need a
tool to determine the impact of their decisions. A tool that can be used to predict and
estimate the cost with acceptable accuracy requires different types of input, as depicted in
Figure 3.13.
COMMERCIAL FACTORS
Production
standards

Material
costs

Labour
rates
OUTPUTS

INPUTS
Part features/geometry
Feature attributes
Planned process

Cost by part

Cost estimation methods

Material

Input to risk
Producibility

Design
rules

Prodicibility Process selection
rules
rules
RULES

Figure 3.13 - A design to cost model (Roy, 2003).
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3.5.3 The need of support in cost estimating
Much research concerning cost estimation in product development focuses on the early phases
(Shebab and Abdalla, 2001; Weustink et al., 2000; and Giannoulis and Welp, 2003). There,
the problem is lack of information about product and production properties. For many
companies with mature products and automated production, the lack of detailed information
is not the main issue. What they need are methods and tools for fast cost estimates with high
precision, little manual effort and low cost. Pugh (1991) has also pointed this out, stating that
a system of costing should be:
•
•
•

based on parameters that are readily available to the design team,
simple, quick and easy to use, and
accurate to an acceptable level.

The quality of cost estimation depends on the method used and the available information.
There are several approaches to refining a costing system. One example is activity-based
costing, where activities are used as a basis for the allocation of indirect costs. Another is costof-ownership, where rates of availability, performance and quality of a manufacturing resource
are taken into account. All methods for the calculation of production costs prior to
manufacture are more or less approximate, with underlying uncertainties. The traditional way
to handle the uncertainties and improve the applied method is to compare the estimate with
an actual value. The method is then modified to ensure that the reported costs concur with
the estimates (Ostwald, 1992). Emerging technologies within computer science have also been
suggested as a solution to this problem. For example, Shebab and Abdalla (2001) have applied
the method of fuzzy logic, allowing for variance in the input data.
For a system implementation, there is a need to clarify data and information required and
their corresponding sources. A generic framework for cost estimation and cost control that
supports the storage of costs data in a generic way has been developed by ten Brinke et al.
(2000). Roy et al. (2003) identified the required data and information for cost estimation in
the automotive industry. They grouped the data and information in an information
infrastructure in which the cost elements are claimed to be generic and suitable for a wider
range of companies.
For many industrial products, the cost of material is dominant and easy to estimate, while the
production cost presents more difficulties. The estimation of production cost is normally
based on the process planning accomplished by production engineers. The gathering of all
relevant production data for process planning requires extensive work. By using computeraided process planning (CAPP), the effort required to convert computer-aided design (CAD)
models into process plans is reduced. However, the lack of interface standards aggravates the
system integration. Feng and Song (2000) present an information model for defining the
interfaces. Unfortunately, this information model is tentative and incomplete for a system
implementation.
3.5.4 Classification of cost estimation methods
A large number of methods for cost estimation have been developed. They can be classified as
intuitive methods, parametric techniques, variant-based models and generative cost estimating
(Shebab and Abdalla, 2001). Duverlie and Castelain (1999) use the same subdivision.
However, Duverlie and Castelain regard variant-based models as analogical methods, and
generative cost estimating as analytical methods. The main approaches (Weustink et al.,
2000) are variant-based costing, using the similarities with previously manufactured products,
and generative cost estimating, where the manufacturing operations are determined. Intuitive
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methods (e.g. the method of successive calculus (Lichtenberg, 2000)) are based on the
experience of the estimators. Parametric methods map characteristic product parameters to
product cost by using scaling, statistical methods or equations. For example, Boothroyd et al.
(2002) have developed a number of parametric methods for different manufacturing and
assembly processes.
The Joint Government/Industry Parametric Cost Estimating Initiative Steering Committee
(1999) draws a distinction between cost-estimating relationships and parametric methods.
The committee states that cost-estimating relationships are mathematical expressions or
formulas used to estimate the cost as a function of one or more relevant independent
variables, cost drivers. Parametric methods, on the other hand, incorporate many equations,
ground rules, assumptions, logic, and variables. Parametric techniques (cost-estimating
relationships and parametric methods) have been accepted by industry for many years for use
in a variety of applications (Joint Government/Industry Parametric Cost Estimating Initiative
Steering Committee, 1999).
Ben-Arieh and Lavelle (2000) present an overview of the main managerial applications of cost
estimates of manufactured products and various cost-estimating methods. The different costestimating methods in the product development process are set out by Layer et al. (2002),
together with a new classification of methods where cost analysis is divided into qualitative
and quantitative approaches. Quantitative approaches are subdivided into statistical,
analogous and generative-analytical methods.
3.5.5 Cost estimation methods in literature
There are a number of methods for cost estimation in design. The methods commonly
presented in engineering design literature are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Relative costs.
Cost estimation based share of material.
Parametric costing (Regression analysis).
Extrapolation (Similarity relations).
Magnitude-based costing.
The method of successive calculus.
Cost estimation based on process plans.

The principles of these methods are briefly described in the following sections.
Relative cost
Metrics for relative cost can be used to compare different design solutions, design variants and
materials. For example, the comparison can be made on the basis of material, manufacturing
process and function. When applying the method, a reference value is set to which the costs
are weighed and cost indexes are generated. Relative costs can be used when the different
alternatives fulfil the same needs and are most suitable when the different alternatives are
similar (Hundal, 1997). In Figure 3.14, an example of relative costs is depicted.
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Figure 3.14 – Relative tooling costs of composite material products (Wiseman, 1995).

Costs indexes for different items cannot be summed up. This is because they are not absolute
measures. The method must be used with caution and all relevant circumstances have to be
taken into account. The relative costs for different items cannot be compared without
considering their functions (Pahl and Beitz, 2001).
An advantage of relative cost compared with absolute cost is that the result is valid for much
longer (Pahl and Beitz, 2001). The method gives a quick indication of the cost level.
However, it can only be used as guidance when rating different alternatives. The final
production cost of a product cannot be estimated based on relative costs.
Share of material
For similar products that are produced with a specific manufacturing process, cost estimates
can be based on their share of material. In many manufacturing industries, the cost of direct
material typically ranges from 40 to 60% of the manufacturing costs, depending on the
product and the manufacturing process (Hundal, 1997). According to Ullman (1997), the
manufacturing cost is three times the cost of the materials for products manufactured inhouse and in high volume. Due to the fact that direct material is a major part of the
manufacturing cost and that many other costs (e.g. costs of transport, material handling,
machine set-up, machining time) are related to the amount of material (Rask and Sunnersjö,
1998), the cost of direct material can be used to estimate the manufacturing cost. A quick
estimate can be calculated, based on knowledge and experience about a company’s
manufacturing process, share of material based on historical data, amount of material for the
product and the material price.
The method is easy to use, requires little information and results in a quick estimate of the
manufacturing cost. It is most suitable for discrete parts manufactured in high volume. The
method cannot be applied when there is a change in the cost structure, such as large size
changes (Pahl and Beitz, 2001).
Regression analysis
In this method, a polynomial function enables the manufacturing cost to be estimated, based
on a number of different characteristics parameters (e.g. weight, diameter, welding length,
power, etc.). The coefficients and exponents of a regression function are determined from the
regression analysis of data, resulting in a polynomial function. The coefficients and exponents
are generally only mathematical relations and do not represent real dependencies.
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The function can have a number of terms, but in some cases it can be reduced to a
simple equation expressed in one variable if all the cost factors can be traced to one single
parameter x:
Cm = a + bx p

(1)

Here Cm is the manufacturing cost, and the function is valid only within certain limits. The
effort to gather all relevant data and perform the regression analysis can be very extensive
(Pahl and Beitz, 2001). If the principal solution of the products or the manufacturing process
is improved or changed, the function needs to be revised accordingly. Once the function is
established, the cost of a variant can easily be estimated. According to Hundal (1997), the
method has mainly been applied at project and product level.
Extrapolation
Cost estimates with extrapolation can be used for certain mature products. Those products are
based on the same principle concept and are manufactured in the same way with the same
resources; however, to meet the requirements of a diverse market they differ in a number of
properties. One design variant is chosen as a reference, to which other variants are set in
relation. A scaling factor Φ is calculated, based on the known costs for a number of variants.
The scaling factor and the cost of the reference are then used for cost estimates of the other
variants. Where the product cost can be said to depend on length, area and volume, the
following expression is applicable (Rask and Sunnersjö, 1998):
C Variant
=
CStanard

3

∑ aiφi

(2)

i=0

The scaling factor can be estimated by using different references, such as basic design,
operation element or regression analysis (Pahl and Beitz, 2001).
When the scaling factor is known, the method is easy to use and estimates can quickly be
generated. The calculation of the scaling factor has to be done carefully, and the variants must
be similar to a large degree to ensure acceptable precision in the cost estimate. According to
Pahl and Beitz (2001), it is only the variable manufacturing cost that can be estimated by
using scaling factors because of the high demand on the similarity between the product
variants.
Magnitude-based costing
When applying the method of magnitude-based costing, the cost object is divided into a
number of cost items (e.g. systems, assemblies, parts or features). The cost items are classified
as A, B or C based on a conjecture of their contribution to the overall cost. The effort should
be focused on the cost estimation of the A-class items. They need to be most accurately
estimated, whereas the C-class requires the least accuracy in the calculation. The cost items
can be further broken down into material, manufacturing and assembling costs (Hundal,
1997). Figure 3.15 shows the method applied to a centrifugal pump where the classification is
based on the manufacturing cost.
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MBA
Class
A
A
B
B
B
B
C
C
C
C

Manufacturing
Cost

Part
Housing
Impeller
Shaft
Bearings
Seals
Wear rings
Bolts
Oiler
Key
Gasket

$
5500
4500
850
600
500
180
50
20
15
10

%
45.0
36.88
7.0
4.9
4.7
1.5
<1
<1
<1
<1

Type of Cost, %
Material
65
55
45

35

30

Production Assembly
25
10
35
10
45
10
Purchased
Purchased
45
20
Purchased
Purchased
50
20
Purchased

Figure 3.15 – The method of magnitude-based costing applied to a centrifugal pump (Hundal, 1997).

Experience and knowledge of similar products and manufacturing processes are essential for
an appropriate division of cost items and an accurate classification. The method gives
guidance for a refined estimation through the clarification of which items should be further
analysed and calculated. The division makes the method suitable for product with a large
number of cost items. The calculation of the individual cost can be done using another cost
estimation method.
The method of successive calculus
Employing the method of successive calculus (Lichtenberg, 2000), costs can be estimated with
less effort put into gathering acceptable input data. Also, the uncertainty is calculated for
evaluation. The method is based on two statistical assumptions: (1) cost predictions always
involve uncertainties of a statistical nature; and (2) when a number of uncertain values are
added up, the uncertainty will even out. The implementation of the method of successive
calculus begins with dividing the cost object into a reasonable number of independent cost
items. Then a triple estimate of a minimum (min.), a maximum (max.) and a most likely
value is done for each item. The mean value (M) and variance (S) are calculated by using the
following equations (Lichtenberg, 2000):
M=

min. + 3 × most likely + max.
5

(3)

max. − min .
5

(4)

S=

The cost, in terms of mean value and variance, is calculated for each item, and the total cost is
summed up. The variance indicates the precision in the calculation. If the variance is not
acceptable, the method supports a systematic refinement of the calculation. In it, items with
large variance are broken down into sub-items as depicted in Figure 3.16. The process is
successively carried out until the uncertainty is acceptable or no more detailing is possible.
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Drive train
1 Input shaft
2 Output shaft
3 Clutch
4 Gear box
5 Lubrication
Total, kkr

MIN
10
8
17
30
7

SAN
13
10
22
40
9

MAX
15
11
30
60
13

Drive train
1 Input shaft
2 Output shaft
3 Clutch
4 Gear box
- 4.1 Housing
- 4.2 Gears
- 4.3 Bearings
5 Lubrication
Total, kkr

M
12,8
9,8
22,6
42
9,4
96,6

2

S
S
1
1
0,6
0,36
2,6
6,76
6
36
1,2
1,44
6,7498 45,56
2

MIN
10
8
17

SAN
13
10
22

MAX
15
11
30

M
12,8
9,8
22,6

S
1
0,6
2,6

S
1
0,36
6,76

5
15
5
7

12
20
8
9

20
28
12
13

12,2
20,6
8,2
9,4
95,6

3
2,6
1,4
1,2
5,22

9
6,76
1,96
1,44
27,28

Drive train
1 Input shaft
2 Output shaft
3 Clutch
4 Gear box
- 4.1 Housing
- 4.1.1 Housing
B kr/kg
A Weight
- 4.1.2 Supl. Wo
- 4.2 Gears
- 4.3 Bearings
5 Lubrication
Total, kkr

MIN
10
8
17

SAN
13
10
22

MAX
15
11
30

m

7
0,04
8
15
5
7

9
0,06
10
20
8
9

12
0,07
16
28
12
13

9,2
0,054

M
12,8
9,8
22,6

S
1
0,6
2,6

2

S
1
0,36
6,76

0,497
1
0,0029
0,005 0,0021
10,8
1,6
2,56
20,6
2,6
6,76
8,2
1,4
1,96
9,4
1,2
1,44
94,697 4,566 20,845

Figure 3.16 – The successive breakdown of cost items using the method of successive calculus (adopted from Rask and
Sunnersjö, 1998).

The method is easier to apply than other statistical methods (Rask and Sunnersjö, 1998). A
minimum of input data is needed and relatively little effort is required to accomplish the
calculation. The uncertainty of the prediction is taken into account, and, through the
calculation of variance, items are pointed out for successive breakdown to gain a refined cost
estimate.
Cost estimation based on process plans
The basis for the cost estimation is the generation of process plans. According to Rehg (1994,
p. 92), process planning is “…the procedure used to develop a detailed list of manufacturing
operations required for the production of a part or a product”. Process planning involves the
selection of operations and their sequence, the selection of production resources and a rough
prediction of the manufacturing time. The result is called a process plan or routing sheet. In
Figure 3.17, the sequence of process planning is illustrated, together with the information
needed and the document generated. The process plans, together with labour wages and price
of material, are then used to estimate the cost.
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Start

Make
versus buy
Make
Process and
assembly operations
and standard data

Buy

Process
planning

Routing
sheets

Operation
sheets

Shop
packet

Figure 3.17 – The sequence of process planning, together with the information needed and the document generated
(Rehg, 1994).

The advantage with cost estimates based on process plans is the high precision. Process
planning is, however, a laborious task if performed manually. That is its main disadvantage.
Computer-aided process planning systems (CAPP) are used for automating the task of process
planning. Much research has been done on mapping computer-aided design (CAD) model
data to a process planning system (Ahmad et al., 2001). There are two general approaches:
variant CAPP and generative CAPP (Groover, 2001). Variant CAPP is based on group
technology and standard process plans. It often includes manual editing. Generative CAPP
utilises decision logic, formulas, manufacturing rules and geometry-based data (e.g. CAD
features). In a fully generative CAPP system, there is no need for human assistance or
standard plans.
There are two approaches to identifying features in a CAD model for process planning which
will determine the sequence of operation: feature recognition and design by feature
(McMahon and Brown, 1998). Feature recognition searches an existing solid model’s data
structure for combinations of geometric elements and tries to identify predefined
manufacturing features that correspond to operations. In design by feature, the process of
converting features to operations is implemented in the construction of the solid model
through the use of standard shape features that correspond to manufacturing operations.
The research effort in feature recognition has been significant – nevertheless there is a limited
supply of commercial application software for feature recognition to date. The limitations
with the design by feature approach is: that different applications programs used in different
engineer disciplines requires different features, different manufacturing processes requires
different sets of manufacturing features, the intended manufacturing processes are not always
known in advance, and is not always suitable to restrict the design to a specific manufacturing
processes.
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DESIGN AUTOMATION2

3.6

Design automation can serve as a means for enhanced producibility. Many companies devote
a lot of effort, time and resources to making offers. These include both the designing of the
products and estimating their manufacturing costs. The fact that application software is
getting more and more adaptable extends the possibility of in-house-developed design
automation systems. This approach has been used for different tasks in both industrial and
research systems.
Many products are mature in the sense that they have evolved for a long time or are built on
well-known technologies and the knowledge about the design problem is complete (Ulrich
and Eppinger, 1995). The redesign of an existing product (dimensional changes, topology
variations and the configuration of components) is a common design task in industry
(Ullman, 1997) and according to Encanação et al. (1990) perhaps more than 90% of
industrial design activity is based on variant design. Tasks that are repetitive, time-consuming,
involve information handling, and uses resources inefficiently are suited for automation. With
design automation systems the design process can become more effective and efficient, leading
to shortened lead-time of product designs and more optimised product designs, and allowing
customer tailoring, while giving the designers more time for creative problem-solving.
3.6.1 Definition of design automation
“Automation is the application of machines to tasks once performed by human beings or,
increasingly, to tasks that would otherwise be impossible.” – Encyclopædia Britannica (2006).
In this work, the term design automation refers to:
“Engineering IT-support by implementation of information and knowledge in solutions, tools, or
systems, that are pre-planned for reuse and support the progress of the design process. The scope of
the definition encompasses computerised automation of tasks that directly or indirectly are related to
the design process in the range of individual components to complete products.” – Cederfeldt and
Elgh (2005, p. 2).
Design automation can be divided into two types: information handling (storage with
retrieval and/or forwarding) and knowledge processing. An archiving system for the reuse of
CAD-files, and a reusable spreadsheet for weight calculation of a prismatic object, are
examples of the two types in their simplest form. A PDM system incorporating large amounts
of knowledge, i.e. thousands of rules and algorithms for variant design based on different
customer specifications, combines the two types and is an example of a high level of design
automation.
The aim of design automation is to support one or more of the following areas:
•

2

Design synthesis – includes computerised templates for calculation/optimisation of
design parameters, applications for calculation/optimisation and generation of product
geometry, applications that ensure producibility, database systems supporting the
reuse of previous solutions, information systems for requirements or manufacturing
constraints, configuration systems, etc.

Parts of this framework are adopted from Cederfeldt and Elgh (2005), where the authors wrote the presented
framework together.
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•
•

Design analysis – by, for example, automated: finite element analysis, geometry
preparation for finite element analysis, evaluation of producibility, cost estimation,
etc., based on a geometry description and/or design characteristics.
Plan for manufacture – comprises computer-aided process planning for the
generation of, for example: operation sequences, production parameters, machine
control commands, fixture and jig designs, etc., based on a geometry description
and/or design characteristics.

Design synthesis can encompass design analysis and plan for manufacture, using the results
for further synthesis in a loop towards refined solutions. According to Ulrich and Eppinger
(1995), all three areas belong to the system-level design and detail design phases.
3.6.2 Need of design automation – objectives and motives
Four important general objectives of design automation are: to reduce costs, cut lead-time,
improve product performance, and potentially to adapt products to different customer
specifications. The overall motive for implementing design automation is to achieve an
effective and efficient product development process. This is typically done in the areas of
making tasks more efficient and effective, improving working practice, and enhancing
product characteristics. In a study presented by Amen et al. (1999), twelve Swedish
companies were asked about their primary motives behind the utilisation of, or interest in,
design automation in the form of Rule-Based Engineering. The answers were categorised
according to Figure 3.18.

Laborious design task

9

Quality assurance

7

High repetition frequency

6

Lead-time minimisation

6

Highly optimised design

6

Establish knowledge bank

2

Figure 3.18 - Primary motives for Rule-Based Engineering systems. Sum of answers from 12 companies (Amen et al.,
1999).

By refinement and expansion of the motives above, an extended number of reasons to address
the need of a more effective and efficient design process can be stated as: shorten lead-time for
delivery, reduce labour intensive tasks, reuse prior case solutions, quality assurance (ensure
individual, time, and process independent design solution), reduce repetitive tasks, shorten
lead-time for quotations, optimise design, enable customer tailoring, manage
design/manufacturing requirements and constraints, establish/guarantee a knowledge base,
enhance producibility, support process planning, enable cost estimates, and generate
documentation.
3.6.3 Product variant and variant design
Redesign of an existing product is a common design task in industry (Ullman, 1997), and
according to Encanação et al. (1990) perhaps more than 90% of industrial design activity is
based on variant design. In this work, the term variant design in design automation refers to
solutions for the purpose of managing a number of pre-planned co-existing versions
(Casanova Paez et al., 2003), commonly called variants (implying presented products with
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differently fixed attributes). The solutions can also be used to manage unplanned versions,
called revisions (Whitgift, 1991).
3.6.4 Customisation degree
According to Mesihovic and Malmqvist (2000), three design customisation concepts in the
sales delivery process are assemble to order, engineer to order, and custom-engineered. A fourth,
more traditional way of meeting customer needs is to present a number of product variants
made to stock. The range of these variants can be based on company-defined values as well as
identified customer needs.
The classification above is based on a manufacturing perspective. Another classification of
customisation degree, more related to the tasks performed designing the product, is select to
order, configure to order and engineer to order. These concepts for customer tailoring can all be
supported by design automation. The concepts are explained below and arranged in levels of
increased delivery lead-time in the delivery sales process and company ability to meet
customers’ initial needs and requirements:
•
•
•

Select to order – Catalogue selection where the customer modifies its demands. Close
enough solution according to the customer’s initial needs and requirements.
Configure to order – The company tries, to its best ability, to meet the customers’
demands by configuration. Good enough solution according to the customer’s initial
needs and requirements.
Engineer to order – The company meets the customers’ demands by original or
variant design. Optimal solution according to the customer’s initial needs and
requirements. (In this work, including the custom-engineered concept.)

3.6.5 Design tasks
Tasks that are repetitive, time-consuming, and/or involve information handling, and which
do not involve creative problem-solving, are suited for automation. An expanded list of design
tasks, based on different mechanical design problems as defined in Ullman (1997), is
presented below. Five tasks (1-5) belong to the system-level design and detail design phases,
all with the potential for design automation, and one task (6) belongs to the conceptual
design phase. All these tasks for mechanical design can be means for customer tailoring, where
tasks 2-4 are considered variant design tasks. The six design tasks for mechanical design are:
1. Selection – Selecting standard components according to given rules.
2. Parametric design – Using design tables for variant design.
3. Parametric design with topology changes – Using design tables with additional preplanned changes in topology for variant design (product families).
4. Configuration / packing – Using a rule base to combine a set of given components
to meet desired product performance.
5. Redesign – Adapting, optimising and improving existing function or products to
meet new conditions and demands.
6. Original design – Development of a new solution, function or product according to
specification of requirement.
A specific product or variant development process can include one or more of the defined
tasks to a varying extent, all depending on the level of design task formalisation. Designing a
product variant can, for example, include 100% original design if the knowledge of an added
function is new to the involved engineers, or 0% original design if knowledge or experience
from an old solution exists, all depending on the level of design task formalisation.
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3.6.6 Level of design task formalisation and process maturity
Crow (2004) has adapted the Capability Maturity Model (CMM), describing a framework of
the five stages of evolution, levels of capability, and levels of process maturity, to describe the
levels of maturity within the product development process. From this description, a shortened
list of design task and process knowledge formalisation is drawn:
1. Ad-hoc process (initial level) – The process is event-, individual- and need-driven.
2. Implicit process (repeatable level) – The process and its comprised knowledge are
not documented, but exist in the minds of the users and are consequently followed.
3. Explicit process (defined level) – The process and its comprised knowledge are well
documented and followed.
The stages are arranged in a natural order of evolution towards the fourth level, implemented
process (managed level), reached when task or process automation is implemented. A fifth level,
optimal process (optimal level), can be reached by refining the process.
3.6.7 Potential for design automation
According to Sunnersjö (1994), the potential for design automation increases with the
product maturity, expressed as known rules in relation to all rules in the development process,
and higher customisation degree, expressed as number of variants in relation to number of
deliveries. That potential can be visualised in a maturity-customisation and automation
potential diagram (Cederfeldt and Elgh, 2005). The measure for potential can be expanded to
include the design process maturity for the purpose of capturing single tasks, in a specific
product design process, suited for design automation.
3.6.8 Scope and format of implementation
The scope of design automation is defined as either a support for, or a complete solution of, a
single component, a group of components, a single product, or a group of products. There
exist a number of means for enhanced computer support and implementation of design
automation. Examples include the CAD-macro, expert system, Case Based Reasoning (CBR)
system, configurator (and PDM system), computational template (e.g. spread sheet,
application software for technical computing), in-house developed application, coupled
application software (e.g. spread sheet linked to CAD system), standalone Knowledge Based
Engineering (KBE) system, and CAD system with integrated KBE functions.
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CHAPTER 4

:
FRAMEWORK FOR
APPLICATION SYSTEMS
DEVELOPMENT
CHAPTER INTRODUCTION
The general contribution of the research regarding system development is presented in this
chapter. First, the industrial relevance and need of systematic methods supporting the
development of computer support for enhanced producibility is described. In the next section
the analysis and synthesis approaches to producibility are clarified. This is followed by a
description of a framework, including models and principles, supporting the development of
three types of systems. This framework constitutes the main result of the thesis. Examples of
three systems encapsulating the models and principles of the framework and the systems’
utilisation for ensured and enhanced producibility are presented in Chapter 5.

4.1

INDUSTRIAL RELEVANCE AND NEED

From a technology viewpoint, there is potential to combine software applications into
application systems that are tailor-made for companies’ specific needs, incorporating
enhanced functionality by using the best-suited software. This can be an alternative to
increasing a company’s computer support by implementing high-range or specialised systems
provided by single software vendors. The fact that software is getting more and more
adaptable, through application programming interfaces (APIs) with open object models,
extends the possibility to build in-house systems. To address the industrial relevance and need
of this approach, an interview study was performed with eleven Swedish companies. They
were asked about their views of potential, wishes, requirements, constraints, actual need of
design automation, and the current state of design automation at their company (Cederfeldt
and Elgh, 2005).
The study showed that one of the companies had the design knowledge fully integrated and
coded in in-house-developed design systems, where orders were automatically processed with
generation of machine code for manufacture and BOM-lists for assembly. Some had systems
where applications were linked together, while other companies used CAD macros or
spreadsheets for specific design tasks. No applications were based on either expert or KBE
systems. The scope of implemented design automation comprised both support for, and total
solution of, design tasks within the design process of single and groups of individual
components or complete products. The need for a more efficient and effective design process
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was expressed in areas of shortening lead-time for delivery, reducing labour-intensive tasks,
reusing prior case solutions, quality assurance, reducing repetitive tasks, and shortening leadtime for quotations.
A common view among the interviewed companies was that design automation realisation
and implementation should start with the task(s) solution(s) as an interactive process support.
Some expressed that the aim should be towards total automation, while others thought it
unrealistic. One said that a system intended to fully automate a design process is too complex
a task and not cost-benefit balanced. Concerns were raised about design systems ending up as
“isolated islands” or black boxes with the tasks and processes carried out by the system
implemented in a way that is not readable and understandable to the end user. The design
processes tend to be unstructured at the companies, and design automation can serve as an
incentive to structure the tasks and processes.
The overall conclusion based on the interviews and discussions with the companies’
representatives was that there is potential for design automation in varying areas of the design
process, and that there is a need for principles, models, methods and tools supporting
realisation of design automation.
4.2

MAIN PRINCIPLES FOR ADDRESSING PRODUCIBILITY

The estimation of design producibility can be addressed in two ways by computer support, as
shown in Figure 4.1:
•
•

by examining their compliance with a set of manufacturing requirements resulting in
an acceptance or rejection of the design, or
by means of metrics for the assessment of their level of compliance with the
manufacturing system.

When searching for the best solution, the manufacturing requirements and metrics can be
integrated parts of an optimisation algorithm.

Producibility Knowledge
Manufacturing Requirements
Producibility Metrics

Figure 4.1 –

A product’s producibility can be seen as the compliance between a product’s design and the manufacturing
system at hand. Producibility knowledge comprises the knowledge to define and apply manufacturing
requirements or producibility metrics together with the knowledge to perform subsequent evaluation, analysis
and further action to enhance the producibility.

A traditional and generalised view of the product development process focuses on two main
phases of the process at a product solution level, synthesis and analysis, where from an
engineering perspective (Johannesson et al., 2004):
•
•

Analysis is the phase where the product or product part solution is evaluated on the
basis of its (intended) physical representation and characteristics.
Synthesis is the phase where an identified engineering task or problem definition is
addressed in order to find a satisfying solution (optimal at best) based on previous
knowledge and expertise.

In correspondence with this, the estimation of producibility can be either analysis-driven or
synthesis-driven.
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4.2.1 Analysis-driven producibility estimations
Analysis-driven producibility estimations can be applied both manually and automatically to
virtually all design proposals. A design automation system not built on a foundation of
producibility awareness will be subject to this approach, as producibility and cost assessments
will be performed on design proposals in the entire product design space (Figure 4.2). When
applying the company design constraints (production prerequisites) to perform a cost and
producibility estimation, several of the design proposals which fall outside the actual design
space will be eliminated. Since such a system generates both producible and non-producible
design proposals, which have to be analysed and evaluated, this approach can be timeconsuming. The workload also increases with the level of product complexity and level of
company constraints.
Company design space

Intersecting
design
constraints

Actual
design space

Product design
space
Product design
space

Figure 4.2 –

In analysis-driven producibility estimation, designs within the entire product design space are proposed. By
subsequently applying the company design constraints, the number of producible design solutions is limited
within the actual design space. (Elgh and Cederfeldt, 2006a)

4.2.2 Synthesis-driven producibility estimations
In a design automation system based on the foundation of company prerequisites and
constraints, the producibility values (or constraints) are an intrinsic part of the design process,
resulting in a limited number of design proposals which are all possible to produce within the
actual design space (Figure 4.3).
Company design space

Intersecting
design
constraints

Actual
design space

Product design
space

Figure 4.3 –

4.3

In synthesis-driven producibility estimation, company design constraints limit the number of producible
designs within the actual design space (Elgh and Cederfeldt, 2006a).

SHARED CONCEPTS FOR SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

The principles and models supporting system development of computer support for enhanced
producibility can be considered to be based on four components (Figure 4.4):
•
•

Producibility knowledge – Comprises knowledge regarding manufacturing
requirements or producibility metrics.
Knowledge application – The producibility knowledge can be used to either analyse
design solutions or to synthesis design solutions.
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•
•

Knowledge representation – Mainly as information, conditional rules or
computational statement. As information in an information management system, and
as conditional rules and/or computational statement in an executable system.
System principle – Information handling or knowledge processing. On a system level
these principles are supported by information systems in the first case, and generative
systems in the latter case.

System Realisation

Knowledge Representation

Knowledge Application

Information

Analysis
Synthesis

Conditional Rules
Computational Statements

Producibility Knowledge

System Principle

Manufacturing Requirements
Producibility Metrics

Information Handling
Knowledge Processing

Figure 4.4 –

A general view of the four components, and their interrelationships, that this work is based upon. The
development of computer support for enhanced producibility has to consider these four components as they
have an effect on the system realisation.

These four components have to be considered when developing tools supporting the work to
enhance producibility. Questions related to these four parts are:
•
•
•
•

System principle – What should the system do?
Knowledge application – When should it be done?
Producibility knowledge – What knowledge should the system be based upon?
Knowledge representation – In what format should the knowledge be described?

In the following sections, the principles and information models corresponding to the
development of three different types of application systems are introduced (Figure 4.5). These
principles and information models constitute the main parts of the framework. The first
section addresses modelling and management of manufacturing requirements, i.e. information
handling. The second section addresses automated cost estimation of product variants, i.e.
knowledge processing. Finally, the third section addresses automate product design with
knowledge traceability, i.e. combining knowledge processing and information handling.
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Figure 4.5 –

4.4

The framework comprises three parts corresponding to three different types of system implementations: one
for information handling, one for knowledge processing, and a third which is a combination of knowledge
processing and information handling.

MODELLING AND MANAGEMENT OF MANUFACTURING
REQUIREMENTS – AN INFORMATION-HANDLING APPROACH

Information about the manufacturing system is a premise in the endeavour for
enhanced producibility. An ontology approach, based on an information model
implemented in a computer tool, could be a support for management of
manufacturing requirements. In order to build, use and maintain a system
based on an ontology approach, it is essential to find an information model
that agrees well with concepts and working practices used at work daily by the users. Several
technical domains are commonly involved in the design process, and the objects in these
domains are linked in a complex way constituting a semantic data model. Knowledge has to
be represented in different ways, allowing for queries that involve inferences regarding the
stored data. In the following sections, a semantic data model will be described and the
background for its structure clarified. The ontology comprises this semantic data model
extended with different types of knowledge. The approach, the principles and the information
model have been developed and used when developing a system for management of
manufacturing requirements. The system and how it can be used as a support for both
synthesis and analysis producibility enhancements are presented in Section 5.1.
4.4.1 Scenarios and properties
A number of scenarios and system properties can be defined in order to support the
development of a new tool. These scenarios and properties together compose the system
specification. The intended use (i.e. scenarios) and properties of a system based on the
presented approach are stated in Table 4.1, divided into three technical domains.
Tabel 4.1 –

System scenarios and properties by technical domain (Elgh and Sunnersjö, 2007).

Technical domain

Intended use and properties

Engineering Design

Early phases (embodiment design) – evaluate different manufacturing alternatives.
Detail design phase – adapt the product to the selected manufacturing processes.
Find responsible person for a specific manufacturing requirement.

Production Planning

Define requirements (how to formulate and where to store).
Find people affected by changes in a manufacturing requirement.
Map requirements to manufacturing targets.

Requirement
Management

Prevent redundancy.
Enhance integrity.
Enhance traceability.
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4.4.2 Ontology construction
In the case example (Elgh and Sunnersjö, 2007) several information tree structures relating to
the product, the manufacturing system, the organisation and the rule base existed. The
problem was that they were not formally linked together. It is commonly appropriate to make
use of the existing structures and link these. The initial information model completed with
semantic relations is depicted in Figure 4.6. The only link between the product and the
manufacturing system is through the organisation. As a result, the manufacturing
requirements for a specific part can only be searched through the organisation structure,
which leads to a coarse search result. This is because the model incorporates a number of socalled many-to-many relationships
PDS, Product Data Structure
ESS, Equipment System Structure
MR, Manufacturing Requirement
PSS, Product System Structure
MSS, Manufacturing System Structure
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Figure 4.6 –

Initial model (Elgh and Sunnersjö, 2007). Manufacturing requirements for a specific part can only be
searched by the organisation, which will give a coarse result.

4.4.2.1 Manufacturing system functions (MSF)
To enhance system functionality and support the designer and production engineers in their
search for specific information, the introduction of a new structure is proposed. This structure
describes the generic functions of the manufacturing system. The structure is called MSF,
Manufacturing System Functions. It is an analogy to the well-known method of functional
modelling of products (Pahl and Beitz, 1996; Hubka, Andreasen, and Eder, 1998). This tree
structure can be used to link product-related objects to their associated production equipment
at varying levels of detailing.
The adaptation of design proposals to the manufacturing system requires access to
information and knowledge early in the product development process. By introducing MSF,
the designer is provided with the opportunity to gather information and knowledge about
different manufacturing alternatives. Different courses of action can be evaluated, and their
implications for the product design can be tested early in the process.
The idea of MSF is considered to be applicable in a broader sense at different companies.
However, the introduction of a new concept has to be done with caution. MSF is crucial for
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system functionality and the users’ adoption of the functions it allows for. To successfully
adopt this approach, the MSF has to be defined by the employees at every company. At this
point, the main elements of the MSF are the seven categories stated by Elgh (2004). They
have been broken down further by means of the commonly used syntax for functional
descriptions, i.e. verb + noun (Figure 4.7).

Figure 4.7 –

The seven main elements of the MSF, with an example of the subdivision of Assembly into two categories
using a functional description of the manufacturing process (Elgh and Sunnersjö, 2007).

4.4.2.2 Requirement object (RO)
The next issue to address is how the manufacturing requirements should be modelled to
support the defined scenarios and to include the stated system properties. From an
engineering design point of view, the origin of manufacturing requirements can be regarded
as the coupled relationship between the product design, the material and the manufacturing
process. The main objectives of manufacturing requirements are to ensure the product’s
conformability with the manufacturing system, i.e. prevent problems in manufacturing from
occurring, and to enhance producibility. From a modelling perspective, the manufacturing
requirements are considered to arise in the interfaces as exemplified in Figure 4.8.
Rq

Rq
Design

Rq

Material
Rq

Figure 4.8 –

Rq

Rq

Rq

Station

Rq

Equipment
Rq

Manufacturing requirements can relate to the materials, the stations and the equipment (Elgh and Sunnersjö,
2007). From a modelling perspective, the manufacturing requirements are considered to arise in the
interfaces.

A number of properties need to be defined (Figure 4.9) in order to ensure that the ontology
fulfils the needs of the different interested parties. This can be achieved by looking at how the
requirements relate to the other concepts in the domain. The requirements can have different
ranges, be applicable at different company levels, be of different type, be expressed and
illustrated in different format, and have a number of links to other concepts and instances.
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Manufacturing requirement properties
Type

Range

Must
Wants
Lessons learned

Whole domain
Groups
Single object

Level

Format

Company
Fabrication plant
Department
Station
Equipment

Figure 4.9 –

Description
Picture
Movie

Links

Manufacturing requirement properties (Elgh and Sunnersjö, 2007).

The manufacturing requirements can be modelled using a concept for the definition of the
requirement content called Manufacturing Requirement (MR). To enable the MR to cover
different ranges and levels and enhance the maintenance of the system integrity, the concept
of Requirement Object is introduced. RO is used to collect the instances for which a specific
MR is valid.
4.4.2.3 Information model
The final information model incorporates the Manufacturing System Function (MSF), the
Manufacturing Requirement (MR), and the Requirement Object (RO). Relationships link
the different structures, building up a semantic data model. Figure 4.10 illustrates an overview
of the information model upon which the ontology is based.
MR
+Description
+Document
+Figure
+Movie
+...
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PDS, Product Data Structure
MSF, Manufacturing System Function
ESS, Equipment System Structure
MR, Manufacturing Requirement
PSS, Product System Structure
MSS, Manufacturing System Structure
RO, Requirement Object
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Figure 4.10 – Final information model with MSF, RO, MR and relationships (Elgh and Sunnersjö, 2007).
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4.4.2.4 Knowledge representation
A single manufacturing requirement includes information in different formats (e.g. text,
pictures and/or movies). When this information is put in a context dynamically related to the
other concepts (e.g. organisation, production facilities), a knowledge base is obtained. From
an ontology perspective, the knowledge is composed of concepts, instances, relationships,
axioms (symmetry, inverse and transitive), and user-defined rules (i.e. rules that are fired by
an inference mechanism). The rules are used to reduce the number of explicitly defined
relationships. The ontology is to be modelled using a system composed of a database and an
inference mechanism. The database can be used for different queries. Some of the queries
invoke the inference mechanism when the axioms and the user-defined rules are fired.
4.5

AUTOMATED VARIANT DESIGN AND COST ESTIMATION –
A KNOWLEDGE-PROCESSING APPROACH

When creating a design automation system one must determine the variables
and parameters that govern the design. The product and manufacturing
knowledge have to be integrated in an automated cost estimation system.
Hence, the starting point of the proposed procedure is the cost structure of a
manufactured product, including: the identification of information needed for
the evaluation of different product variants, fabrication plants, or both; where the necessary
information can be derived from; and, how information accessibility and extraction can be
supported.
The presented framework consists of the procedure for system development, the definition of
information models, the clarification of the relations between information models, and the
means for automated process planning and cost estimation. The presented approach,
principles, and information model have been developed and used when developing a system
for automated variant design and cost estimation. The system and how it can be used as a
support for both synthesis and analysis producibility enhancements are presented in
Section 5.2.
4.5.1 Procedure for system development
Factors that affect the product design and limit the “infinite” design space are: physical
limitations, product variant (modularity) limitations, customer specifications, and company
production and assembly limitations. With these limitations (or constraints) the main steps
that are suggested for building an automated design system enabling synthesis-driven
producibility estimations (as well as analysis-driven) focus on both customer and product
values as well as on fabrication plants values. The steps are:
1. Define customer variables (e.g. force, speed, material, colour, and lifetime) and
clarify to what extent they can vary. – Customer space (Figure 4.11).
2. Define a resource model containing company variables (e.g. fabrication plant,
resources for manufacturing and assembly, and production volume) and clarify to
what extent they can vary (Elgh, 2004). – Company design space (Figure 4.11).
3. Define product model variables (e.g. model parameters, topology, and
configuration) and clarify to what extent they can vary (Harlou, 2005). – Product
design space (Figure 4.11).
4. Formulate design algorithms, rules and relations that transform customer and
company variables to product model variables and check the design space (Sunnersjö
et al., 2006). – Actual design space (Figure 4.11).
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5. Define a cost model with a detailing level that is appropriate for the product and the
company, and identify cost drivers and estimate the cost rate for each (Elgh, 2004).
6. Define a process plan model incorporating the assembly sequence, the operations,
the operation sequences for manufacturing and assembling of the product, and the
manufacturing resources (e.g. work groups and labour) that will be used for the
specific product (Elgh, 2004).
7. Create a product geometry model that will incorporate identified information
needed for an automated system (Elgh, 2004 and Cederfeldt, 2004).
8. Build the system with application programs and data repositories (Elgh and
Cederfeldt, 2005).
9. Evaluate and improve.
Customer
space

Company design
space
Actual design
space

Product design
space

Figure 4.11 – The initial steps in the development procedure are to define: the customer variables within the Customer
space, a resource model within the Company design space, and the product model variables within the
Product design space, and finally to formulate the design algorithms, rules and relations that transform
customer and company variables to product model variables. The steps are commonly intertwined due to the
dependencies between the spaces. Adapted from conference presentation by Elgh and Cederfeldt (2006b).

The definition of design algorithms, rules, and relations that transform customer and
company variables to product model variables results in a product structure with associated
knowledge. If the product is not based on a modular architecture, there commonly exist
bidirectional dependencies and/or recursive dependencies involving a number of product
items. The adoption of a process approach could solve these dependencies through the
clustering of the items’ related statements in tasks constituting executable knowledge objects
(Figure 4.12). This is done with a Dependency Structure Matrix, DSM (e.g. Steward, 1981,
Eppinger et al., 1994). The DSM is a binary matrix and can be portioned by means of a
reachability matrix allowing identification of structural levels (Warfield, 1973). The
dependencies between product items are determined, analysed and grouped into tasks. If a
task comprises many algorithms and computational statements it can be possible to divide the
task into subtasks.
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Figure 4.12 – The analysis and modelling of design algorithms, rules, and relationships transforming customer and
company variables to product model variables results in a generic product structure. The items in this
structure have to be clustered in executable knowledge objects (e.g. tasks) by deploying a process view to
resolve possible occurring bidirectional dependencies and/or recursive dependencies. (Elgh, 2007)

4.5.2 Definition of information models
The procedure involves the defining of different models of the product, the plant resources,
the manufacturing processes, and the costs (Figure 4.13). The development of a system
requires definitions of these models constituting important concepts. Information modelling
can be used to define and communicate the concepts and will facilitate the coordination and
clarification of the relationships between the different concepts, such as rules for selection of
operations and manufacturing resources (Elgh and Sunnersjö, 2003). Further, the
information models are important for the system developers and software programmers.
Product cost model

Product geometry model

Process plan model

Plant resource model

Figure 4.13 – The creation of information models for product costs, plant resources, process plans, and product geometry
is part of the development procedure. The models will constitute a shared view on central concepts that a
system has to be built upon. Information needed for couple them together can be identified by examining
their relationships. The models and the clarification of their relationships will support the system
development. (Elgh, 2004)
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In the following sections the focus is on the definition of the four information models:
•
•
•
•

product cost model,
plant resource model,
process plan model, and
product geometry model

and the clarification of their interrelationships.
4.5.2.1 Relevant cost items
The question of relevant cost is important in the definition of a cost model for evaluation of
different alternatives, if the model does not encompass a complete cost calculation where all
direct costs are assigned to the cost object and all overhead costs are allocated. Relevant costs
are expected future costs that differ among alternative courses of action, and they are not
identical to the magnitude of the different costs.
From a company view, the cost of a product can be divided in six main categories:
Development, Manufacturing/Assembly, Transport/Storage, Sale, After Sale and
Recycling/Disposal, as seen in Figure 4.14. The costs for development, sale and after sale in a
company with different departments for these activities and many products and/or high
production volume are usually treated as overhead costs and are thus allocated to the product.
In the case of few products and low production volume, these costs can be directly assigned to
the cost object. The costs for recycling/disposal depend on material and product
volume/weight. How these costs are to be treated is related to whether a producer or a
customer incurs them. The responsibility and, consequently, the costs differ among products.
If the producing company is responsible for the recycling and disposal, it may have
agreements with companies or authorities that supervise the accomplishment, and the costs,
consisting of fees, are not always easily traced to a specific product.
Product

Development

Manufacturing/Assembly

Transport/Storage

Material

Fixed Indirect
Maintenance

Raw material

Rent

Semi-finished

Material Handling

Additional material

Sale

Recycling/Disposal

After Sale

Operations

Fixed Direct
Setup

Tools
Wages

Cycle

Fixtures
Special Equipment

Depreciations

Wages

Support

Running

Figure 4.14 – Product cost structure – a company view (Elgh, 2004). The main items and the decomposition of
manufacturing and assembly costs are illustrated.

When evaluating different fabrication plants, the importance of costs for transport and storage
can be significant. The transportation of goods to the plant from subcontractors and the
transportation of products to different customers are affected by the geographic location of
the companies involved and the transport infrastructure. Further, the costs of
manufacturing/assembly must be treated with caution. The product properties and the
fabrication plant resources directly and greatly affect them.
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Manufacturing and assembly costs can be divided into four categories: Fixed Indirect,
consisting of costs for common resources for which the amount does not change with the
production volume in a relevant range; Material, i.e. purchased raw material and semifinished goods; Operations, which can be divided into Setup and Cycle, consisting of wages and
costs for running e.g. machines; and Fixed Direct costs of machine tools, fixtures, special
equipment, etc., that do not change with the production volume but are traceable to a specific
product.
An automated system for the cost evaluation of product variants and fabrication plants can be
used for:
•
•
•

different product variants manufactured at the same fabrication plant,
the manufacturing of the same product at different fabrication plants, or
the combination of different product variants and different fabrication plants.

Relevant cost items differ among the three types. The calculations present the greatest
difficulties in the case where different product alternatives can be manufactured at different
fabrication plants. Generally, there is a relation between product properties variety and the
number of relevant cost items. With a cost structure as described above, the relevant cost
items in the three cases of evaluation shift (as seen in Table 4.2) and must be analysed before
the creation of a cost model.
Table 4.2 - Cost items for evaluation of mature product variants and fabrication plants (Elgh, 2004).

Cost Item
Development
Fixed Indirect
Manufacturing
Material
Operations
Fixed Direct
Manufacturing
Transport/Storage
Sale
After Sale
Recycling/Disposal
- : minor relevance

Different
product
variants
-

Different
fabrication
plants
-

Combination
of both
-

-

●

●

●
●

o
●

●
●

o

o

o
o
o
● : relevant

●
●
o
o
o : company/product-dependent

To evaluate different product variants, costs for material and operations are considered as
variable costs related to the product design and the number of units produced. Fixed direct
manufacturing costs can be relevant if the different products demand different manufacturing
resources. If the company is responsible for the service of a product, the material and product
design can affect the future costs for after sale. The costs for recycling/disposal are related to
product design and material, and can be relevant if the costs are incurred by the company and
differ between alternatives.
The cost of fixed indirect manufacturing due to plant facilities and transport/storage is
relevant for the evaluation of different fabrication plants.
When both the product design and the fabrication plant can vary, the number of relevant
costs increases.
4.5.2.2 Generic cost structure – costs of operations
The cost of an operation depends on the manufacturing process. A classification is needed for
the creation of a generic cost model for manufactured products applicable to all types of
manufacturing processes. A class diagram for manufacturing processes is described by Feng
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and Song (2000), with the classes Shaping, Surface treatment, Assembly and Inspection. Groover
(2001) describes another way of classification, with a distinction being made between shaping,
property enhancing and surface processing operations. A third categorisation (with seven
types) is proposed here:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Pre-treatment
Shaping
Property-enhancing
Surface treatment

Post-treatment
Assembly
Inspection

Pre-treatment involves operations that transform the work piece into a state that facilitates
shaping, property-enhancing, surface treatment, assembly or inspection. Post-treatment
comprises subsequent operations that remove properties resulting from shaping, propertyenhancing, surface treatment, assembly and inspection.
The definition of a generic cost model for implementation in an automated system requires a
cost structure that can be applied to all types of manufacturing processes. Elements of the
manufacturing cost of a product (Ulrich and Eppinger, 1995) are shown to the left in Figure
4.15.
There is no overhead cost allocated for a specific manufacture/assembly operation. If the
structure is to be generic, the classes Assembly and Components are merged together. Processing
is split into Labour, Running (i.e. variable machine costs), and Fixed Direct costs. These three
categories are put under the class Operation. The cost for Raw Material is put under a class for
Material together with the subclasses Semi-finished products purchased for processing or
assembly and Additional Material (e.g. sealants, weld electrodes and substances for enhanced
machining).
The resulting generic structure of cost items for the seven different types of manufacturing
processes for implementation in an automated system is presented to the right in Figure 4.15.
(a)

Manufacturing Cost
Overhead
Support
Indirect Allocation
Assembly
Labour
Equipment and Tooling
Components
Standard
Custom
Raw Material
Processing
Tooling

(b)

Manufacturing Cost
Fixed Indirect
Material
Raw Material
Additional Material
Semi Finished
Operation
Labour
Setup
Cycle
Running
Fixed Direct
Fixture
Tool
Special Equipment
Work Centre

Figure 4.15 – (a) Elements of the manufacturing cost of a product (Ulrich and Eppinger, 1995), and (b) proposed generic
cost structure developed for implementation in an automated system (Elgh, 2004).

In the class Fixed Indirect all costs are gathered that have to be allocated to the product except
Work Centre. This is due to the fact that different product variants may require different work
centres. The selection can be affected by variations in material, tolerance, surface roughness or
geometric size. The change of work centre can also have an impact on Fixed Direct costs. Fixed
Direct costs are related to a particular cost object but are independent of the production
volume. Therefore, they have to be assigned with overhead rates (e.g. number of pieces). Also,
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Fixed Indirect costs are generally assigned with overhead rates. Overhead charges are usually
added in proportion to a cost driver. Ostwald (1992) provides different overhead methods.
4.5.2.3 Cost model
Based on the above, a cost model is defined that supports the development of an automated
system for cost evaluation of product variants and fabrication plants
(Figure 4.16). To represent the model, the class diagrams in the format of Unified Modelling
Language (UML) (Booch et al., 1999) are used.
0..*

1

ManufacturedProduct

FixedIndirect

Direct
1

{or}

1..*

+Amout : Decimal

0..*
0..*
0..*

LabourCycle

ManufacturedAssembly
0..*

+Time : Decimal
+Wage : Decimal

0..*

+Time : Decimal
+Wage : Decimal

0..*

+Time : Decimal
+VariableCost : Decimal

0..*

+Rate : Decimal
+Costdriver : String
+CDLevel : Decimal

1
1
ManufacturedPart

1

0..*

1
0..*

0..*

1

1

LabourSetup

0..*

0..*

Running
Operation

Material
+Type : String{Raw, Add, Semi}
+CostDriver : String
+VariableCost : Decimal
+CDLevel : Decimal

CostArtifact
+ID : Integer
+Name : String
+CalculateCost() : Decimal

+Rate : Decimal
+CostDriver : String
+CDLevel : Decimal

Parent class
The other classes inherits
attributes and methods

1
FixedDirect
0..*

0..*

AllocatedMachine
+Rate : Decimal
+CostDriver : String
+CDLevel : Decimal

Figure 4.16 – Cost model – a cost engineer view (Elgh, 2004).

The primary cost object is a ManufacturedProduct. A ManufacturedProduct can be a single
ManufacturedPart or a ManufacturedAssembly. A ManufacturedAssembly can consist of subManufacturedAssembly and/or ManufacturedPart in different numbers and levels in accordance
with the manufacturing structure. For a ManufacturedPart or a ManufacturedAssembly,
different Material might be needed: RawMaterial for producing discreet parts,
AdditionalMaterial (e.g. welding electrodes) and SemiFinished parts/assemblies from suppliers
which can be machined further or are complete and ready to be assembled. The creation of a
ManufacturedPart or ManufacturedAssembly is done in different Operations. The cost of a
single Operation consists of the cost items LabourSetup, LabourCycle, Running, FixedDirect and
AllocatedMachine. Relevant costs (i.e. costs that differ among alternatives) not related to
manufacturing are gathered in the class Direct. FixedIndirect is a class of costs that cannot be
traced to a single product in a feasible way but is relevant for the evaluation of different
variants. FixedDirect, FixedIndirect and AllocatedMachine have three additional attributes. Rate
is the allocation level of the cost added to a cost driver, CostDriver, in proportion to the
driver’s level, CDLevel (Ulrich and Eppinger, 1995). The other classes have, in the same way,
different attributes that support the cost calculation. The abstract class CostArtifact is a parent
(i.e. generalisation) of all the other classes, and the others inherit the class attributes and
methods. This supports the cost calculation of every single class.
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4.5.2.4 Resource model
The costs of operations and the allocation of fixed indirect costs depend on the usage of plant
resources. Feng and Song (2000) have proposed a manufacturing resource class model for
physical objects or labour skills that are used for manufacturing processing. The model has to
be revised with additional classes and attributes supporting the cost model. Machines and
material equipment are usually clustered and treated as systems or cells: material-handling
systems for the transportation and storage of material, and work centres for manufacturing
processing. A work centre can also conduct an activity that is performed manually (McMahon
and Brown, 1998). Examples are visual inspection, manual assembly and masking before
surface treatment.
The class model for fabrication plant resources is given in Figure 4.17. Material is not
included in the resource model because it is independent of fabrication plant.
PlantResources is a class that corresponds to a fabrication plant. PlantResources can consist of
different physical resources in varying quantities: IndustrialPremises, Employee, Machine,
TransportEq, StorageEq and ManufacturingEq. A WorkCentre refers to one or more Machine or
Activity that can be operated/performed by one or more Employee. The class Activity represents
a work task performed by employees without machines. MaterialHandlingSystem represents
combinations of TransportEq and StorageEq for material handling. All classes, except Activity
and PlantArtifact, are physical objects, or groups of physical objects. PlantArtifact is a parent
(i.e. generalisation) of all the other classes, and the other classes inherit the class attributes.
The attribute FixedCost is, for example, rent or depreciation, and VariableCost is the unit cost
for the CostDriver.
PlantResources

IndustrialPremises

+Country : String
+City : String

0..*

1..*

+Type[1..*] : String{Production, Warehouse}

Employee

0..*

0..*

+Type[1..*] : String{Prod,Tran, Stor, Main, Supp}

0..*
TransportEq

StorageEq
0..*
Machine

0..*

0..*
1

Activity

0..*

1

0..*
+Type[1..*] : String{Transport, Storage}

0..*

{or}

MaterialHandlingSystem

1..*

1
WorkCentre

+Type[1..*] : String{Pre, Shap, Post, Prop, Surf, Asm, Insp}
+WorkRate[1] : Decimal
+WorkrateUnit[1] : String
+ConstrainValue[1] : Decimal
+ConstrainUnit[1] : String

0..*

ManufacturingEq
+Type : String{Tool, Mold, Die, Fixture, Special}
PlantArtifact
+ID : Integer
+Name : String
+Description : String
+FixedCost : Decimal
+VariableCost : Decimal
+VariableCostUnit : String
+CostDiver : String

Parent class
The other
classes inherits
attributes and
methods

Employee.Type values
Prod, Production
Tran, Transport
Stor, Storage
Main, Maintenance
Supp, Support

Figure 4.17 – Resource model – a company view (Elgh, 2004).
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4.5.2.5 Process Plan model
A process plan is needed to determine resources used for accomplishing a product. Process
planning is usually a task performed by a production engineer, and it is documented on a
form called a route sheet or process plan. A typical process plan for individual parts includes
information about: operations and their sequence; operation description; the work centre on
which the work is to be done; additional manufacturing equipment; raw material and
additional material. Setup time and cycle time are sometimes included. For assemblies, the
information incorporates bill of materials (BOM). The definition of a process plan model is
based on the above.
The defined Process Plan model is presented in Figure 4.18. The collection of process plans
for a fabrication plant is related to the class PlantProcessPlans. A single process plan,
StandardProcessPlan, can be created for a group of components and is valid for all of them,
including variants with different geometry and topology. A StandardProcessPlan consists of
different Operations that can be activated by the attribute Active. For every Operation, a
WorkCentre is defined in which the work is to be done and additional equipment,
ManufacturingEq, is specified. A Component refers to the item to be produced and can be a
single part or an assembly. The Component class refers to itself because subassemblies and/or
parts in different numbers and in different orders can build an assembly. The operation
BillOfMaterial puts together a list of sub-Components for a specific Component. The
information in the BillOfMaterial includes the name of the sub-Components, their quantity
and if they are manufactured or bought. The class Material refers to: RawMaterial for
producing discreet parts, AdditionalMaterial (e.g. welding electrodes) and SemiFinished
parts/assemblies from suppliers which can be machined further or are complete and ready to
be assembled. ProcessArtifact is a parent abstract class.
0..*

PlantProcessPlans

Component
1

1..*

0..*

1..*
+Number : Integer

0..*
1..*

Operation
+Number : Integer
+Description : String
+Active : Boolean

WorkCentre
1

+SelectWorkCentre() : Object
+SelectManufacturingEq() : Object
+SetupTime() : Decimal
+CycleTime() : Decimal

0..*

0..*

+Type : String{Pre, Shap, Post, Prop, Surf, Asm, Insp}

Material
+Type : String{Raw, Add, Semi}
+Quantity : Integer
+Unit : String
+Dimensions : String

ManufacturingEq
+Type : String{Tool, Mold, Die, Fixture, Special}

ProcesssArtifact
+ID : Integer
+Name : String

1

+BillOfMarerials() : Object

StandardProcessPlan
1..*

+Type : String{Part, Assembly}
+Quantity : Integer

Parent class
The other
classes inherits
attributes and
methods

0..*

WorkCentre.Type values
Pre, Pre-treatment
Shap, Shaping
Post, Post-treatment
Prop, Property-enhancing
Surf, Surfacetreatment
Asm, Assembly
Insp, Inspection

Figure 4.18 – Process Plan model – a production engineer view (Elgh, 2004).
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4.5.2.6 Product Geometry model
A product’s manufacturing cost is to a great extent dependent on the product design. The
definition of the product geometry model is founded on the use of parametric solid modelling
and feature-based modelling (McMahon and Brown, 1998). It is based on a user’s point of
view (i.e. the design elements for solid modelling).
Product, as in Figure 4.19, is a class that represents a physical object in the form of a Part or
an Assembly. An Assembly consists of sub-Assemblies and/or Parts. Parts are built with Features,
and Features are built with GeometricEntities. Features are controlled by Parameters and
Constraints (tangent, coaxial, perpendicular, etc). Assembly can be associated with Feature,
where the Feature is an assembly feature (mate, insert, align, etc.) representing relations
between sub-Assemblies/Parts. An assembly feature can also be a geometric object like a weld
bead. ProductArtifact is a parent abstract class.
Product

0..*
0..*

{or}
1

Assembly

1

+File : String

1
0..*

0..*

Part

1

+File : String
1

1..*

1..*

Parameter

Feature
+Type : String{Datum, Form, Assembly}
1
1

0..*
Constraint

1..*

1

0..*
GeometricEntity

+Type : String{Radius, Diameter, Length, Angle}
+NomValue : Decimal
+MaxValue : Decimal
+MinValue : Decimal

ProductArtifact
+ID : Integer
+Name : String

Parent class
The other
classes inherits
attributes and
methods

Figure 4.19 – Product Geometry model – a design engineer view (Elgh, 2004).

4.5.2.7 Model interrelationships
The definition of the four models supports the communication and congruence of different
concepts and their realisation in a computer tool. Still, their interrelationships must be
clarified. This includes: the identification of information needed to connect the different
concepts, where the necessary information can be derived from, and how information
manipulation and extraction can be supported. The main interrelations are:
• Product Cost – Process Plan – Product Geometry
In order to support the cost estimation of material, the mapping of process plans and
the creation of BOM lists, the Product Geometry model’s structure of assemblies
should be equivalent to the assembly structure in the Process Plan model and Product
Cost model.
• Product Cost – Process Plan – Product Geometry
This is related to the class Operation. If the Product Geometry model is generic with
variable topology and configuration (i.e. a universal geometry model that is
parametrically driven concerning dimension values, suppression of features (topology)
and assembly structure (configuration)) (Cederfeldt and Sunnersjö, 2003), the process
plans must be generic and the operations must be derived from features or sets of
features.
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•

•

•

•

Plant Resource – Process Plan – Product Geometry
The selection of work centre and/or manufacturing equipment is based on their
constraints and the product design. The extraction of properties identified as bases for
the selection of work centre and/or manufacturing equipment from the Product
Geometry model must be enabled as functions of parameters, features, parts or
assemblies.
Product Cost – Plant Resource – Product Geometry
The calculation of costs for labour set up, labour cycle and processing is related to
operating time, employee’s wages and variable running costs. The operating time is
derived from the work rate of work centres and product cost drivers (e.g. weld length,
grinding area, volume of removed material for machining and cutting length). The
measure is received from the work centres, and the quantity must be extracted from
the Product Geometry model. It can depend on parameters, features, parts or
assemblies.
Product Cost – Process Plan – Product Geometry
The cost of material depends on the variable cost, the number of components (BOM)
and the individual component’s quantity. The price for purchased material is usually
based on volume or weight, which are dependent on the product design.
Product Cost – Process Plan – Plant Resource
Fixed direct costs and allocated machine costs depend on the selection of machines
and manufacturing equipment in the process plan. The amount of the costs is derived
from plant resources.

4.5.2.8 Guidelines for parametric solid models
It can be stated from the above that much of the information for cost evaluation can be traced
to the Product Geometry model. A parametric solid model can incorporate a large amount of
the information needed, but models supporting early phases of the product development
process are usually not suitable for this task. Therefore, they have to be rebuilt. Important
guidelines for the creation of a solid model that will serve as the basis for an automated system
for cost evaluation of product variants and fabrication plants are:
•
•
•
•

The model’s structure should be equivalent to the assembly sequence of the product.
Production operations are incorporated in the model as features or set of features, i.e.
design by features.
The model should incorporate a base feature that corresponds to the blank for
processing.
Identified cost drivers and measures for the selection of work centres and
manufacturing equipment can be expressed as functions of parameters, geometrical
items, features, parts or assemblies, and their quantities can be extracted from the
model.

4.5.2.9 Extended Product Geometry model
The interrelationships and the guidelines show that the class model Product Geometry must
be extended to support a cost evaluation system. This will result in the addition of a class for
grouping different features that will correspond to one single operation in the process plan.
The corresponding group of features activates the operation. The new class must incorporate
methods for the calculation of different measures that are important for process planning and
cost estimation. The classes Part and Assembly need supplementary information, an attribute
for declaring standard process plans and methods for estimation of the quantity of material,
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and a calculation of measures that will affect the selection of work centres and manufacturing
equipment.
The extended Product Geometry model, Figure 4.20, has additional attributes and operations
for the Assembly class and Part class. OperationFeature is a new class that can be related to one
or more Features. Corresponding operation in the process plan is given as an attribute. In
addition, some examples of operations for estimation of crucial data for process planning and
cost estimation are given.
0..*
Product

0..*

{or}
1

Assembly
+File : String
+StandardProcessPlan : Integer

1

1

+MaterialQuantity() : Decimal
+WorkCentresConstrain() : Decimal
+ManufacturingEqConstrain() : Decimal

Part
+File : String
+StandardProcessPlan : Integer

0..*

0..*

1

+MaterialQuantity() : Decimal
+WorkCentresConstrain() : Decimal
+ManufacturingEqConstrain() : Decimal

Parameter

1
1..*

1..*
1..*

+Type : String{Radius, Diameter, Length, Angle}
+NomValue : Decimal
+MaxValue : Decimal
+MinValue : Decimal

Feature
+Type : String{Datum, Form, Assembly}
1

0..*

1

OperationFeature
1

1..*

0..*

+OperationNumber : Integer
+Volume() : Decimal
+Area() : Decimal
+Lenght() : Decimal

0..*
ProductArtifact

Constraint

GeometricEntity

+ID : Integer
+Name : String

Parent class
The other
classes inherits
attributes and
methods

Figure 4.20 – Extended Product Geometry model supporting the cost evaluation system (Elgh, 2004).

4.5.3 Means for automated process planning and cost estimation
The method for process planning and cost estimation can be based on extracting information
from a parametric solid geometry model. The geometry model can be defined in a computeraided design (CAD) system or computational application software where the design geometry
(parameters, features and topology) is described. Information about the topology, features and
parameters is imported into a CAPP system consisting of generic process plans for different
groups of products. The information from the geometry model provides input to a rule-based
system and adapts the generic process plans. The values of parameters, identified as cost
drivers, are imported into the process plans, and the material and manufacturing costs are
estimated.
One part of the method is the nomenclature for encoding objects, which is created and
implemented in a parallel process for parametric geometry models, generic standard process
plans and worksheets for cost estimation (Elgh and Sunnersjö, 2003). The nomenclature is
used for renaming of assemblies, parts, features and parameters by text strings with predefined
positions for the classification of objects. The model information can then be saved to a text
file or a database. In operation, geometry model information is extracted and transferred to
the generic standard process plans and worksheets for cost estimation. To accomplish this, an
application program for information transfer is needed. The nomenclature structure and
encoding of objects depend on the company needs and the product. A method for naming
design variables (including variables for process planning) is put forward by Cederfeldt (2004)
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where the variable names are derived from a database-like structure to ensure unique and
understandable names.
4.5.3.1 Process planning
A CAPP system (Computer-Aided Process Planning), with a database of generic standard
process plans for a group of parts or assemblies, can be used for process planning. A group
consists of parts or assemblies having the same sequence of operations, but individually the
number of operations can differ. This reduces the number of standard process plans. Figure
4.21 shows an example of a process plan. Respective text strings with the prefix III_ (given in
the column "Operation/Parameter") activate the required operations. There could also be
operations that are dependent on other operations and have no corresponding feature in the
geometry model. One example is the grinding of sharp edges after a cutting operation or
different control operations. Procedural rules stated as “If-Then” can handle these operations
and can be accomplished with logic operators. Manufacturing features are preferred, but not
necessary, depending on the rules in the generic standard process plans. When manufacturing
features are used, the operations are implicitly stated in the process plans. Parameters that
have an effect on the selection of production resources or are needed for the cost estimation
also have to be given. Their values should be imported by the system when the process plans
are generated.

Figure 4.21 – Example of a process plan (Elgh and Sunnersjö, 2003).

The CAPP system can be realised by using application software for spread-sheet calculations
where every plan can be a separate worksheet, and a set of standard process plans can be stored
in the same workbook. For evaluation of different production units, a set of standard process
plans for each production unit can be made. When a process plan is to be generated
automatically for a part or an assembly, the system first identifies which standard process plan
is to be used. The plan is retrieved from the set of generic standard process plans. It is then
modified in correspondence with the geometry model. Parametric values are extracted from
the geometry model, and the finalised process plan is saved in a new set of generated process
plans. A numeric code in the beginning of part or assembly names can be used to determine
which standard process plan is to be used for a part or assembly. Alternately, the coupling
could be done by a computerised dialogue system. There the user interacts and specifies the
standard process plan to be used.
4.5.3.2 Cost estimation
The basis for cost estimation is then the generated process plans. All operations in the process
plans are proposed to be divided into an equivalent subset of cost items (Figure 4.22). These
subsets should be chosen so that costs differ among the alternatives when evaluating variant
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design proposals. Cost drivers are identified and declared in the process plans. They can be
geometrical or topological. Costs and production data are estimated for production groups,
material and wages. The data are stored in different tables. Different cost tables could be
established for different production units in the same way as with standard process plans. The
cost could then be estimated and evaluated in relation to where the product is to be
manufactured.

Figure 4.22 – Subset of cost items for an operation together with entries for cost estimation (Elgh and Sunnersjö, 2003).

When executed, geometrical and topological values are extracted from the geometry model
and passed into the system, using an application program for information extraction and
transfer. The cost, in terms of mean value and variance, is calculated for each part and
assembly, and the total cost is summed up.
4.6

COMBINING KNOWLEDGE PROCESSING AND INFORMATION
HANDLING

To support the maintenance of variant design systems and/or to be able to
provide design history documentation as requested by customers and
legalisation, the knowledge behind the design has to be captured. This implies
that the modelling and management of the knowledge that governs the designs
has to be considered and documented. This includes the core elements of the
knowledge, the range of the knowledge, its origin, its structure, and its relationships to other
systems and life-cycle aspects.
Requirements related to a product’s different life cycles should be used to enhance the
knowledge in the upstream phases, allowing correct decisions to be made. In design
automation systems, life-cycle requirements have to be expressed in a computational format to
be intertwined with the design calculations. The number of requirements can be significantly
large. Hence, requirements have to be grouped and structured to support their
implementation, maintenance and traceability. In a design automation system this implies the
integration of the properties and the functions for knowledge processing and information
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handling into one system. This can be achieved by combining the approaches for automated
variant design and management of manufacturing requirements. The presented principles and
information model supporting both knowledge execution and information management have
been developed and used when developing a system for automated design of product variants
incorporating producibility aspects. The system supports synthesis producibility
enhancements. The system and how it can be used are presented in Section 5.3.
4.6.1 Defining manufacturing requirements
The manufacturing requirements can be defined by applying different views (e.g. the Olsson
table) to the manufacturing resources to ensure that all important aspects are considered.
Individual manufacturing resources, as well as their combinations, can constitute a base for a
manufacturing requirement. This is supported by the concept of requirement objects by
which different resources, together or individually, can be related to a specific manufacturing
requirement (Section 4.4). The manufacturing requirements contain the statement of the
requirements. Additional information can be provided as attributes or relationships to other
objects. The different concepts and their links are depicted in Figure 4.23. The Olsson table
supports the definition of requirements. The requirement object is used to collect the
instances for which a specific manufacturing requirement is valid. The support for integrity is
introduced by checking the requirement objects and manufacturing requirements. For
example, if a piece of equipment is discarded, all related requirement objects are to be deleted.
The rule for integrity check of the manufacturing requirements is: a manufacturing
requirement should be deleted if all of its requirement objects have been deleted.
Olsson Table
Process

Environment

Human
aspects

Economic

Manufacturing
Resources

Create
Manufacture
Make available
Use & maintain
Eliminate

Olsson
Aspect

*

0..

*

0..

Manufacturing
Requirement

1

*

1..

Requirement
Object

*

0..

*

1..

Manufacturing
Resource

Figure 4.23 – The different concepts for modelling of manufacturing requirements (adapted from Elgh, 2007).

4.6.2 Manufacturing knowledge and producibility rules
The gathered knowledge of manufacturing requirements that is expressed in words has to be
transformed into to executable producibility rules (i.e. numerical values, computational
statements or production rules (If–Then-Else)) into be incorporated in the system. The
requirement can be expressed as:
•
•
•

a constraint that must not be violated,
a boundary for a search space where the most optimal solution is desired,
a parameter, working as an input for the design calculations.
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The resulting statements have to be incorporated as a number of checks in an analysis system
(executed to control the product’s conformance with the manufacturing requirements) or they
are intertwined with the product design calculations in a synthesis system.
4.6.3 The mapping of concepts to support traceability
The mapping of manufacturing requirements, manufacturing resources and knowledge
objects can be done with the concept of requirement objects. This is completed when setting
up the system for a specific product. For the mapping of the knowledge objects to the product
structure, there are two solutions: explicit mappings of individual knowledge objects to related
item(s), or implicit relations that are realised when the knowledge objects are executed. The
former solution requires a generic product structure comprising classes with predefined
relations to the knowledge objects. When the system is executed, the relations are defined for
the individual objects by instantiation of the classes. The latter solution implies the generation
of the product structure at the execution of the knowledge objects. The relations between
product items and knowledge objects are also generated by the system at system execution.
This solution implies that the knowledge objects have to incorporate statements for the
definition of the number of instances of different classes to be generated. Product items are
created by higher levels of knowledge objects in which algorithms for necessary types and
numbers of subsequent product items are defined. The definition of the created product items
is done by the execution of subsequent knowledge objects. Thus, at system execution two
relations are created, one for the creation and one for the definition of the product items
(Figure 4.24).
Initial system objects,
structures and relations

*

0..

Manufacturing
Requirement

1

System generated objects,
structures and relations

1..

*

Knowledge
Object

1

*

0..
Olsson
Aspect

Requirement
Object

*

0..

*

1..

*

1..

*

0..

*

0..

Product
Item

*

0..

*

0..

Figure 4.24 – Initial and generated system objects, structures, and relationships (adapted from Elgh, 2007). At system
execution, two relationships are created, one for the creation and one for the definition of the product items.
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CHAPTER 5

:
SYSTEMS REALISATION
AND UTILISATION
CHAPTER INTRODUCTION
In this chapter, the practical contribution of the research is presented. The framework
described in the previous chapter was developed, used, evaluated and enhanced when
implementing application systems. Three pilot systems, encapsulating the models and
principles described in the framework, are presented and discussed. The purposes and
realisation of the system examples are introduced. This is followed by descriptions of the
systems’ utilisation and applicability as a means for ensured and enhanced producibility.

5.1

A SYSTEM FOR MANAGEMENT OF MANUFACTURING
REQUIREMENTS – INFORMATION HANDLING

The ontology approach described in a generic way in Section 4.4, was
developed, adopted, evaluated and enhanced when developing a pilot system
for management of manufacturing requirements. The purpose was to explore
ontology-based solutions to handling growing production-related information
sources, so that relevant information could be retrieved in a flexible manner for
the variety of needs that exist among designers and production engineers. It was perceived as
important to choose dynamic solutions, which would allow the guidelines to change
frequently. Such change will occur naturally as product, processes and experiences evolve over
time.
The case was taken from a car manufacturing company. The company had over the years
compiled design rules related to the manufacturing process in order to guide the design work
towards solutions with good manufacturability in existing facilities. The rule base comprised
more than 1500 rules and was being gradually expanding.
The objective was to enable a systematic approach to handling manufacturing requirements.
Sharing information is at the core of collaborative engineering. With an ontology approach,
work within domains requirement management, production engineering and engineering
design can be integrated and their collaboration supported. The main objectives of a system
based on the proposed approach can be summarised as follows:
•

Support the formation of requirement specifications for products and processes by
defining an information model including requirement objects, hierarchical tree-structures
and links between these.
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•
•
•
•

Improve and simplify information retrieval for designers and process planners by adding
inference functions to the links between requirement objects.
Allow forward traceability from changes in product systems to manufacturing systems.
(“What are the consequences for the manufacturing system if we make these changes in
the product systems?”)
Allow backward traceability from changes in manufacturing system to product systems.
(“What are the consequences for the product if we make these changes in the
manufacturing system?”)
Prevent redundant or multiple versions of requirement specifications, thereby simplifying
updating and maintenance of the rule system.

5.1.1 Initial state of practice
First, the initial state of practice was studied, comprising: a study of the present system for
management of manufacturing requirements at the company; a description of the
collaboration process for enhanced producibility; interviews with company employees
(Arrbäck and Bjelkemyr, 2003); and the elucidation and modelling of present concepts,
structures, instances and attributes used in the context of manufacturing requirements at the
studied company. The conclusions from the study were the following:
•
•
•

Old requirements, duplicates, and a lack of history and traceability afflict the present
system.
Future enhancements are needed to incorporate traceability, define keywords for
formation of requirements and enhance the search mechanism.
The result from the analysis of the concepts, structures, instances and attributes is that
there are missing relationships (connections) between the different structures.

5.1.2 System realisation
A pilot system for management of the manufacturing requirements was developed by the
author for an example relating to the hood system for a car. The system, adopting the
ontology approach, was implemented in an ontology editor for creating, editing and verifying
ontologies. The editor is composed of an object-oriented database and an inference
mechanism. The main concepts, with a number of instances, are depicted in Figure 5.1,
together with examples of relationships and axioms.
5.1.3 System functionality and applicability
The scenarios and properties specified in Section 4.4.1, based on the study of the initial state
of practice, were used for the testing and evaluation of the functionality and applicability of
the ontology approach. The system was tested with a total of 18 different queries. The main
queries, related to scenarios in the domain of engineering design, are presented below.
Further, the system support for the requirement formation in the domain of production
preparation is clarified. Finally, a description is given of how the system properties in the area
of requirement management are incorporated into the system.
5.1.3.1 Queries
The main utilisation of the system in a day-to-day practice is to supply designers and
production engineers with valid information. The specific information is searched for and
retrieved by querying the vast amount of information. The queries can be standardised by
using a predefined syntax. In the next level, the user interacts with the system by providing
some input to the queries. The user can define individual queries when a more sophisticated
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and personal search is needed. A selection of queries is presented here. Two are based on the
scenarios in the system specification, and one illustrates the use of a rule where the inference
mechanism is invoked when the system is searched.

Figure 5.1 –

A pilot system based on the ontology approach for the management of designer guidelines for motorcar
manufacture (Elgh and Sunnersjö, 2007). The main concepts, with a number of instances, are illustrated,
together with examples of relations, axioms, and the semantics content of the database.

Scenario 1
The system applicability in the early phases of engineering design (embodiment design) is
tested. The designer wants to evaluate different manufacturing alternatives and investigate
their implication on the design. The principle search path is illustrated in Figure 5.2, together
with the syntax for the query and some results:

Figure 5.2 –

PDS

MR

MSF

ESS2

QUERY
FORALL Obj1, Var0 <- EXISTS Obj2, Obj3
#Geometrical_Joining[#Performed_By->>Obj1]
AND Obj1:#Station_ESS2[#Part_Of_RO->>Obj2]
AND Obj2:#RO_Requirement_Object[#Affected_By_MR->>Obj3]
AND Obj3:#MR_Manufacturing_Requirement[#Description->>Var0].
RESULT
#Spot_Welding;
#Nut_Welding;
…

"Maximum plate thickness 1,3mm"
"Maximum plate thickness 1,7mm"

Query: Which are the stations that can be used for securing geometry by geometrical joining, and what is the
content of their requirements? Legend: PDS, Product Data Structure; MSF, Manufacturing System Function;
Equipment System Structure; MR, Manufacturing Requirement. (Elgh and Sunnersjö, 2007)
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Scenario 2
In the detail design phase, the designer has to adapt the product to the selected manufacturing
processes. A more precise result is obtained by searching the manufacturing resources related
to the specific process (Figure 5.3).

Figure 5.3 –

PDS

MR

MSF

ESS2

QUERY
FORALL Var0 <- EXISTS Obj1, Obj2, Obj3, Obj4
#Outer_No1[#Produced_In_Station->>Obj1]
AND Obj1:#Station_ESS2[#Part_Of_RO->>Obj3]
AND Obj3:#RO_Requirement_Object[#Affected_By_MR->>Obj4]
AND Obj4:#MR_Manufacturing_Requirement[#Description->>Var0].
RESULT
"Maximum plate thickness 1,2mm"
…

Query: What is the content of the requirements related to the manufacturing stations used to manufacture a
specific component (Outer_No1)? Legend: PDS, Product Data Structure; MSF, Manufacturing System
Function; Equipment System Structure; MR, Manufacturing Requirement. (Elgh and Sunnersjö, 2007)

An example of a rule
The usefulness of the possibility to define rules and the system’s inference mechanism, which
is invoked when querying the database, are exemplified here. The relationship between a part
and the equipment used for its manufacture is implicitly defined by using a rule (Figure 5.4).
RULE
FORALL PDS_Product_Data_Structure1,Station_ESS21,
Equipment_ESS31 ( PDS_Product_Data_Structure1[#Is_Handled_By->>Equipment_ESS31] )
<- ( (PDS_Product_Data_Structure1:#PDS_Product_Data_Structure[#Produced_In_Station->>Station_ESS21]
and (Station_ESS21:#Station_ESS2[#Has_Equipment->>Equipment_ESS31]
and Equipment_ESS31:#Equipment_ESS3)) ).

PDS

ESS2

Figure 5.4 –

ESS3

QUERY
FORALL Y <- #Hood_No1[#Is_Handled_By->>Y].
RESULT
#Magazine_No1
#Pallet_No1
#Skids_No1
…

An example of a rule in which the relationship between a part and the equipment used for its manufacture is
implicitly defined. The query for the manufacturing equipment used for a specific component invokes the
system’s inference mechanism. PDS, Product Data Structure; Equipment System Structure. (Elgh and
Sunnersjö, 2007)

A number of axioms (symmetry, inverse and transitive) have been defined in the system. They
also invoke the inference mechanism in the system.
Other queries
The queries above are just a few examples of different ways to search for information. The
system has been tested and evaluated with a total of 18 queries (See Figure 5.5). The queries
have been defined on the basis of scenarios for different groups of people working with
manufacturing requirements in various processes and stages of these processes. The system is
not limited to answering only these queries. The object-oriented database, with the semantic
data model, is perceived as a flexible solution, as it can be further extended with user-defined
queries.
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What stations perform joining?
Which requirements govern joining of hood and hinge?
Which requirements govern aligning of hood and hinge?
What MSS is responsible for requirements that govern joining of
hood and hinge?
Which are the requirements related the equipments used in the
stations performing welding?
Who has the responsibility for the requirements govern joining of
hood and hinge?
Which PSS should be notified when the equipment in station XX is
changed?
…

Figure 5.5 –

Examples of the 18 queries used for testing and evaluating the pilot system (Elgh and Sunnersjö, 2007). The
system is not limited to answering only these queries.

5.1.3.2 Requirement Formation and Requirement Management
In the process of requirement formation, the system supports the production engineers in two
important respects, as pointed out in the interviews:
1. The ontology defines a terminology for the communication and definition of
requirements (how to formulate and where to store).
2.

It is possible to map the requirements to the manufacturing targets.

Finally, by recalling the system properties from a requirement management perspective
(Section 4.4.1) it can be concluded that:
•
•

•

Reusing existing requirements can prevent redundancy (e.g. check affected stations and
equipments, search for matching text strings).
Checking the Requirements Objects (roi) and Manufacturing Requirements (mri)
supports enhanced integrity (e.g. if a piece of equipment is discarded, all related
Requirements Objects are deleted, and a Manufacturing Requirement should be deleted if
all of its Requirements Objects have been deleted) (see Figure 5.6).
The traceability is enhanced by the relationships between the structures.
mr1

ro1

st1

Figure 5.6 –

ron

eq1

stn

eqn

The manufacturing requirements are considered to arise in the interfaces between design, material, station
and equipment. The RO is used to collect the instances for which a specific MR is valid. The support for
integrity is introduced by checking the ROs and MRs. For example, if a piece of equipment is discarded, all
related ROs are to be deleted. The rule for integrity check of the MRs is: an MR should be deleted if all of its
ROs have been deleted. (Elgh and Sunnersjö, 2007)

5.1.3.3 Other system advantages
Compared to the present situation, there are several important advantages:
•
•
•
•

A consistent information model with sufficient granularity to allow selective search exists.
The relationships between defined concepts enhance search precision.
New rules can be tested for consistency with the existing rule base.
Very flexible search attributes exist.
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•
•

Redundancy of information is eliminated.
Rule search could be made dependent on the user, and rules activated or deactivated in
user profiles.

5.1.4 Supporting collaboration
Information sharing is one of the main key features of collaborative engineering. This implies
that different individuals and/or domains can express their information and that this
information is accessible for others (i.e. understandable and relevant in the individual case).
The initial study revealed that the state of practice at the company was not sufficient. The
verbal sharing of information and knowledge at the regular meetings had to be more efficient,
and other methods for collaboration had to be adopted.
The approach and tool presented in this work are perceived to contribute to a more effective
and efficient information and knowledge sharing in the area of manufacturing requirements at
the company. As a result, they provide support in the collaboration process for ensuring and
enhancing the products producibility. This is mainly achieved by:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A working environment for information and knowledge sharing.
A defined terminology for communication.
The semantic model supports the individual’s comprehension of the different domains
and how they are related.
All individuals have access to the same information and knowledge.
The access to information and knowledge can be made independent of organisation,
language, time, and geography.
Enhanced support in the search for specific information.
By the introduction of Manufacturing Systems Functions (MSF), a link is created
between engineering design and production engineering governing collaboration early in
the product development process.
It is possible to search for the responsible person to contact for issues regarding a specific
object.

5.1.5 Supporting product analysis and synthesis concerning producibility aspects
For many manufacturing companies, the collaboration between engineering design and
production engineering is a critical issue. The work within domains requirement
management, engineering design and production engineering can be integrated by using an
ontology management of manufacturing requirements. An ontology approach supports the
sharing of information and knowledge between these domains. This allows development of
products with enhanced producibility in existing plants and lines.
Product analysis regarding producibility is supported by the explicit mapping between the
Product Data Structure (PDS) and the Equipment System Structure (ESS). This is to be done
when the manufacturing processes and resources are finally decided. The designer is then
provided with the opportunity to gather information and knowledge of requirements that are
relevant for a producibility analysis and an evaluation of the product design.
Product synthesis regarding producibility is supported by the introduction of the
Manufacturing System Functions (MSF). The adaptation of design proposals to the
manufacturing system requires access to information and knowledge early in the product
development process when manufacturing processes and resources have not been selected. By
introducing MSF, the designer is provided with the opportunity to gather information and
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knowledge about the different existing manufacturing alternatives. Different courses of action
can be evaluated, and their implications for the product design can be clarified early in the
process.
5.2

AN AUTOMATED VARIANT DESIGN SYSTEM – KNOWLEDGE
PROCESSING

A framework that supports the development of automated systems, including
corporate knowledge of design, process planning, and cost estimation, has been
introduced (Section 4.5). The described framework was developed, used,
evaluated and enhanced when implementing a pilot system for the automated
variant design of heavy welded steel structures, CoRPP (Coordinated
Realisation of Products and Processes. It aimed at creating a system for automatic design,
process planning and cost evaluation of submarine bulkhead variants by combining and
enhancing a set of application software already in use at the company.
The primary purpose of the system was to support the company in its effort to gain design
solutions with enhanced producibility through studies of variations in cost, weight and
operation time. The evaluation of different fabrications’ plants was prepared but not fully
implemented. The elements for the cost estimation and a case study are given in Elgh and
Sunnersjö (2003).
The main element of the bulkhead is a circular plate with vertical structural members, which
consist of cut, rolled and welded steel plating, as shown in Figure 5.7. The presented
procedure for system development was applied. The different steps were performed more or
less concurrently, and the cost model was adapted through the identification of relevant cost
items for the product and the company.

Figure 5.7 –

A bulkhead and examples of stiffener variants.

5.2.1 Principle system architecture and information flow
The system architecture is modular, where the knowledge is “captured” in knowledge objects
grouped in separated modules (Figure 5.8). An important requirement for the realisation of
the different modules in a system application is that the knowledge can be described and
stored in a way that is human-readable and computer-executable to avoid a “black box”
system.
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Figure 5.8 –

Cost estimation
sheets

Product design
calculations

An automated design system proposed to be built on a modular architecture. The product design knowledge
is captured in knowledge objects within different knowledge modules linked to a database. (Elgh and
Cederfeldt, 2005)

The knowledge base (knowledge objects in the different modules) is executed on the basis of
different customer specifications. The product design module generates parameters that serve
as input to product geometry, process planning and cost estimation. Product geometry,
process planning and cost estimation consist of a number of interrelated knowledge objects
(generic templates) that are instantiated and then executed and configured in accordance to
the input parameters. The templates are part of the knowledge base, and they contain
additional data, rules and algorithms for their adaptation and internal calculations of output
data. The intended output is product variants with product geometry (CAD-models), process
plans and cost estimations.
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Production rules
and constraints

Library of
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Geometry
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and parameters
Identified cost
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Cost
estimate

Figure 5.9 –
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System information flow architecture (Elgh and Cederfeldt, 2005).
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Figure 5.9 shows the outline of the intended information flow architecture of the system.
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5.2.2 System realisation
The system was developed together with an industrial partner and a research institute using a
commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) approach (comprised of MS Access, MS Excel, MS Visual
Basic, Mathsoft Mathcad, and PTC Pro/Engineer). The modules for process planning and
cost estimation were developed by the author. Thorough descriptions of the system and
methods supporting system implementation, considering parametric solid modelling, process
planning and cost estimation, are presented in Sunnersjö et al. (2006), Cederfeldt (2004),
Cederfeldt and Sunnersjö (2003), Elgh (2004), and Elgh and Sunnersjö (2003) Figure 5.10
shows the modular architecture and the different workspaces in the CoRPP system. The
system was considered to have many areas of use at the company: design calculations, design
optimisation, geometry modelling, automated CAD generation, knowledge repository, design
manual, process planning, cost estimation, operation time estimation, and weight
calculations.

Figure 5.10 – The modular architecture and the different workspaces (modules) in the CoRRP system (cf. Figure 5.8).
Database schema (middle), user interface (top centre), design manual with a workflow manager (bottom
right), geometrical modeller (top right), CAD model (top left), process plan (bottom left), and cost estimation
(bottom centre).

The implementation of the four class models presented in Section 4.5.2 is seen in Figure
5.11. The system consists of a geometry modeller separated from commercial software for
solid modelling. The extended product model was implemented in the geometry modeller
supporting the process planning and cost estimation of the product.
The bulkhead was modelled in a software application as parametric solid models, using
methods that permit dimensional and topological changes (Cederfeldt and Sunnersjö, 2003).
The geometry modeller drives the parametric solid models. A nomenclature was defined and
implemented. This enabled the mapping between the geometry modeller and in the standard
process plans. Standard process plans, with the integration of a system for cost estimation,
were created in a common spreadsheet software application. The operations in the process
plans were activated in either of two ways: if there was a corresponding feature in the
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geometry model, or in accordance with rules where operations are interrelated (e.g. If Cut
Then Grinding). Geometrical and topological cost drivers were identified and corresponding
parameters stated in the standard process plan. Production data and costs for production
resources were gathered in tables.

Figure 5.11 – Instances of the four class models in an industry demonstrator (Elgh, 2004).

5.2.3 System functionality and applicability
The system generates design layouts of a submarine bulkhead and structural stiffeners with
complete calculation and optimisation. System-calculated and optimised geometry output
results in: automated CAD model generation, using predefined fully parametric CAD models
in a standard solid modeller; automated generation of process plans, using standard process
plans; and automated cost estimations, generated in spreadsheet application software.
The short execution time of the system (one run-through takes approximately 2 minutes)
allows several runs with different conditions to be performed in a short time and with
minimal effort. The principal workflow is seen in Figure 5.12.
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System run-throughs
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Figure 5.12 – Principle workflow of studies of variations in cost, weight and operation time.

The system can be used as a means of gaining solutions with enhanced producibility through
the possibility to study variations in cost, weight and operation time for e.g. different
customer specifications or manufacturing constraints. Three types of studies can be performed
on the vast amount of output data.
•

•

•

Multi-objective optimisation – to lead the designer towards the best solution in the
individual case. In many engineering design problems, there exists no unique solution
that simultaneously optimises all the aspects of system performance. A solution is
Pareto-optimal if nothing can be improved without making the situation worse in
some other important respect. In the bulkhead design problem this means, for
instance, that trade-offs have to be made between weight, cost and operation time.
What-if scenarios – There are a number of what-if scenarios that the designer may
have to consider. In this case, there exist different fabrication plants with different
production resources, and the design has to be adapted to the fabrication plant that is
to be used. A design intended for highly automated fabrication will differ from one
intended for manual production due to the difference in manufacturing constraints.
One possible question is what implications a change of fabrication plants has for
design, cost, weight and operation time. Other issues of interest are changes in design,
material characteristics, manufacturing constraints, production capacity, and
production resources. These questions can be evaluated with an automated system of
the type described, and it has the potential to replace guesswork with solid facts.
Sensitivity analyses – for evaluation of the system’s sensitivity to the uncertainty in a
given variable, or to study what impact changes in different variables have on the
different objectives. A sensitivity analysis involves adjusting model input values and
observing the relative change in model response. In this case, where the uncertainty in
the cost estimation is handled by the method of successive calculus (Lichtenberg,
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2000), the sensitivity analysis is focused on the study of the relationship between an
individual cost driver and the total operation cost. The knowledge about main cost
drivers, i.e. design variables that have major effect on the result, is valuable, and design
guidelines can be established to guide the designers towards cost-effective solutions. A
sensitivity analysis can be used to understand what effect future changes of cost
drivers’ rates (due to inflation, changed rate of exchange, or changes in material price
or wages) have on the profitability of the product, which is an important aspect of
planning.
5.2.3.1 Multi-objective optimisation
A multi-objective optimisation was performed in order to evaluate different solutions and
select the most suitable one. By studying how cost, weight and operation time vary with the
input parameter “number of stiffeners” and the variable “plate thickness” for a specified hull
diameter and diving depth, a series of parameter variations can be plotted (Figure 5.13).
As can be seen in Figure 5.13, a favourable combination in accordance with the objective of
low cost arises for sixteen stiffeners and a plate thickness of 0.018 m. But if the objectives are
low cost, low weight and short operation time, there is no unique solution; rather, a number
of Pareto-optimal solutions exist.
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Figure 5.13 – Combinations of cost, weight and operation time for variations of number of stiffeners and plate thickness that
all fulfil customer specifications and manufacturing constraints. The span due to uncertainties of the cost
estimation is indicated. (Elgh and Cederfeldt, 2005)

5.2.3.2 What-if scenarios
In the case of application, three fabrication plants with different levels of automation can be
under consideration for manufacturing. The question that arises is what the consequences are
if the product is to be manufactured at the different fabrication plants. This was studied by
looking at the influence of a manufacturing constraint on design, cost, weight and operation
time. A rule was declared in the knowledge base (product design calculations module) to
ensure welding accessibility. A constraint concerning the minimum flange distance (Figure
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5.14) is the rule input. It ensures accessibility by calculation of the stiffeners’ flange width and
stiffeners’ height. If the constraint is violated, no solution is generated.
Flange distance

Stiffeners

Bulkhead plate

Figure 5.14 – The flange distance is a manufacturing constraint concerning the welding accessibility, and its value is
considered to change with the level of automation as well as plant resources (Elgh and Cederfeldt, 2005).

By studying how cost, weight and operation time vary with the constraint “min. flange
distance” and the input variables “number of stiffeners” and “plate thickness” for a specified
hull diameter and diving depth, a series of parameter variations can be plotted (Figure 5.15).
The constraint is considered to decrease in value when the welding process shifts from manual
to a higher level of automation. As can be seen, the number of solutions decreases with the
increased values of the constraint “min. flange distance”. The most favourable combinations
in accordance with the objectives of low cost and low weight arise when using a minimum
flange distance of 0.200 m.
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Figure 5.15 – Combinations of cost, weight and operation time for the manufacturing constraint regarding welding
accessibility. Three cases with a minimum flange distance of 0.400, 0.300, and 0.200 m are plotted in the
diagrams. (Elgh and Cederfeldt, 2005)

An additional example of what-if scenarios is the impact of investing in new machinery with
higher welding rate. In Figure 5.16 and Figure 5.17, the variations in cost and total operation
time for different welding rates are plotted.
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Figure 5.16 – Variations of cost for different welding rates (Elgh and Cederfeldt, 2005).
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Figure 5.17 – Variations of total operation time for different welding rates (Elgh and Cederfeldt, 2005).

5.2.3.3 Sensitivity analyses
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To understand the effect that possible future changes in material price and wages have on the
profitability of the product, two sensitivity analyses were performed, with the purpose of
studying the behaviour of the cost level caused by changes in these parameters. As can be seen
in Figure 5.18, changes in material price and wages have a constant influence on the cost level
in the studied ranges. The cost level is more sensitive to changes in wages than in material
price.
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Figure 5.18 – Influence on product cost by changes in material price and wages (Elgh and Cederfeldt, 2005).

5.2.3.4 Investment What-ifs
If the number of product variants the company can offer is restricted by the manufacturing
constraints and the production capacity, a synthesis-driven producibility estimation tool can
be used as a support for decisions regarding investments in new production resources. The
implication for the product variety of different alternative enhancements and machines can be
studied by what-if scenarios. By changing the rules or the input parameters in correspondence
with the characteristics of an intended course of action, the effect on the product variety and
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the market opportunity can be studied and the cost-benefit evaluated. This can be illustrated
as going from Figure 5.19A to Figure 5.19B.
Actual design
space

Weight

A

Weight

Actual design
space

B

Cost

Figure 5.19 – Assessment of actual design space expansion. First the manufacturing resources limit the product variety to
four variants, but with an investment in new production resources the product variety is expanded and
comprises, in this illustration, fifteen solutions. (Adapted from Elgh and Cederfeldt, 2006)

5.2.4 Supporting product analysis and synthesis concerning producibility aspects
The different aspects that can be studied by the multi-objective optimisations, sensitivity
analysis, and what-if scenarios enabled by the system support the evaluation of producibility.
The system can serve as a decision tool that enables the evaluation of different courses of
action in early stages in the development of product variants. This can yield better decisions
and, in the long run, a better understanding and awareness of the relationships between the
product properties, the manufacturing resource requirements/constraints, the manufacturing
processing, the cost structure, and the cost level.
Initially the system did not incorporate producibility rules (e.g. manufacturing requirements).
Therefore the results (different product variants) had to be evaluated by production engineers
to ensure the different solutions’ conformability with the manufacturing system. In an
analysis tool this can be done automatically. By defining a number of constraints, based on
the manufacturing requirements, a final task can be added to the system that checks the
designs against these constraints. The system was later enhanced to comply with a synthesis
approach to producibility. A rule was declared in the knowledge base to ensure welding
accessibility. The accessibility is ensured by calculations of the stiffeners’ flange width and
stiffeners’ height. This constrains the design space, but the solutions generated by the system
conform to the manufacturing system, and they need not be evaluated by a production
engineer.
The cost estimation can be used as a metric when searching for the best solution, provided
that the solution complies with the manufacturing requirements. The producibility rules can
also be used when searching for the best solution. This can be achieved by changing their
values in a way that simulates different levels of the manufacturing requirements, ranging
from acceptable to perfect compliance between the design and the process.
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5.3

A SYSTEM COMBINING INFORMATION HANDLING AND
KNOWLEDGE PROCESSING

In this work, a framework has been introduced (Section 4.6) that supports the
development of systems where the principles of information handling and
knowledge processing are combined. The principles and models of the
framework were developed, adopted, evaluated and enhanced when planning
and setting up a first solution for a design automation system. The scope of
the system was to generate variant designs of heating elements based on different customer
specifications and seat geometries. The heating elements are part of a car seat heater. The
heating element consists of a carrier material, a wire and a connecting cable. The wire is laid
out and glued in a pattern of sinusoidal loops between the two layers of carrier (Figure 5.20).
The pattern is calculated on the basis of company-aggregated knowledge.

Figure 5.20 – Upper left: a car seat with heating elements in the cushion and backrest. Lower left: a cushion element glued
to the seat foam. On the right: a cushion element on a lighting table showing the heating wire with sinusoidal
loops, the thermostat and the connection cable between two layers of carrier material.

The purpose was to combine some of the functions and properties relating to information
handling and knowledge processing into one system. The design solutions generated by a
system should all conform to the manufacturing system. The objectives with the system were:
cut quotation lead-time, allow for evaluation of different design alternatives, quality-ensure
the design process, capture design knowledge, ensure producibility, and provide design
documentation. It was also considered important to incorporate meta-knowledge about the
origin of the knowledge, as the system was intended to be a vital part of the design process
regarding heat elements. By providing meta-knowledge the system’s longevity,
maintainability, and expandability were considered to be supported.
5.3.1 Initial state of practice
According to Hallström (2006) the knowledge and rules for how to design a heating element
were not well structured in the company. The designers placed out the heating wire manually
in a software application for two-dimensional drawing. For support they had a Work
Instruction Handbook and a number of executable calculation files, although most of the
knowledge and experience about how to design a heating element was implicit (i.e. in the
mind of the designers). The Work Instruction Handbook in parts contained both unclear and
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inconsistent rules. The result was that the designers in practice developed a new heating
element by using their own experience without consulting the Work Instruction Handbook.
5.3.1.1 Manufacturing knowledge
The design of a heating element must conform to the manufacturing system. Examples of
manufacturing requirements classified according to the types in Section 4.6.2 are:
•
•
•

No centre line radii of less than 10 mm are allowed due to the winding machine. This is a
constraint that must not be violated.
The number of turns should be minimized. The winding machine has to slow down in
the turns and the processing time will increase with the number of turns. This is a
boundary for a search space where the most optimal solution is desired.
There must be a clearance of 5 mm between the element’s outer boundary and the outer
boundary of the heating area. The reason for this is the gluing of the lower carrier with the
upper carrier. The calculation of the heated area must be based on this offset. This is a
parameter working as an input to the design calculation of the heated area.

The clearance of 10 mm could also be classified as a constraint from a geometry perspective,
i.e. the heating wire cannot be placed at a distance less than 10 mm from the element outer
boundary. The classification provided here is based on how the design calculations are
affected by the requirement of 10 mm clearance.
5.3.2 System foundation
The main system principle was to integrate the functions and properties of the two previously
developed systems (Sections 5.1 and 5.2). In the system for automated variant design, the
requirements initially were expressed verbally, e.g. “The design of the bulked must allow for
manual welding”. This statement had to be transformed to an expression that could be
executed by the system, a producibility rule. The system supported different types of
expression (e.g. numerical expressions, equations, iterations, optimisations, lists, If-Then-Else
statements). In the case of welding accessibility the producibility rule comprised both a
constraint, declared as an input variable, and a numerical expression, intertwined with the
calculations regarding the strength of the stiffeners. These two parts of the rule were split up
and separated in the design system. This separation made rules hard to trace in later stages.
The rules was scattered with no support to trace them. This was perceived to aggravate system
maintenance and development. Another problem that arose was the issue of where additional
information (e.g. the initial verbal expression and relations to manufacturing resources that in
the future might be replaced) associated with the rule should be stored to enhance future
system management.
The objective was to develop a system for automated variant design incorporating
producibility rules to ensure producibility (producibility synthesis). The system was to be
based on the principles described in Section 4.6 to support system maintenance and
expansion by providing traceability between the product items (parts and assemblies),
knowledge objects, and manufacturing resources. The deployment of the proposed framework
would ensure access to company know-how and know-why regarding the designing of heat
elements.
5.3.3 System realisation
In Figure 5.21, a principle system architecture for an automated system generating variant
designs of the car seat heater is depicted. The system was developed by the author in cooperation with programming consultant. The knowledge base comprises rules in Catia
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Knowledge Ware Advisor (KWA). The rules are linked (through an Access database) to
different Knowledge Objects. A Knowledge Object is a database object that has a number of
input parameters and output parameters. The Knowledge Objects can be of different types
(e.g. Catia KWA rules, Mathcad worksheets) in which the methods of the different
Knowledge Object are implemented. The rule firing, invoking the Knowledge Objects, is
controlled by an inference engine, Catia KWA. The company resources with associated
manufacturing requirements are stored in an Access database together with the Knowledge
Objects. The graphical user interface (GUI) and the interfaces to different software
applications and databases are programmed with Visual Basic. The system is fed with
customer-specific input (parameter with associated values together with a 2D outline of the
heated seat areas). The main output is the pattern for the heating wire’s centre line, an
amplitude factor for the sinusoidal loops and the wire specification.
Customer input

Knowledge
base

- Heating time
- Control temperature
- Maximum current consumption
- Seat geometry

Catia KWA rules
Knowledge Objects

Catia

Name

Product

Input:

Geometry Design Rules
Generate heating
areas
Calculate total
heating area
Electrical Design Rules
Current consumption
element
Power consumption
squab

System output
- Centre line heat wire

Id nn

Algoritms:
Computations:
Output:

Mathcad files
Knowledge Objects
Name

- Amplitude heat wire

Id nn

Input:
Algoritms:
Computations:

Inference
engine

GUI

Output:

Interface

- Wire specification
Length
Diameter
Resistance
Number of strands
...

Mathcad

Access

Figure 5.21 – System architecture (Elgh, 2007).

The database concepts used for the modelling of the manufacturing requirements are depicted
in Figure 5.22. The Olsson table can be used as a support when defining the requirements. A
Manufacturing Requirement object comprises information about the requirement (e.g.
description, type, date, and picture). The Requirement Object is used to collect the instances
for which a specific Manufacturing Requirement is valid. The support for integrity is
introduced by checking the Requirement Objects and Manufacturing Requirements. For
example, if a piece of equipment is discarded, all related requirement objects are to be deleted.
The rule for integrity check of the Manufacturing Requirements is: a manufacturing
requirement should be deleted if all of its requirement objects have been deleted.
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Figure 5.22 – The different database concepts for modelling of manufacturing requirements (Elgh, 2007).

5.3.4 System functionality and applicability
The system was intended to be used as support in the generation of variant designs of seat
heaters (carrier and heat wire). Initially, the system comprises objects, structures and relations
for the manufacturing resources, manufacturing requirements, knowledge objects and
requirement objects. At system execution, the product items are created together with the
relationships Created By and Defined By to the corresponding knowledge objects. The system
is prepared for the incorporation of a number of product items. These items can be at
different structural levels, Further, the creation and definition of a specific product item can
be separated due to the clustering of items into tasks (Section 4.5.1). This implies that the
necessary types and numbers of a group of product items are stated in one knowledge object.
At execution this knowledge object creates the product items. The created product items then
have to be defined. This is done by the execution of subsequent knowledge objects. The
results are runtime-created product objects and structure together with two types of relations,
one for the creation and one for the definition of the product items. The initial and systemgenerated objects, structures, and relations are depicted in Figure 5.23.
The database can be used for the management of manufacturing requirements and to trace
the relationships between product items, knowledge object, manufacturing resources, and
manufacturing requirements. Example of queries include:
•
•
•
•

Which calculations (i.e. Knowledge Objects) are affected by a change in the
manufacturing system (Manufacturing Resource)?
Which knowledge (Knowledge Objects) has be applied in the design of a specific product
variant (Product Items)?
How should a computational statement in rule (Knowledge Object) be interpreted
(Manufacturing Requirement)?
What is the origin (Manufacturing Resource) of the knowledge applied in the definition
of a specific part (Product Item)?
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Figure 5.23 – Initial and system-generated objects, structures, and relations (Elgh, 2007).

5.3.5 Supporting product analysis and synthesis concerning producibility aspects
The system ensures the products’ producibility in existing facilities by the incorporation of
producibility rules, and supports traceability between production and product systems. The
system complies with a synthesis approach to producibility. Rules were declared in the
knowledge base to ensure producibility. This constrains the design space, but the solutions
generated by the system conform to the manufacturing system, and they need not be further
evaluated by a production engineer.
The system does not incorporate process planning or cost estimation, although it is possible to
use the different system outputs as indirect metrics for producibility (e.g. number of strands,
number of turns, and amplitude factor). The system can serve as a decision tool that enables
the evaluation of different courses of action in the development of product variants. This can
yield better decisions and, in the long run, a better understanding and awareness of the
relationships between the product properties, the manufacturing resources’
requirements/constraints, and the manufacturing process.
The producibility rules can be used when searching for the best solution. This can be achieved
by changing their values in a way that simulates different levels of the manufacturing
requirements, ranging from acceptable to perfect compliance between the design and the
process.
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CHAPTER 6

:
DISCUSSION
CHAPTER INTRODUCTION
In this chapter the research contribution and the quality of the conducted research are
discussed. First, the research contribution is addressed by resuming the thesis research
questions, the results of the thesis are summarised, and the industrial and scientific
contribution is clarified. Second, the contribution is evaluated for validation. The evaluation
is done by validation based on the adopted research approach, and by an evaluation and
validation based on users’ experiences. Finally, a reflection on the research work and the
results is presented.

6.1

RESEARCH CONTRIBUTION

The work has resulted in a framework comprising information models and principles
supporting the development of application systems intended for ensuring and enhancing the
producibility of product variants. The results also consist of the descriptions of different types
of systems and how these can be used as means to ensure and enhance the producibility of
different product variants.
6.1.1 Resuming the research questions
The research questions in this work were (Section 1.5.1):
• What are the need and potential for design automation systems to support enhanced
producibility?
• How can such systems be developed and what models and principles can support
system realisation?
• How can such systems be used as a means to enhance producibility and support
insight into manufacturing and cost-related issues?
Figure 6.1 shows in which of the appended papers these questions are addressed.
Paper Paper Paper Paper Paper Paper Paper
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
What are the need and potential for design automation systems to
support enhanced producibility?
How can such systems be developed and what models and principles
can support system realisation?
How can such systems be used as a means to enhance producibility and
support insight into manufacturing and cost-related issues?

Figure 6.1 –

Research questions and where they are addressed.
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The first question:
What are the need and potential for design automation systems to support enhanced producibility?
is addressed in Section 4.1 where the descriptive results from an interview study, focusing on
design automation in ten Swedish small and medium sized enterprises, are summarised. The
conclusion from the study was that there is a potential for design automation based on the
industry prerequisites. One of the interpretations from the interviews and discussions was that
there is a need for methods and tools supporting realisation of design automation. The need
and potential have also been addressed in the three case examples by describing the initial
need at the companies and the exploration of the potential to develop different types of
computer support in the individual case.
The contribution in relation to the other two questions will be clarified in the following
sections.
6.1.2 Framework for systems development
The second question:
How can such systems be developed and what models and principles can support system realisation?
is addressed by the framework. The framework starts with a description of the basic principles
of analysis and synthesis approaches to producibility. Then the basic approaches, models, and
principles supporting system development of three different types of systems are described.
The results related to these types of systems are as follows:
Modelling and management of manufacturing requirements
•

Definition of an information model.
o Introducing a structure for mapping between the manufacturing resources and
the product model.
o Separating the modelling of manufacturing requirements into two concepts.

Automated variant design and cost estimation
•
•
•

•
•

Describes a procedure for system development.
Introduces the clustering of product items into knowledge objects.
Definition of the information models for product cost, plant resource, process plan,
and product geometry, including
o a description of a systematic analysis of relevant cost items, and
o the introduction of a generic cost structure.
Clarification of the relations between information models.
Means for automated process planning and cost estimation.

Combining information handling and knowledge processing
•

Definition of an information model.
o Describes the definition of producibility rules.
o Introduces the mapping of the concepts of manufacturing requirement,
requirement object, knowledge object, and product item to support
traceability.

These three different parts all contribute to a taxonomy for definition, coordination and
communication of different important concepts. The concepts are visualised as information
models by graphical notation. The framework has been developed and used when
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implementing industry demonstrators, and all of the models are considered to support system
development.
6.1.3 Supporting producibility ensuring and enhancement
The description of three systems and how they can be used as means for ensuring and
enhancing producibility addresses the third question:
How can such systems be used as a means to enhance producibility and support insight into
manufacturing and cost-related issues?
The framework described above is subdivided in different parts. The different parts are
important as separate elements, but more important is that they are consistent with each
other. They can be put together in a whole to form a unity, whose functionality is of greater
value than the sum of the individual parts (i.e. synergy). This functionality can be realised and
made available through the development of application systems. These application systems
can either directly or indirectly ensure or enhance the producibility of products’ designs –
directly by the systems’ incorporation of producibility aspects, or indirectly when they are
used as tools to generate a number of solution candidates to be evaluated. The potential to
develop application systems is illustrated by three case examples taken from industry. The
results are the descriptions of systems and how they can be used for ensuring and enhancing
producibility. The systems can all apply to the approaches of product synthesis and analysis
concerning producibility aspects. This shows how producibility can systematically be assessed
with the support of different computer-based tools.
6.1.4 Industrial and scientific contribution
The industrial contribution is the framework and information models supporting the
development of application systems that can be used to ensure or enhance the producibility of
product variants. In these systems, product- and production-related information/knowledge
can be integrated. This will enable product variants to be generated in shorter time and with
less effort while fulfilling the customer and manufacturing requirements/constraints. The
systems will support the product design and decision-making within the product development
process regarding cost estimation and enhanced producibility. The practical usefulness of
three different systems is examined, showing practitioners how to work with design
automation systems incorporating manufacturing information/knowledge as tools for
enhanced producibility.
The scientific and theoretical contribution is both descriptive and prescriptive. The
descriptive statements originate from the study of design automation in small and mediumsize enterprises together with the state of practice at the case companies. However, the main
contributions of the thesis are the prescriptive statements regarding principles and models in
the framework for system development and system utilisation. This includes the focus on how
to structure and describe the product and product-related information, i.e. manufacturing
requirements, costs, process plans and production resources. The foundation of different
information models and the clarification of their interrelationships contribute to a better
understanding of the domains and how they relate to each other.
6.2

EVALUATION OF THE RESEARCH

The above contribution has to be evaluated by addressing its validity. The evaluation of the
thesis is done by validation based on the adopted research approach, and by an evaluation and
validation based on users’ experiences.
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6.2.1 Validation based on the adopted research approach
The evaluation of the research is founded on the five criteria from the system development
approach (Section 2.3.2), proposed by Burstein and Gregor (1999). These criteria are
considered to comprise the views on valid research within engineering design (i.e. design
modelling approach) as stated by Olesen (1992), Andreasen (1996) and Cross (2002). The
research is validated through the following review of the five criteria.
Significance
Design research is a new research discipline. According to Dixon (1989), design research is in
a pre-theory stage where the focus has to be the generating of theories. The theoretical
contribution of the thesis is the focus on how to structure and describe the product and
product-related information, i.e. manufacturing requirements, costs, process plans and
production resources, in an appropriate way for system implementation. The formulation of
six conceptual models as information models and the clarification of their interrelationships
contribute to a better understanding of their domains and how they are related to each other.
The framework for systems development is perceived as a contribution to enabling and
enhancing the practical development and implementation of systems in a wider range of
companies.
Internal validity of the method or the system itself
The framework for systems development in general, and the information models in particular,
have been used in the development of industrial pilot systems. The work comprises the
development of (1) a system for management of manufacturing requirements in which
product- and manufacturing-related information is integrated and traceable; (2) a system for
automated design, process planning and cost estimation in which product- and productionrelated knowledge is integrated; and (3) a system for automated design in which product- and
manufacturing-related knowledge is integrated and traceable. The first system enables access
to manufacturing information to be considered in order to ensure and enhance the
producibility of product variants. The latter two systems enable product variants to be
generated in a short time with minor effort while fulfilling the customer and manufacturing
requirements/constraints. The practical usefulness of the system has been examined by
showing practitioners how to work with different computer support as tools for enhanced
producibility. The approach of in-house systems has been used for different purposes in both
industrial and research systems. No other frameworks with the presented scope have been
found in scientific literature.
Internal validity in the evaluation of the method
The work is part of a five-year research project. The focus has been on theory building where
theory-testing issues have been intertwined with the development of three pilot systems. In a
next stage, the framework and information models have to be evaluated by addressing more
theory-testing issues for their refinement. The framework for systems development in general
and the information models in particular have evolved over the time of the project. They have
continuously been discussed with research colleagues and industrial representatives. They have
also been reviewed for publication in international journals and conferences. Finally, the
criticism that has been raised, by researchers and practitioners, has been considered in the
development of the framework and information models.
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External validity
The scope of the thesis is product development within manufacturing companies with the
focus on product variants. The work initially had a number of limitations (Section 1.7) that
the framework is based on. It is believed that the presented framework constitutes a basis that
can be reviewed for further refinement and development. The information models originate
from general views that have been adapted for generic purposes. The process and principles of
defining the information models are described and can be used as support in cases where the
presented models are not directly applicable. This allows other researchers and companies to
apply parts of the framework and define more suitable information models in the individual
case. The transferable theory consists primarily of the information models and knowledge of
how different systems can be used as means for ensuring and enhanced producibility.
Objectivity/Confirmability
The research approach has been described in the thesis. As constructive research, carried out
as part of the development of three different systems, the procedures in the realisation and
concretisation of the framework, information models, and systems formed an iterative process
of problem analysis – solution synthesis – solution evaluation – reject/approve on an everyday
basis. Describing this in detail in an informative way, with the resources at hand to
accomplish the research task, is considered to be unrealistic, even if it were valuable. The
research does not incorporate interpretations (e.g. of situations or verbal statements).
Therefore, it is believed to be free from personal assumptions, values and biases affecting the
result. However, the system realisation and concretisation are based on personal knowledge in
programming, which is inevitable. The selection of application software was made on the
basis of the application software used by the industrial partner, and this is in accordance with
the approach of in-house-developed systems. The definition of information models was done
by induction, together with logical arguments complementing each other so that they would
be general and not related to specific application software.
Reliability/Dependability/Auditability
The process of the study is considered to be internally consistent: the research questions and
objectives are clearly stated, the selection of the research approach is coherent with the
problem characteristics, and the basic constructs of the information models and the system are
defined clearly. The research is in the field of applied science using computer technology with
the available functionality in commercial software applications at this time. New
functionalities or new software applications might facilitate the development, or even
eliminate the need, of in-house-developed systems (through integration of dedicated software
applications). Commercial systems can provide functions for system realisation and
utilisation. This work may contribute to such improvements. However, it is perceived that
commercial systems can provide only shells for system development. These shells have to be
adapted to company-specific problems, products, processes and organisations. Further, they
have to be filled with company-specific content. The presented principles and models are not
limited to system development by the integration application systems; they can act as a
support when setting up a commercial system as well.
6.2.2 Evaluation and validation of systems’ functions by practitioners
The foremost purpose of the development of pilot systems was to develop, test, and evaluate
the framework principles and information models in regard to desired systems’ properties and
functions. The development of the presented application systems progressed in an iterative
manner. The purpose of an iterative process was, among other things, to ensure that the
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desired systems’ properties and functions were guaranteed throughout the system
development. This is a proactive approach, opposed to an approach based solely on the
evaluation of complete systems. The systems’ user-friendliness was of subordinate nature and
not part of the research project. By experience, there is a problem with evaluations made by
users as they tend to focus on the interface and not the system’s properties and functions. To
fully develop a user-friendly graphical user interface requires resources with knowledge in
graphical user interface design. An interface can be developed to meet different users’ needs,
but the absence of system properties and functions can never be compensated for by a highquality interface.
In the development of the three presented systems, a proactive approach has been deployed to
ensure system functionality. Scenarios have been presented and system functions illustrated
for companies’ representatives throughout the system development in order to evaluate and
validate the functions. The feedback was used as input to the refinement of the functions or
to the development of new functions.
The graphical user interface of one system was of such quality that an evaluation could be
performed by the presumed users. The result was that the system for automated design,
process planning and cost estimation was both validated and verified by the company as being
a potent system for design, process planning, and cost estimation. One comment was that, if a
system is to be used for early-stage cost calculations of design layouts, a general question is the
validity of the calculated cost compared to the final cost of a detailed design. This was an
important concern and something the company felt needed more focus on its part. The
multi-objective optimisations, sensitivity analysis, and what-if scenarios enabled by the system
were validated by the company as it perceived them to have several advantages, such as
evaluating producibility based on several different aspects and obtaining powerful support for
decisions in early stages of development.
6.3

REFLECTIONS ON THE RESEARCH

Some reflections upon the research approach and the research result are given in the following
sections.
6.3.1 Reflections on the research work
In general, the purpose of science is to create knowledge by investigating existing reality. In
constructive research, reality is changed (preferably to the better for a group of people). This
implies solving a problem and, by engineering, creating to some extent that which has never
been. The knowledge about this new aspect of reality is then to be constructed by scientific
investigations. The purpose of these investigations may be to gain a deeper understanding of
what has been created and describe it in a generic way. This will enable others to create
solutions for similar problems. It may be either the process of creating the solution, or the
solution itself, that is the subject of the investigation. Ways to perform such investigations are,
for example, observing the process or interviewing the people who took part in the creation of
the solution and by examining the solution. If the researcher and the creator are the same
person, the researching and engineering can be intertwined. This is achieved if the process and
the solution are analysed and documented continuously during the construction. This
involvement by the researcher as an active participant can be seen as an example of action
research. The researcher participates in a real case collaborating with people on site to help
understand and solve their practical problem (Benbasat et al., 1987). At the same time the
solving process and/or the solution is/are the subject of research.
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The system development and implementation are limited to three industrial cases. This is due
to the character of this research project, where the research object must be developed as part
of the research followed by evaluation, analysis and generalisation in an iterative process – and
to the scope being interdisciplinary, including problem-solving to find new ideas for the
realisation of overall solutions. The definition of information models was based on the
conceptual models embedded in presented application systems. As noted, this was done by
induction together with logical arguments complementing each other so that the models
would be general and not related to specific application systems. In a next stage, the
framework has to be evaluated by addressing more theory-testing issues.
6.3.2 Reflections on the result
The work was based on the premise that if a designer is provided with production and cost
information, he/she can analyse and interpret this information and use it in a search for the
most favourable (optimal) solution regarding functionality and producibility (i.e. manual
synthesising or analysing). It will also provide a better understanding and knowledge about
the relationships between product designs, production properties and manufacturing costs.
This knowledge will in the long run support the endeavour of seeking product designs with
enhanced producibility. The companies confirmed this premise when they looked upon the
analyses enabled by the system as valuable in their effort to enhance producibility.
The scope of applicability is an important aspect in constructive research. The best way to
determine the scope of applicability is by testing in the field. The three main premises that
have to be modified in field tests of the presented work would be: the product, the
manufacturing methods, and the system developer. To perform such tests in the field in an
industrial setting is not an easy task. To develop and implement the kind of systems presented
takes at least a year and requires a lot of resources. Another possibility to assess applicability is
to interview persons with experience of development of similar systems. The problem here is
that, to date, there are not many such systems operating. Also, to interview people who have
found their own way to solve a problem might not show the benefit of using the presented
framework. To counterbalance this, people who have been involved in failed projects could be
interviewed. But which companies have had failed projects is commonly not announced.
Hence, the only practicable way to assess the scope of applicability is to discuss the limitations
of the contribution. This will be done in three parts: the developed systems, addressing
producibility by means of computer support, and the framework supporting systems
development.
Developed systems
Three pilot systems has been developed within the scope of this research, The two main
reasons for the development of these systems, from a research view, are: firstly, system
development as research methodology to explore a research issue, including the introduction,
evaluation, and refinement of new concepts; and secondly, to show different ways to address
producibility by means of different types of systems. The three systems developed within this
research are to be viewed as instances encapsulating the concepts of the presented framework.
The systems are developed for specific purposes for the case companies. The systems are not
to be viewed as general tools to be used for the development of other systems. A central
premise for the systems is the definition of the company design space and the product design
space and the congruence between the two. This implies that the systems cannot handle
unplanned changes in the product design or in the manufacturing system (e.g. a product
design that requires the development of a new tooling).
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Addressing producibility by means of computer support
Other systems encapsulating the principles and models of the framework presented in this
work can be built for other mechanical products. The assessment of producibility regarding
application software, electronics, and mechatronics has not been investigated. In general, the
scope of the thesis is product design within manufacturing companies with the focus on the
generation of product variants. The early phase of conceptual product design resulting in
original designs is not in the scope of this research.
Each organisation is very different and has different manufacturing systems and methods to
calculate costs. Therefore, they have to retrace their own manufacturing requirements to be
used as guides for producibility. They have to define their individual set of executable
producibility rules and cost estimation methods to be implemented in a design automation
system. The system’s performance is dependent on completeness and precision in the system’s
input. It is also important that the manufacturing requirements are valid. In a knowledge
processing system, the manufacturing requirements must be transformed to executable
statements. This implies that the formalisation level of the manufacturing knowledge is
increasing. As a consequence, a big effort might be needed to gather the required information
and knowledge to be integrated in the system.
The ensuring and enhancing of producibility is performed by the system itself in the case of a
knowledge-processing synthesis system. A knowledge-processing system with automated
analysis of variant designs can be used to ensure producibility by the implementation of rules
for the rejection of solutions not in compliance with the manufacturing requirements.
Information-handling systems or manual analysis based on output from a knowledgeprocessing system require the involvement of the designer. This implies that he/she has to
actively use the system as a means to ensure and enhance producibility. This can be achieved
by supporting the access to valid manufacturing requirements or the ability to perform
different analysis.
Framework for system development
It is believed that the presented contribution constitutes a basis that can be reviewed for
further refinement and development. The information models originate from general views
that have been adapted for generic purposes. The process and principles of defining the
information models are described in the framework and can be used as support in cases where
the presented models are not directly applicable. This should allow other researchers and
companies to apply parts of the framework and define more suitable information models in
individual cases.
The concept of manufacturing functions requires that the manufacturing functions can be
defined for the manufacturing system at hand. It is important that these functions agree well
with the concepts and working practice used in the individual case. The scope of applicability
is related to the success in defining these functions, and this has to be further investigated.
The cost model does not include the grouping of items to be produced in batches, which
reduces the set-up time per item. Cost-of-ownership, where availability, performance and
quality of a manufacturing resource are considered, is not included. Further, the cost model is
based on existing resources, and the interest cost of inventory (i.e. materials and work-inprogress) is not included.
To succeed in system development requires success in retracing the variables and knowledge
needed for the establishment of process plans and cost estimations. The product model must
incorporate the level of different cost drivers, and information for process planning (e.g.
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operation matching and time calculations). This is not perceived as limiting the scope of
applicability regarding different classes of products or manufacturing processes. The
challenges are to retrace this information and to formalise the principles of process planning
and cost estimation.
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CHAPTER 7

:
CONCLUSIONS
CHAPTER INTRODUCTION
In this chapter the main conclusions based on the results of the thesis are summarised
together with suggestions for further research.

7.1

CONCLUSIONS

Design for producibility (DFP), is the process in which a systematic method is used to attain
the required functional properties of the product at the same time as good compliance with
the manufacturing system is assured. Traditionally the DFP process needs to involve several
persons simultaneously for the purpose of sharing information and knowledge. For many
manufacturing companies, the collaboration between engineering design and production
engineering is a critical issue and they have to improve their methods and tools for ensuring
and enhancing producibility. This can be achieved by introducing computer-supported design
for producibility.
The realisation and utilisation of computer-supported design for producibility have been
elaborated throughout this study. With regard to the framework provided in the study, and
the experiences from the case application systems, the main conclusions drawn are:
• A framework for development of computer-supported design for producibility has
been presented in this study. The framework provides models and principles for
system realisation and utilisation of computer-supported design for producibility. It
allows the development of tools to be used to ensure, or even enhance, products’
producibility. The practical usefulness of three different systems has illustrated
different ways to systematically assess producibility aspects with computer support.
The framework is perceived as a support in the development of application systems.
• The estimation of designs’ producibility can be addressed in two ways: by examining
their compliance with a set of manufacturing requirements resulting in an acceptance
or rejection of designs, or by metrics for the assessment of their level of compliance
with the manufacturing system. When searching for the best solution, the
manufacturing requirements and metrics can be integrated parts of an optimisation
algorithm.
• There are two main approaches to introducing computer-supported design for
producibility: analysis-driven and synthesis-driven producibility estimations. The
analysis or synthesis approach can be performed either manually or automatically:
manually, through support by information handling, giving the designer access to
valid manufacturing requirements to be applied for design solutions synthesising or
design solutions analysing; automatically, through incorporation of producibility rules
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in a generative system. If these rules are a number of checks (executed to evaluate a
product’s generated design conformance with the manufacturing requirements), the
result is an analysis system. An analysis system validates or rejects design solutions.
However, it does not give any alternative solution or strategy to overcome obstacles
leading to a rejected solution. Another approach is to intertwine the producibility
rules with the product design calculations. Such a system would conform to the
principle of synthesis-driven producibility estimations, which proactively limits the
number of design proposals within the actual producible design space.
The level of compliance between a product’s designs and the manufacturing system
has to be quantified when searching for the best solution of alternatives, or even the
optimal solution. The manufacturing cost has a direct impact on the product success
and ultimately the company’s profit. Different alternative designs can be evaluated by
providing automatically estimated manufacturing cost.
In the collaboration process for ensuring and enhancing the product’s producibility,
an ontology approach to the management of manufacturing requirements provides
extended support and the possibility of new ways of working. It allows flexible and
selective access to accurate information and knowledge. The work within domains
requirement management, engineering design and production engineering can be
integrated by using an ontology management of manufacturing requirements, and
unambiguous interpretations of the manufacturing requirements can be limited.
Automation of product design, process planning and cost estimation integrated in a
system enable design proposals to be generated in a short time with minor effort.
Different product variants can be evaluated while cutting delivery time off products
and offers, and guaranteeing consistent design calculations. Such a system allows
several run-throughs with different conditions to be performed in a short time and
with minimal effort. This generates a large number of output data that can be used for
multi-objective optimisation of different product variants, sensitivity analysis of cost
drivers, and study of what-if scenarios in production.
Each organisation is very different and therefore has different manufacturing
requirements. Based on these, it must define an individual set of producibility rules to
be implemented in design automation system. This implies that the company has to
consider the modelling and management of the knowledge that governs the designs.
This includes the core elements of the knowledge, the range of the knowledge, its
origin, its structure, and its relations to other systems and life-cycle aspects. In the
presented work, principles and models for the modelling manufacturing requirements
in design automation are provided. The principles and models promote the
integration of properties and functions for knowledge execution and information
management into one system (in other words, the integration of design know-how
with life-cycle-related know-why).
When different courses of action are to be evaluated, small changes in customer
requirements, product design, and manufacturing properties have to be handled with
caution. Even seemingly small changes can imply a low level of conformability with
the manufacturing system, leading to extended manufacturing lead-time and/or highly
increased cost. This can be assessed by support with automated producibility
estimations.
To be able to develop design automation systems supporting an engineer-to-order
strategy, the methods of an artefact-based product description are not always sufficient
for the modelling and management of design knowledge. One reason for this is the
problem of defining an unambiguous product description with no bidirectional
dependencies and/or recursive dependencies involving a number of items. In these
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cases a process approach could be more applicable. In a process approach, the design
process is clarified and the system is built on the basis of knowledge objects.
There is a varying state of design automation in SMEs. There is potential for design
automation in varying areas of the design process, and there is a need for frameworks
supporting application systems development.
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

In order to evaluate and validate the framework, especially the information models, future
work involves more cases of applications, including different system developers, products, and
manufacturing processes. The case studies can incorporate the further development of systems
by researchers or industrial partners, the former focusing on building and testing the
theoretical essence and the latter on evaluating practical usefulness. In the long perspective,
the results from practical adoptions serve as contributions to the enhancement of the
framework.
To support system development, there is a need of methods and tools to support the
definition of the customer, company, and product design spaces. Further, the definition of
relationships and statements for the transformation of customer and company variables to
product variables has to be supported. The processes of design for producibility, process
planning, and cost estimation have to be formalised. Support is needed in retracing
manufacturing knowledge and transforming it into executable statements in a knowledgeprocessing system. To support the management of manufacturing requirements, the concept
of a manufacturing system function (MSF) has to be further explored and tested.
Another issue of interest is systems based on object-oriented databases. This approach is
perceived as more generic, flexible and open, hence allowing more adaptable systems to be
implemented and added as the need for system performance and functionality evolves. Also,
the question of how to integrate automated cost estimation systems and computational
manufacturing knowledge in a PLM environment is important to address. This is also related
to questions of knowledge sharing in a distributed product development environment – and
of information security, as the knowledge is vital company property.
Many SMEs are subcontractors acting in an environment of continuous demands on cost
reduction and ability to respond on quotations. It has been made clear in discussions with a
number of these companies that there is an emerging need of support in the quotation process
(ranging from product preparation and cost estimation of a single component to an
engineered-to-order multi-component product). The cost estimation must be at a level that
satisfies the customer and at the same time guarantees product profit. The ever-increasing
competition reduces the gap between these two. This means that a higher level of accuracy of
the cost estimations in the quotation process is a necessity. The presented work is based on
variant design and a next step could be to extend this premise to include different types of
products based on the manufacturing system. This would involve the recognition of
manufacturing features in relation to intended manufacturing resource. The questions are
how this can be supported and how to develop tools that are applicable for SMEs.
Finally, in the area of cost estimation, the endeavour for a method that enables quick and
proper estimations in the conceptual phases without having to go through the embodiment
design, detail design and process planning is important (if attainable).
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AN AUTOMATED COST
ESTIMATING SYSTEM
FOR VARIANT DESIGN
BASED ON THE METHOD
OF SUCCESSIVE CALCULUS
FREDRIK ELGH and STAFFAN SUNNERSJÖ
ABSTRACT
For many products, the adaption to customer specifications is essential and requires flexible
product design and manufacture while maintaining competitive pricing. A large category of
design work in industry has the character of the redesigning of an existing product concept in
terms of dimensional changes, topology variations and the configuration of components. In
order to evaluate design proposals, costs, controlled by the product design, selected materials
and manufacturing processes, need to be estimated. Cost estimates are normally based on the
manufacturing process plans. They, in turn, can only be formed when production preparation
is finalised. The widespread industrial use of solid modelling opens up new possibilities for
automating this process. The purpose of this work is to demonstrate and test a method of
extracting product information from a CAD model in order to allow process planning and
cost calculation to be carried out automatically for a given class of products. With such a
system, cost estimates can be made available to the designer the instant a design proposal has
been presented. This allows design iterations to be carried out, in order to govern the design
work towards solutions with an optimal balance between product and production properties.
Keywords: Design Evaluation, CAPP, Cost Estimation, and Successive Calculus.

1 INTRODUCTION
Cost is one of the most fundamental criteria for the evaluation of design proposals (French,
1999). Still, cost is often calculated late in the product development process, when the
concept is chosen and most details are fixed. This means that the cost information feedback to
the designer often arrives too late to be taken into account and cannot therefore guide the
design towards solutions that are cost-effective and easily produced.
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Different methods exist for cost estimation (Pahl and Beitz, 1996). Much work is currently
being done to estimate cost early in the product development cycle. A generic framework for
cost estimation and cost control that supports the storage of costs data in a generic way have
been developed by ten Brinke et al. (2000). A multidisciplinary design tool with the
integration of geometric modelling and activity-based costing for addressing costs in the early
stages of technology development is presented by Blair and Hartong (2000). To handle the
uncertainty in cost estimation, Shebab and Abdalla (2001) has applied the method of fuzzy
logic.
For many industrial products, the cost of material is dominant and easy to estimate, while the
production cost presents more difficulties. The estimation of production cost is normally
based on the process planning production engineers create. By using computer-aided process
planning (CAPP), the effort is reduced in converting CAD models into process plans.
However, the lack of interface standards aggravates the system integration. Feng and Song
(2000) present an information model to define the interfaces.
The method used here for process planning and cost estimation is based on extracting
information from a parametric solid geometry model. Information about the topology,
features and parameters is imported into a CAPP system consisting of generic process plans
for different groups of products. The information from the CAD model provides input to a
rule-based system and adapts the generic process plans. The values of parameters, identified as
cost drivers, are imported into the process plans, and the material and manufacturing costs are
estimated using the method of successive calculus (Lichtenberg, 2000) to accommodate
uncertainties at the early design stages. Design variants can be evaluated at the early stage of
the design process, and the designer can obtain a balance between product and production
properties and the product cost. The method is demonstrated and tested with an example of
submarine bulkhead stiffeners. For a brief description of the method of successive calculus, see
section 4.
2 KNOWLEDGE, INFORMATION FLOW AND INFORMATION TRANSFER
The redesign of an existing product is the most common design problem in industry (Ullman,
1997). Tasks which are repetitive, time-consuming, involve information handling and do not
involve creative problem solving could be automated by writing application programs in a
CAD systems internal programming language (Wong et al, 2002) or by using commercial
KBE systems (Fan et al, 2002) To reduce the cost and the risk of critical vendor dependence,
we attempt a different approach in which all vital knowledge is stored in commonly used
software programs with a high degree of accessibility and knowledge transportability.
The automated system for cost estimation is part of an overall system for order-based
generation of variant product designs. In the proposed system (Figure 2.1) design
documentation, process plans and the cost estimation for different variant design are created,
and the design could be evaluated to optimise product properties, production properties and
the product cost. The system for cost estimation presented in this paper can operate either as
part of the overall system or as a stand-alone application program.
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Figure 2.1 – Information flows and transformations in the proposed overall system. The dashed lines represent information
flows and transformations of sub-systems that are not discussed in this paper. The solid lines represent the
sub-system for automated cost estimation.

2.1

Generative Process Planning And Cost Estimation, GEPPACE

Implementation of the method should be done concurrently with the development of product
platforms for variant design. The core of the GEPPACE method is the nomenclature for
encoding objects, which is created and implemented in a parallel process for parametric CAD
models, generic standard process plans and worksheets for cost estimation. In operation, CAD
model information is extracted and transferred to the generic standard process plans and
worksheets for cost estimation with a program for information transfer (Figure 2.2).
Product platform
development

In
operation
Make an offer /
Work order

Parametric CAD model

GEPPACE
Nomenclature for
encoding objects

Regeneration of
parametric CAD model

CAD model
information
Program for information
transfer

Generic standard process
plans and
worksheets for
cost estimation

Regeneration of generic
standard process plans
and
worksheets for
cost estimation

Figure 2.2 – GEPPACE, implementation and in operation.

2.2

Information extraction and nomenclature for CAD model objects

There are two approaches to identifying features in a CAD model for process planning which
will determine the sequence of operation: feature recognition and design by feature
(McMahon and Brown, 1998). Feature recognition searches an existing solid model’s data
structure for combinations of geometric elements and tries to identify predefined
manufacturing features that correspond to operations. In design by feature, the process of
converting features to operations is implemented in the construction of the solid model by
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using standard shape features that correspond to manufacturing operations. The present work
is based on the method of designing by feature.
Many CAD systems support the extraction of CAD model information in text format and
allow the renaming of assemblies, parts, features and parameters. Some programs have
commands for saving model information in a text file. Otherwise, there is often an application
program interface (API) that can be used for adapting the program to save model information
in a text file or a database.
An alternative method for information extraction, proposed and used in this system, is the
renaming of assemblies, parts, features and parameters by text strings with predefined
positions for the classification of objects using a predefined nomenclature. The nomenclature
structure and encoding of objects depend on the company needs and the product. Often there
are restrictions, e.g. a maximum number of characters in variable names and the use of special
characters, due to the different application programs used to build the system.
An application program, developed in a common programming language, is used for
information extraction and information transfer. The application program searches the text
files or the database for CAD model information, and matches the information with the
information in the generic standard process plans and worksheets for cost estimation. The
application program does not have to be developed for every new product. In addition, it
should preferably not contain any rules about the regeneration of process plans or worksheets
for cost estimation, as that would make the system less transparent and less accessible to the
user.
The system has to be selective for the reason that the model information text files may contain
help features, which are of no interest to process planning. It also has to allow manual changes
of the CAD model (e.g. additional features and/or parameters), which should be captured in
the process planning and cost estimation. For a search tool, which scans a text file, this is
made possible by using prefixes. In the case of application, the prefix II_ is used to identify
parameters and the prefix III_ is used to identify features.
3 PROCESS PLANNING
The basis for the cost estimation is the automated generation of process plans. In this work, a
distinction is drawn between process planning and operational planning. Process planning is
the initial step. It involves the selection of operations and their sequence, the selection of
production resources and a rough prediction of the manufacturing time. The result is
sometimes called routing sheets. Operational planning is a detailed description of each
operation. This often includes operation sequences in a machine, tooling, fixtures, sketches of
set up, machine settings and the generation of NC-programs.
Computer-aided process planning systems (CAPP) are used for automating the task of process
planning. Much research has been done on mapping CAD model data to a process planning
system (Ahmad et al, 2001). There are two general approaches: variant CAPP and generative
CAPP (Groover, 2001). Variant CAPP is based on group technology and standard process
plans. It often includes manual editing. Generative CAPP utilises decision logic, formulas,
manufacturing rules and geometry-based data. In a fully generative CAPP system, there is no
need for human assistance or standard plans.
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The CAPP system in this work consists of a database with generic standard process plans for a
group of parts or assemblies having the same sequence of operations. Individually, the
numbers of operation can differ. This reduces the number of standard process plans. Figure
3.1 shows an example of a process plan. Respective text strings with the prefix III_ (given in
the column "Operation/Parameter") activate the required operations. There could also be
operations that are dependent on other operations and have no corresponding feature in the
CAD model. One example is the grinding of sharp edges after a cutting operation or
different control operations. Procedural rules stated as “If-Then” handle these operations and
are accomplished with logic operators. Manufacturing features are preferred, but not
necessary, depending on the rules in the generic standard process plans. When manufacturing
features are used, the operations are implicitly stated in the process plans. Parameters that
have an effect on the selection of production resources or are needed for the cost estimation
are also given. Their values are then imported when the process plans are generated.

Figure 3.1 – Example of a process plan.

Every plan is a separate worksheet, and a set of standard process plans is stored in the same
workbook. A set of standard process plans for each production unit can be made for
evaluation of different production units.
The CAPP system is based on standard process plans in accordance with variant CAPP.
However, it also utilises properties of generative CAPP, such as decision logic and geometrybased data. Based on these facts, our system is classified as a generative CAPP system.
When a process plan is to be generated automatically for a part or an assembly, the system
first identifies which standard process plan is to be used. The plan is retrieved from the set of
generic standard process plans. It is then modified in correspondence with the CAD model.
Parametric values are extracted from the CAD model, and the finalised process plan is saved
in a new set of generated process plans. In the present system status, one process plan is
created for every part or assembly. A numeric code in the beginning of part or assembly names
determines which standard process plan is to be used for a part or assembly (Figure 3.2).
Alternately, the coupling could be done by a computerised dialogue system. There the user
interacts and specifies the standard process plan to be used.
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Figure 3.2 – Identification and generation of process plans.

The system is prepared for manual changes of the CAD geometry through the use of prefixes
and a descriptive nomenclature. Manual changes could be activated and handled by a
dialogue system. The descriptive nomenclature supplies the engineer with information
necessary for adaption of process plans corresponding to the manual changes.
4 COST ESTIMATION
All methods for the calculation of production costs prior to manufacture are more or less a
simplification, with underlying uncertainties. Cost calculations based on operational planning
and all relevant production data require extensive work. Employing the method of successive
calculus (Lichtenberg, 2000), costs can be estimated with less effort and the uncertainty is
calculated for evaluation. The method supports a systematic breakdown of cost items if a
more precise estimate is to be made at a later stage. It also accommodates uncertainties at the
early design stages. The method of successive calculus is based on two statistical assumptions:
1) Cost predictions always involve uncertainties of a statistical nature, and 2) When a number
of uncertain values are added up, the uncertainty will even out.
The implementation of the method of successive calculus begins with dividing the cost object
in a reasonable number of independent items does. Then a triple estimate of a minimum
(min.), a maximum (max.) and a most likely value is done for each item. The mean value (M)
and variance (S) is calculated using the following equations (Lichtenberg, 2000):

M=

min. + 3 × most likely + max.
5

(1)

max. − min .
5

(2)

S=

The extreme values of minimum and maximum should reflect both the 1% and the 99%
confidence value. Other limits may be used on condition that the equations are adjusted
accordingly.
In the GEPPACE system, the basis for cost estimation is the generated process plans. All
operations are proposed to be divided into an equivalent subset of cost items (Figure 4.1).
These subsets should be chosen so that costs will differ among the alternatives when
evaluating variant design proposals. Cost drivers are identified and declared in the process
plans. They are primarily geometrical, but could be topological as well. Costs and production
data is estimated (in the cases where exact values are not available) by the triple estimate of
production groups, material and wages. The data is stored in different tables in the workbook
with standard process plans. Different cost tables could be established for different production
units in the same way as with standard process plans. The cost could then be estimated and
evaluated in relation to where the product is to be manufactured.
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Figure 4.1. – Subset of cost items for an operation.

When executed, geometrical and topological values are extracted from the parametric solid
model and passed into the system using the application program for information extraction
and transfer. The cost, in terms of mean value and variance, is calculated for each part and
assembly, and the total cost is summed up. The variance indicates the precision in the
calculation. If the variance is not acceptable, the method of successive calculus supports a
systematic refinement of the calculation. In it, items with large variance are broken down into
sub-items. The process is successively carried out until the uncertainty is acceptable or no
more detailing is possible.
5 CASE STUDY
The subject of a case study was an order-based design of a submarine bulkhead and its vertical
structural members, which consist of cut, rolled and welded steel plating. The structural
members were modelled in a common software application as parametric solid models, using
methods that permit dimensional and topological changes (Cederfeldt and Sunnersjö, 2003).
A nomenclature was defined and implemented in the CAD model and in the standard process
plans. As an example the CAD model was regenerated with two different specifications, as
shown in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1 – Two variants of a submarine bulkhead.
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Standard process plans, with the integration of a system for cost estimation by the method of
successive calculus, were created in a common spreadsheet software application. This can be
seen in Figure 5.2. The operations are activated in either of two ways: if there is a
corresponding feature in the CAD model or in accordance with rules where operations are
interrelated (e.g. If Cut Then Grinding). Geometrical and topological cost drivers were
identified and corresponding parameters stated in the standard process plan. Production data
and costs for production resources were gathered in tables.
Name

Standard process plan number 01

Bill of materials
Component/Material

Quantity

Dimension

Opnr Active Pgrp

Setup
time

Process
time

10

No

2810
Cutting steel plate, plasma

Total
Item/
factor
Text
Raw material
1
Volume
Waste factor
Unit price
Material in total

Operation/
Ref. Parameter
III_Cut1_Rol1
II_Cut1_UNI1_depth
II_Cut1_UNI1_length
II_Cut1_UNI1_thickness

No

2815
Edge preparation

III_Edg1
II_Edg1_Uni1_angle
II_Edg1_Uni1_depth

2
1.2
200

most
likely

max

2
1.3
270

m

2
2.00
1.5
1.32
300 262.00

s

s/m

0.00
0.06
20.00

0.00
0.05
0.08

M

0
S0

S

0.00 0.00
31.44 31.44
52.80 52.80
691.68
61.45

S2

3776.31

Value Calc. Result Rule
Operation 10: Active? No
Geometry cost driver
Work rate
Labor cost
Labor cycle cost
Setup time
Labor cost
Labor setup cost
Geometry cost driver
Work rate
Machine cost (variable)
Variable machine cost
Tool cost
Fixture cost
Machine depreciation

if Cut1 or Rol1 2

Base case total
Overall correction factor
Grand total result
20

0
min.

if Edp1

Operation 20: Active? No
Geometry cost driver
Work rate
Labor cost
Labor cycle cost

45
0.01
150

45
0.02
175

45 45.00
0.04
0.02
185 172.00

0.00
0.01
7.00

0.00
0.27
0.04

2
150

3
175

4
3.00
185 172.00

0.40
7.00

0.13
0.04

45
0.01
75

45
0.02
80

45
0.04
92

0.00
0.01
3.40

0.00
0.27
0.04

5
17
10

7
18
12

10
19
15

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

1.015

Mean value 0.00
1.0195 1.025
Mean value 0.00

100
0.02
150

100
0.03
175

45.00
0.02
81.40

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

1.02

0.00
0.00
0.00

Variance 0.00
0.002 0.002
Variance 0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00

3

100 100.00
0.04
0.03
185 172.00

0.00
0.00
7.00

0.00
0.13
0.04

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Figure 5.2. – Worksheet with standard process plan and system for cost estimation.

An application program with a graphical user interface (Figure 5.3) was developed for
information transfer. By using the application program, the user can open the model tree and
check features, parameters and their values, which provide system transparency. Process plans
and a summary of the cost estimation are presented in two horizontally separated windows.
The search routine for scanning the CAD geometry file is configured for the specific product
class and for the CAD system used. Reconfiguration for other products and/or CAD systems
can be done using the same principles and with a moderate amount of work.
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Figure 5.3 – Graphical user interface of the application program.

The cost estimates of the two variants are presented in Figure 5.4. The program execution
proceeds in the following steps:
•

Model information files are exported from the CAD system.

•

The files are searched and information is transferred to the identified standard process
plans.

•

The process plans are regenerated based on the imported information and the rules
within the plans.

•

The values of cost drivers are extracted from the CAD model and transferred to the
system for cost estimation.

•

The cost is calculated, using the method of successive calculus, for each part and
assembly and summarized for the whole product.
Cost Estimate

Cost Estimate
M
34769,88

S2
946114,71

Part/Assembly
02_STF_129
01_ASM_W_UNIFORM_129
01_ASM_F_UNIFORM_129
01_ASM_GUSSET_129_1
01_ASM_GUSSET_129_2
02_STF_127
01_ASM_W_UNIFORM_127

M
1407,86
8552,94
4260,49
481,86
481,86
1639,35
3857,94

S2
39735,41
458951,52
110044,07
1093,55
1093,55
51335,29
89897,26

01_ASM_GUSSET_135

481,86

1093,55

Total

M
81201,97

S2
1354396,61

Part/Assembly
02_STF_127_1
01_ASM_W_UNIFORM_127_1
01_ASM_W_KNEE_127_1
01_ASM_F_KNEE_127_1
01_ASM_F_TRANSITION_127_1
01_ASM_F_UNIFORM_127_1
01_ASM_GUSSET_127_1

M
1639,35
3857,94
965,19
558,56
829,08
1878,10
481,86

S2
51335,29
89897,26
4586,60
684,23
2007,15
19850,19
1093,55

01_ASM_GUSSET_127_8

481,86

1093,55

Total

Figure 5.4 – Cost estimates for the two variants in Figure 6.
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6 RESULTS
Our work has resulted in a method and application program. In it, knowledge about the
design and manufacturing processes of a product is stored and reused in the redesigning of the
product together with the possibility of making automated cost estimations. The method is
demonstrated using a system consisting of a database with generic process plans. There, the
method of successive calculus is used for cost estimation and an application program for
information transfer. The method supports the designer with information about the
manufacturing process at an early stage of the design process. This is a step towards solutions
with an optimal balance between product and production properties in a cost-effective way.
7 CONCLUSIONS
Employing CAD model objects encoded using a nomenclature, a CAPP system consisting of
standard process plans can be developed for variant design. All manufacturing operations are
proposed to be divided into an equivalent subset of cost items, for which geometrical and
topological manufacturing cost drivers are identified and addressed in the CAD models.
Applying the method of successive calculus in terms of estimating costs and production data
by a triple estimate of a minimum, a maximum and a most likely value, a system for
automated cost estimation for variant design can be developed. A first proposal of process
plans as well as cost estimates can be produced automatically by the designer the instant a
design proposal is available. This allows for design iterations that will guide the designer
towards cost effective solutions in accordance with manufacturing restrictions. A cost estimate
based on the method of successive calculus also facilitates the work when exact data is not
available. The uncertainty of the prediction is taken into account, and, through the
calculation of variance, items are pointed out for successive breakdown to gain a refined cost
estimate.
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A GENERIC FRAMEWORK
FOR AUTOMATED COST
EVALUATION OF
PRODUCT VARIANTS AND
FABRICATION PLANTS
FREDRIK ELGH
ABSTRACT
Cost is one of the most important criteria for the evaluation of product variants. In this paper,
a framework for building systems for cost evaluation of product variants and fabrication
plants is presented and discussed. These systems have the purpose of governing the design
work towards solutions having an optimal balance between product and production
properties. The starting point of the proposed procedure is the cost structure of a
manufactured product: the identification of information needed for the evaluation of different
product variants, fabrication plants, or both; where the necessary information can be derived
from; and how information accessibility and extraction can be supported. The creation of
information models for product cost, plant resources, process plans and product geometry is
introduced, and the relationships between models are examined, supporting system
development. Important guidelines for the creation of a parametric solid model that will serve
as the foundation for an automated cost evaluation system are presented.
Keywords: Cost Evaluation, Cost Estimation, Information Modelling, Process Planning, and
Solid Modelling.

1 INTRODUCTION
Companies acting in a competitive market with high demands on customization, low price
and short lead-time have adopted different strategies and new technologies to meet the
demands from customers and speed up the time to market. Examples include modularisation,
high production automation and parametric solid modelling. The creation of product variants
can be supported and automated using most of today’s commercial software for solid
modelling, but the software has limited tools for proper cost estimations.
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Many products are mature in the sense that they have evolved for a long time or are built on
well-known technologies and the knowledge about the design problem is complete (Ulrich
and Eppinger, 1995). Profitability for these mature products is gained through mass
production and low manufacturing cost with high production automation or production in
countries with competitive wages. Aircrafts, ships, submarines are examples of another type of
products that are expensive and time consuming to develop. They have a long life cycle on the
market, and must be able to adapt to different customer specifications. There is a need for
quick cost estimates supporting the evaluation of different product variants for both types of
products.
The redesign of an existing product is a common design task in industry (Ullman, 1997) and
according to Encanação et al (1990) perhaps more than 90% of industrial design activity is
based on variant design. Tasks that are repetitive, time-consuming, involve information
handling and do not involve creative problem solving are suited for automation. Automation
leads to shorter delivery time of offers and products, consistent design calculations, and the
enabling of designers to focus their work on problems that really need skill, knowledge,
experience, creativity, intuition and cooperation to be solved. The potential for design
automation increases with the product maturity and customization degree (Figure 1.1)
(Sunnersjö, 1994).
One task suited for automation is product cost estimation. The designer rarely calculates
product cost. This is due to a lack of tools and production knowledge. The problem is
sometimes solved with applications developed in-house. A designer’s tool for quick, high
precision cost estimates allows design iterations to be carried out that will govern the design
work towards solutions having an optimal balance between product and production
properties.
Bearings

Known rules
All rules

Cutting tools
Heat exchangers

Power transformers

1
Ore processing
equipment

Ventilator fans

Orderdesign

Mature
products

New
products

In
fo cre
ra a
ut sin
om g
at pot
io en
n
tia
l

Industrial
robotics

Massproduced

Prototypes

Piece by
piece

1

No. of variants
No. of deliveries

Figure 1.1 - Potential for design automation (Sunnersjö, 1994).

Much research concerning cost estimation in product development focuses on the early phases
(Shebab and Abdalla, 2001, Weustink et al, 2000 and Giannoulis and Welp, 2003), when the
problem is lack of information about product and production properties. For many
companies with mature products and automated production, the lack of detailed information
is not the problem. What they need are technologies and methods for fast cost estimates with
high precision, little manual effort and low cost. The starting point in the proposed procedure
is the cost structure of a manufactured product: the identification of information needed for
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evaluation of different product variants, fabrication plants, or both; where the necessary
information can be derived from; and how information accessibility and extraction can be
supported.
A large number of methods for cost estimation have been developed and can be classified as
intuitive methods, parametric techniques, variant-based models and generative cost estimating
(Shebab and Abdalla, 2001). The same classes are used by Duverlie and Castelain (1999) but
variant-based models are named as analogical methods and generative cost estimating as
analytical methods. The main approaches (Weustink et al, 2000) are variant based costing,
using the similarities with previously manufactured products, and generative cost estimating,
where the manufacturing operations are determined. Intuitive methods (e.g. the method of
successive calculus (Lichtenberg, 2000)) are based on the experience of the estimators.
Parametric methods map characterising product parameters to product cost using scaling,
statistical methods or equations. Parametric methods for different manufacturing and
assembly processes are given in Boothroyd et al (2002). A distinction is drawn between cost
estimating relationships and parametric methods by Joint government/industry parametric
cost estimating initiative steering committee (1999) where cost estimating relationships are
mathematical expressions or formulas used to estimate the cost as a function of one or more
relevant independent variables, cost drivers. On the other hand, parametric methods
incorporate many equations, ground rules, assumptions, logic, and variables. Parametric
techniques (cost estimating relationships and parametric methods) have been accepted by
industry for many years for use in a variety of applications (Joint government/industry
parametric cost estimating initiative steering committee, 1999).
An overview of the main managerial applications of cost estimates of manufactured products
and various cost estimating methods is presented by Ben-Arieh and Lavelle (2000). The
different cost estimating methods in the product development process are set out in Layer et
al (2002) together with a new classification of methods where cost analysis is divided into
qualitative and quantitative approaches. Quantitative approaches are sub divided into
statistical, analogous and generative-analytical methods.
There are several approaches to refining a costing system, e.g. activity-based costing where
activities are used as a basis for the allocation of indirect costs and cost-of-ownership, where
rates of availability, performance and quality of a manufacturing resource are taken into
account.
The quality of cost estimation depends on the used method and the available information.
For a system implementation, there is a need to clarify data and information required and
their corresponding sources. The required data and information for cost estimation in
automotive industry have been identified by Roy et al (2003) and grouped in an information
infrastructure where the cost elements are generic and suitable for a wider range of companies.
Both commercial and research systems for cost estimation exist, and many organisations have
developed their own systems. A detailed analysis of existing commercial software tools and inhouse system has been done by Joint government/industry parametric cost estimating
initiative steering committee (1999), and examples of research system developed as general
systems or in-house applications are presented by Elgh and Sunnersjö (2003), Koonce et al
(2003), Germani et al (2003) and Shebab and Abdalla (2002). The different systems seem
often to cover a specific range of manufacturing processes or types of products and their
integration/communication with CAD systems varies.
The reasons why companies develop their own systems can be that: commercial systems are
not well adapted to existing products or the company wants system integration with existing
software and databases. A framework supporting development of in-house systems requires
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coordination of different concepts of cost models, plant resources, process plans and product
geometry models. Information modelling is used to communicate these concepts and facilitate
the coordination of the different concepts. The information models are also important for the
system builders and programmers. The class diagrams in the format of Unified Modelling
Language (UML) (Booch, 1999) are useful to represent the information models. UML is a
visual modelling language designed for specifying, constructing, visualizing and documenting
software systems.
2 FRAMEWORK FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF COST EVALUATION
SYSTEMS
Traditional product development starts with clarifying and defining the task. It then goes
through a number of steps where the geometrical and physical properties of the product are
defined (Ulrich and Eppinger, 1995, Ullman, 1997 and Pahl and Beitz, 1996). Solid
modelling is a useful tool in these steps. The modelling of the product, in terms of
representation, topology and parameterisation, is driven by the needs of examining and
evaluating the product design in terms of function, geometry and physical properties. Two of
the down stream tasks in the product development process are production preparation and
cost estimation. The solid model created in the former task is not always sufficient for
production preparation and cost estimation. This is due to several factors: lack of information
about the size of blanks; the model is not built with features representing production
operations; the assembly structure of the solid model does not correspond to the assembly
operations; and geometrical and topological cost drivers (e.g. lengths, areas and volumes) are
not found explicitly in the model. This means that the information has to be interpreted and
transformed before it can be used. This is usually a manual work done by skilled engineers.
Even though most product development processes are concurrent, the information in the
solid model is not directly applicable for building automated systems for cost evaluation of
product variants and fabrication plants. The process must be redone to some extent when an
automated system is to be made for a mature product or the product and the system must be
developed concurrently.
2.1

Procedure for system development

The main steps that are suggested for building an automated system for cost evaluation of
product variants and fabrication plants are:
1.
Define customer variables (e.g. force, speed, material, colour, and lifetime) and clarify
to what extent they can vary.
2.
Define company variables (e.g. fabrication plant, resources for manufacturing and
assembly, and production volume) and clarify to what extent they can vary.
3.
Define product model variables (e.g. model parameters, topology, and configuration)
and clarify to what extent they can vary.
4.
Formulate design algorithms, rules and relations that transform costumer and company
variables to product model variables and check the design space.
5.
Define a cost model with a detailing level that is appropriate for the product and the
company, taking the following into consideration: relevant overhead costs and their
allocation bases, and how non-productive time and material spillage should be treated.
6.
Determine the assembly sequence of the product.
7.
Determine operations and operation sequence for manufacturing and assembling the
product.
8.
Determine manufacturing resources (e.g. work groups and labour) that will be used for
manufacturing and assembly.
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9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Identify cost drivers.
Estimate the cost rate for each cost driver.
Identify resources parameters for the selection of a most suitable resource if alternatives
exist due to constraints in capacity.
Create product geometry model with a commercial solid modeller or by programming a
geometry modeller that will incorporate identified information needed for an
automated system.
Build the system with application programs and data repositories.
Evaluate and improve.

Step 1 to 3 could be done by interviews of costumers, sales personals, production engineers
and design engineers. The creation of design algorithms, rules and relations in step 4 can be
very extensive. To clarify the interrelationship between different variables and execution
sequence, the use of Dependency Structure Matrix (Eppinger et al, 1994 and Rask and
Sunnersjö, 1998) is often helpful. The creation of the system, step 13, depends on where
information is stored, if the information is easily accessed, the possibilities of programming in
the solid modeller, the company’s strategy for information handling (i.e. where to put
company knowledge), and the characteristics of the rules in the system that is discussed in
Amen et al (1999). Step 14 is a check of the system functionality and the congruence between
cost estimates made by the system and manual cost estimates for a number of variants,
preferably at the boundary of the design space.
The focus in this paper is the definition of four information models:
• Product cost model,
• Plant resource model,
• Process plan model, and
• Product geometry model
and the clarification of their interrelationships (Figure 2.1). This will support steps 5 to 13 in
the procedure for building an automated system for the cost evaluation of product variants
and fabrication plants.
Product cost model
0..*

1..*

Plant resource model
PlantResources

FixedIndirect
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+Rate : Decimal
+CostDriver : String
+CDLevel : Decimal

0..*
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0..*

1..*
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0..*

1..*
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Process plan model Product geometry model
Figure 2.1 - The four information models and possible interrelationships.
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2.2

Definition of a Cost model

The definition of a cost model is the most critical and important step in the development of
the system. Relevant cost items must be identified, and the model must be appropriate for the
evaluation, incorporating all costs affected by changes in product and manufacturing
properties.
2.2.1 Relevant cost
The question of relevant cost is important in the definition of a cost model for evaluation of
different alternatives if the model does not encompass a complete cost calculation where all
direct costs are assigned to the cost object and all overhead costs are allocated. Relevant costs
are expected future costs that differ among alternative courses of action, and they are not
identical to the magnitude of the different costs.
From a company view, the cost of a product could be divided in six main categories:
Development, Manufacturing/Assembly, Transport/Storage, Sale, After Sale and
Recycling/Disposal, as seen in Figure 2.2. The costs for development, sale and after sale in a
company with different departments for these activities and many products and/or high
production volume are usually treated as overhead costs and are thus allocated to the product.
In the case of few products and low production volume, these costs can be directly assigned to
the cost object. The costs for recycling/disposal depend on material and product
volume/weight. How these costs are to be treated is related to whether a producer or a
customer incurs them. The responsibility and, consequently, the costs differ among products.
If the producing company is responsible for the recycling and disposal, they might have
agreements with companies or authorities that supervise the accomplishment, and the costs,
consisting of fees, are not always easily traced to a specific product.
Product

Development

Manufacturing/Assembly

FixedIndirect

Transport/Storage

Material

Maintenance

Raw material

Rent

Semi-finished

Material Handling

Additional material

Sale

Recycling/Disposal

After Sale

Operations

Fixed Direct

Setup

Tools
Wages

Cycle

Fixtures
Special Equipment

Depreciations

Wages

Support

Running

Figure 2.2 - Product cost structure – a company view.

When evaluating different fabrication plants, the importance of costs for transport and storage
can be significant. The transportation of goods to the plant from subcontractors and the
transportation of products to different customers are affected by the geographic location of
the companies involved and the transport infrastructure. The costs of manufacturing/assembly
must be treated with caution. They are directly and greatly affected by the product properties
and the fabrication plant resources.
Manufacturing and assembly costs can be divided into four categories: Fixed Indirect,
consisting of costs for common resources for which the amount does not change with the
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production volume in a relevant range; Material, i.e. purchased raw material and semi finished
goods; Operations, which can be divided into Setup and Cycle, consisting of wages and costs
for running e.g. machines; and Fixed Direct, costs of machine tools, fixtures, special
equipment, etc., that do not change with the production volume but are traceable to a specific
product.
An automated system for the cost evaluation of product variants and fabrication plants can be
used for:
• Different product variants manufactured at the same fabrication plant.
• Manufacturing of the same product at different fabrication plants.
• Combination of different product variants and different fabrication plants.
Relevant cost items differ among the three types. The calculations present the greatest
difficulties in the case where different product alternatives can be manufactured at different
fabrication plants. Generally, there is a relation between product properties variety and the
number of relevant cost items. With a cost structure as described above, the relevant cost
items in the three cases of evaluation shift (as seen in Table 1) and must be analyzed before
the creation of a cost model.
Table 2.1 - Cost items for evaluation of mature product variants and fabrication plants.

Cost Item
Development
Fixed Indirect
Manufacturing
Material
Operations
Fixed Direct
Manufacturing
Transport/Storage
Sale
After Sale
Recycling/Disposal
-, minor relevance

Different
product
variants
-

Different
fabrication
plants
-

Combination
of both
-

-

●

●

●
●

o
●

●
●

o

o

o
o
o
●, relevant

●
●
o
o
o, company/product dependent

To evaluate different product variants, costs for material and operations are considered
variable costs related to the product design and the number of units produced. Fixed direct
manufacturing costs can be relevant if the different products demand different manufacturing
resources. If the company is responsible for the service of a product, the material and product
design can affect the future costs for after sale. The costs for recycling/disposal are related to
product design and material, and can be relevant if the costs are incurred by the company and
differ between alternatives.
The cost of fixed indirect manufacturing due to plant facilities and transport/storage is
relevant for the evaluation of different fabrication plants.
When both the product design and the fabrication plant can vary, the number of relevant
costs increase.
2.2.2 Costs of operations
The cost of an operation depends on the manufacturing process. A classification is needed for
the creation of a generic cost model for manufactured products applicable to all types of
manufacturing processes. A class diagram for manufacturing processes is described by Feng
and Song (2000) with the classes Shaping, Surface treatment, Assembly and Inspection. Another
way of classification is described by Groover (2001), with a distinction being made between
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shaping, property enhancing and surface processing operations. A third categorisation (with
seven types) is proposed here:
• Pre-treatment
• Shaping
• Property-enhancing
• Surface treatment
• Post-treatment
• Assembly
• Inspection
Pre-treatment involves operations that transform the work piece into a state that facilitates
shaping, property-enhancing, surface treatment, assembly or inspection. Post-treatment are
subsequent operations that remove properties resulting from shaping, property-enhancing,
surface treatment, assembly and inspection.
The definition of a generic cost model for implementation in an automated system requires a
cost structure that can be applied on all types of manufacturing processes. Elements of the
manufacturing cost of a product (Ulrich and Eppinger, 1995) are shown to the left in
Figure 2.3.
There is no overhead cost allocated for a specific manufacture/assembly operation. If the
structure is to be generic, the classes Assembly and Components are merged together. Processing
is split into Labour, Running (i.e. variable machine costs), and Fixed Direct costs. These three
categories are put under the class Operation. The cost for Raw Material is put under a class for
Material together with the subclasses Semi finished products purchased for processing or
assembly and Additional Material (e.g. sealants, weld electrodes and substances for enhanced
machining).
The resulting generic structure of cost items for the seven different types of manufacturing
processes for implementation in an automated system is presented to the right in Figure 2.3.
(a)

(b)

Figure 2.3 - (a) Elements of the manufacturing cost of a product (Ulrich and Eppinger, 1995), and (b) proposed generic cost
structure developed for implementation in an automated system.

In the class Fixed Indirect all costs are gathered that have to be allocated to the product except
Work Centre. This is due to the fact that different product variants may require different work
centres. The selection can be affected by variations in material, tolerance, surface roughness or
geometric size. The change of work centre can also have impact on Fixed Direct costs. Fixed
Direct costs are related to a particular cost object but are independent of the production
volume. Therefore, they have to be assigned with overhead rates (e.g. number of pieces).
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Also, Fixed Indirect costs are generally assigned with overhead rates. Overhead charges are
usually added in proportion to a cost driver. Different overhead methods are given by
Ostwald (1992).
2.2.3 Cost model
Based on the above, a cost model is defined that supports the development of an automated
system for cost evaluation of product variants and fabrication plants (Figure 2.4). To
represent the model, the class diagrams in the format of Unified Modelling Language (UML)
(Booch et al, 1999) are used.
0..*

1
ManufacturedProduct
0..*

{or}

1..*

FixedIndirect

Direct
1

+Amout : Decimal

0..*
0..*

LabourCycle

ManufacturedAssembly
1
1
ManufacturedPart

0..*

0..*

1
1

0..*

0..*

Material

0..*

+Time : Decimal
+Wage : Decimal

0..*

+Time : Decimal
+VariableCost : Decimal

0..*

+Rate : Decimal
+Costdriver : String
+CDLevel : Decimal

LabourSetup

0..*

Running
Operation

+Type : String{Raw, Add, Semi}
+CostDriver : String
+VariableCost : Decimal
+CDLevel : Decimal

CostArtifact
+ID : Integer
+Name : String
+CalculateCost() : Decimal

0..*

+Time : Decimal
+Wage : Decimal

1

1

+Rate : Decimal
+CostDriver : String
+CDLevel : Decimal

Parent class
The other classes inherits
attributes and methods

1

FixedDirect

0..*

0..*

AllocatedMachine
+Rate : Decimal
+CostDriver : String
+CDLevel : Decimal

Figure 2.4 - Cost model – a cost engineer view.

The primary cost object is a ManufacturedProduct. A ManufacturedProduct can be a single
ManufacturedPart or a ManufacturedAssembly. A ManufacturedAssembly can consist of subManufacturedAssembly and/or ManufacturedPart in different numbers and levels in accordance
with the manufacturing structure. For a ManufacturedPart or a ManufacturedAssembly
different Material might be needed: RawMaterial for producing discreet parts,
AdditionalMaterial (e.g. welding electrodes) and SemiFinished parts/assemblies from suppliers
which can be machined further or are complete and ready to be assembled. The creation of a
ManufacturedPart or ManufacturedAssembly is done in different Operations. The cost of a
single Operation consists of the cost items LabourSetup, LabourCycle, Running, FixedDirect and
AllocatedMachine. Relevant costs (i.e. costs that differ among alternatives) not related to
manufacturing are gathered in the class Direct. FixedIndirect is a class of costs that cannot be
traced to a single product in a feasible way but is relevant for the evaluation of different
variants. FixedDirect, FixedIndirect and AllocatedMachine have three additional attributes. Rate
is the allocation-level of the cost added to a cost driver, CostDriver, in proportion to the
driver’s level, CDLevel (Ulrich and Eppinger, 1995). The other classes have in the same way
different attributes that support the cost calculation. The abstract class CostArtifact is a parent
(i.e. generalization) of all the other classes, and the others inherit the class attributes and
methods. This supports the cost calculation of every single class.
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2.3

Definition of a Resource model

The costs of operations and the allocation of fixed indirect costs depend on the usage of plant
resources. A manufacturing resource class model has been proposed by Feng and Song (2000)
for physical objects or labour skills that are used for manufacturing processing. The model has
to be revised with additional classes and attributes supporting the cost model. Machines and
material equipment are usually clustered and treated as systems or cells: material-handling
systems for the transportation and storage of material, and work centres for manufacturing
processing. A work centre can also conduct an activity that is performed manually (McMahon
and Brown, 1998). Examples are visual inspection, manual assembly and masking before
surface treatment.
2.3.1 Resource model
The class model for fabrication plant resources is given in Figure 2.5. Material is not included
in the resource model because it is independent of fabrication plant.
PlantResources is a class that corresponds to a fabrication plant. PlantResources can consist of
different physical resources in varying quantities: IndustrialPremises, Employee, Machine,
TransportEq, StorageEq and ManufacturingEq. A WorkCentre refers to one or more Machine or
Activity that can be operated/performed by one or more Employee. The class Activity represents
a work task performed by employees without machines. MaterialHandlingSystem represents
combinations of TransportEq and StorageEq for material handling. All classes, except Activity
and PlantArtifact, are physical objects, or groups of physical objects. PlantArtifact is a parent
(i.e. generalization) of all the other classes, and the other classes inherit the class attributes.
The attribute FixedCost is, for example, rent or depreciation, and VariableCost is the unit cost
for the CostDriver.
PlantResources

IndustrialPremises

+Country : String
+City : String

0..*

1..*

+Type[1..*] : String{Production, Warehouse}
Employee

0..*

0..*
0..*

TransportEq

+Type[1..*] : String{Prod,Tran, Stor, Main, Supp}

StorageEq

0..*
Machine

0..*

0..*

0..*

1

1

Activity

0..*
+Type[1..*] : String{Transport, Storage}

0..*

{or}

MaterialHandlingSystem

1..*

1
WorkCentre

+Type[1..*] : String{Pre, Shap, Post, Prop, Surf, Asm, Insp}
+WorkRate[1] : Decimal
+WorkrateUnit[1] : String
+ConstrainValue[1] : Decimal
+ConstrainUnit[1] : String

0..*
ManufacturingEq

+Type : String{Tool, Mold, Die, Fixture, Special}
PlantArtifact
+ID : Integer
+Name : String
+Description : String
+FixedCost : Decimal
+VariableCost : Decimal
+VariableCostUnit : String
+CostDiver : String

Parent class
The other
classes inherits
attributes and
methods

Figure 2.5 - Resource model – a company view.
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Employee.Type values
Prod, Production
Tran, Transport
Stor, Storage
Main, Maintenance
Supp, Support

WorkCentre.Type values
Pre, Pre-treatment
Shap, Shaping
Post, Post-treatment
Prop, Property-enhancing
Surf, Surfacetreatment
Asm, Assembly
Insp, Inspection
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2.4

Definition of a Process Plan model

A process plan is needed to determine resources used for accomplishing a product. Process
planning is usually a task performed by a production engineer, and it is documented on a
form called a rout sheet or process plan. A typical process plan for individual parts includes
information about: operations and their sequence; operation description; the work centre on
which the work is to be done; additional manufacturing equipment; raw material and
additional material. Setup times and cycle time are sometimes included. For assemblies, the
information incorporates bill of materials (BOM). The definition of a process plan model is
based on the above.
2.4.1 Process Plan model
The defined Process Plan model is presented in Figure 2.6. The collection of process plans for
a fabrication plant is related to the class PlantProcessPlans. A single process plan,
StandardProcessPlan, can be created for a group of components and is valid for all of them,
including variants with different geometry and topology. A StandardProcessPlan consists of
different Operations that can be activated by the attribute Active. For every Operation, a
WorkCentre is defined in which the work is to be done and additional equipment,
ManufacturingEq, is specified. A Component refers to the item to be produced and can be a
single part or an assembly. The Component class refers to itself because subassemblies and/or
parts in different numbers and in different orders can build an assembly. The operation
BillOfMaterial puts together a list of sub-Components for a specific Component. The
information in the BillOfMaterial includes the name of the sub-Components, their quantity
and if they are manufactured or bought. The class Material refers to: RawMaterial for
producing discreet parts, AdditionalMaterial (e.g. welding electrodes) and SemiFinished
parts/assemblies from suppliers which can be machined further or are complete and ready to
be assembled. ProcessArtifact is a parent abstract class.
0..*

PlantProcessPlans

Component
1
1..*
1..*

1..*

0..*

StandardProcessPlan
+Number : Integer

0..*

+Type : String{Part, Assembly}
+Quantity : Integer
+BillOfMarerials() : Object

1..*

Operation
+Number : Integer
+Description : String
+Active : Boolean
+SelectWorkCentre() : Object
+SelectManufacturingEq() : Object
+SetupTime() : Decimal
+CycleTime() : Decimal

WorkCentre
1

+Type : String{Pre, Shap, Post, Prop, Surf, Asm, Insp}

0..*

0..*
ManufacturingEq
+Type : String{Tool, Mold, Die, Fixture, Special}
ProcesssArtifact
+ID : Integer
+Name : String

1

Parent class
The other
classes inherits
attributes and
methods

Material
+Type : String{Raw, Add, Semi}
+Quantity : Integer
+Unit : String
+Dimensions : String

0..*

WorkCentre.Type values
Pre, Pre-treatment
Shap, Shaping
Post, Post-treatment
Prop, Property-enhancing
Surf, Surfacetreatment
Asm, Assembly
Insp, Inspection

Figure 2.6 - Process Plan model – a production engineer view.
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2.5

Definition of a Product Geometry model

A product’s manufacturing cost is to a great extent dependent on the product design. The
definition of the product geometry model is founded on the use of parametric solid modelling
and feature-based modelling (McMahon and Brown, 1998). It is based on a user’s point of
view (i.e. the design elements for solid modelling).
2.5.1 Product Geometry model
Product, as in Figure 2.7, is a class that represents a physical object in the form of a Part or an
Assembly. An Assembly consists of sub-Assemblies and/or Parts. Parts are built with Features, and
Features are built with GeometricEntities. Features are controlled by Parameters and Constraints
(tangent, coaxial, perpendicular, etc). Assembly can be associated with Feature, where the
Feature is an assembly feature (mate, insert, align, etc) representing relations between subAssemblies/Parts. An assembly feature can also be a geometric object like a weld bead.
ProductArtifact is a parent abstract class.
Product

0..*
0..*

{or}
1

Assembly

1

1
0..*

+File : String
0..*

Part

1

+File : String
1

1..*

1..*

Feature
+Type : String{Datum, Form, Assembly}
1
1

0..*
Constraint

1

Parameter
1..*
+Type : String{Radius, Diameter, Length, Angle}
+NomValue : Decimal
+MaxValue : Decimal
+MinValue : Decimal

0..*
GeometricEntity

ProductArtifact
+ID : Integer
+Name : String

Parent class
The other
classes inherits
attributes and
methods

Figure 2.7 - Product Geometry model – a design engineer view.

2.6

Model interrelationships

The definition of the four models supports the communication and congruence of different
concepts and their realisation in a computer tool. Still, their interrelationships must be
clarified. This includes: the identification of information needed to connect the different
concepts, where necessary information can be derived from and how information
manipulation and extraction can be supported. The main interrelations are:
Product Cost – Process Plan – Product Geometry
In order to support the cost estimation of material, the mapping of process plans and the
creation of BOM lists, the Product Geometry model’s structure of assemblies should be
equivalent to the assembly structure in the Process Plan model and Product Cost model.
Product Cost - Process Plan - Product Geometry
This is related to the class Operation. If the Product Geometry model is generic with variable
topology (Cederfeldt and Sunnersjö, 2003) and configuration (i.e. a universal geometry
model that is parametrically driven concerning dimension values, suppression of features
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(topology) and assembly structure (configuration)), the process plans must be generic and the
operations must be derived from features or sets of features.
Plant Resource - Process Plan - Product Geometry
The selection of work centre and/or manufacturing equipment is based on their constraints
and the product design. The extraction of properties identified as bases for the selection of
work centre and/or manufacturing equipment from the Product Geometry model must be
enabled as functions of parameters, features, parts or assemblies.
Product Cost - Plant Resource - Product Geometry
The calculation of costs for labour set up, labour cycle and processing is related to operating
time, employee’s wages and variable running costs. The operating time is derived from the
work rate of work centres and product cost drivers (e.g. welds length, grinding area, volume of
removed material for machining and cutting length). The measure is received from the work
centres, and the quantity must be extracted from the Product Geometry model. It can
depend on parameters, features, parts or assemblies.
Product Cost - Process Plan - Product Geometry
The cost of material depends on the variable cost, the number of components (BOM) and the
individual component’s quantity. The price for purchased material is usually based on volume
or weight, which are dependent on the product design.
Product Cost - Process Plan - Plant Resource
Fixed direct costs and allocated machine costs depend on the selection of machines and
manufacturing equipment in the process plan. The amount of the costs is derived from plant
resources.
It can be stated from the above that much of the information for cost evaluation can be traced
to the Product Geometry model. A parametric solid model can incorporate a large amount of
the information needed, but models supporting early phases of the product development
process are usually not suitable for this task. Therefore, they have to be rebuilt. Important
guidelines for the creation of a solid model that will serve as the basis for an automated system
for cost evaluation of product variants and fabrication plants are:
• The model’s structure should be equivalent to the assembly sequence of the product.
• Production operations are incorporated in the model as features or set of features, i.e.
design by features (McMahon and Brown, 1998).
• The model should incorporate a base feature that corresponds to the blank for
processing.
• Identified cost drivers and measures for the selection of work centres and
manufacturing equipment can be expressed as functions of parameters, geometrical
items, features, parts or assemblies, and their quantities can be extracted from the
model.
The interrelationships and the guidelines show that the class model Product Geometry must
be extended to support a cost evaluation system. This will result in the addition of a class for
grouping different features that will correspond to one single operation in the process plan.
The corresponding group of features activates the operation. The new class must incorporate
methods for the calculation of different measures that are important for process planning and
cost estimation. The classes Part and Assembly needs supplementary information, an attribute
for declaring standard process plans and methods for estimation of the quantity of material,
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and a calculation of measures that will affect the selection of work centres and manufacturing
equipment.
The extended Product Geometry model, Figure 2.8, has additional attributes and operations
for the Assembly class and Part class. OperationFeature is a new class that can be related to one
or more Features. Corresponding operation in the process plan is given as an attribute. In
addition, some examples of operations for estimation of crucial data for process planning and
cost estimation are given.
0..*
Product

0..*

{or}
1

1

1

Assembly
+File : String
+StandardProcessPlan : Integer
+MaterialQuantity() : Decimal
+WorkCentresConstrain() : Decimal
+ManufacturingEqConstrain() : Decimal

Part
+File : String
+StandardProcessPlan : Integer
+MaterialQuantity() : Decimal
+WorkCentresConstrain() : Decimal
+ManufacturingEqConstrain() : Decimal

1

Parameter

1
1..*

0..*

0..*

1..*

1..*

+Type : String{Radius, Diameter, Length, Angle}
+NomValue : Decimal
+MaxValue : Decimal
+MinValue : Decimal

Feature
+Type : String{Datum, Form, Assembly}
1

1

0..*
Constraint

OperationFeature
1

1..*

0..*

+OperationNumber : Integer
+Volume() : Decimal
+Area() : Decimal
+Lenght() : Decimal

0..*
GeometricEntity

ProductArtifact
+ID : Integer
+Name : String

Parent class
The other
classes inherits
attributes and
methods

Figure 2.8 - Extended Product Geometry model supporting the cost evaluation system.

3 A SYSTEM EXAMPLE
The presented framework for automated systems for the cost evaluation of product variants
and fabrication plants has been used in an industry demonstrator. The demonstrator was
performed as an industry project together with a submarine shipyard. It aimed at creating a
system for automatic design, process planning and cost evaluation of submarine bulkhead
variants (Figure 3.1) by combining and enhancing a set of programs already in use at the
company. The presented procedure for system development was applied. The different steps
were performed more or less concurrently, and the cost model was adapted through the
identification of relevant cost items for the product and the company.
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Figure 3.1 - A bulkhead and examples of stiffener variants.

In the system, Figure 3.2, design documentation, process plans and cost estimation for
different variant designs are created. Further, the designs could be evaluated to support
optimisation of product properties, production properties and the product cost. The
evaluation of different fabrications plants was prepared but not fully implemented. The
elements for the cost estimation and a case study are given in Elgh and Sunnersjö (2003).

Figure 3.2 - The system architecture from the viewpoint of information flow.

The implementation of the four class models in the industry demonstrator is seen in Figure
3.3, together with analysis results, based on examples of input data, in Figure 3.4. The system
consists of a geometry modeller separated from commercial software for solid modelling. The
extended Product model has been implemented in the geometry modeller supporting the
process planning and cost estimation of the product. The uncertainties in the input data were
taken into account using the method of successive calculus (Lichtenberg, 2000).
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Figure 3.3 - Instances of the four class models in an industry demonstrator.
Cost - Weight
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Figure 3.4 - Combinations of weight and cost for variations in the number of stiffeners and plate thickness, with sensitivity
analysis of material price and labour productivity, based on examples of input data. The span due to the
uncertainties of the cost estimation is indicated.
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4 CONCLUSIONS
The work has resulted in a framework supporting the development of automated systems for
the cost evaluation of product variants and fabrication plants. The main steps in the system
development procedure are pointed out. Four generic information models visualised as class
diagrams have been defined and their interrelationships clarified. All of the models support
the system development. The four models represent product cost, plant resources, process
plans and product geometry.
The importance of defining a cost model that is appropriate for both the product and the
company is discussed. The starting point in the system development is the examination and
determination of relevant cost items. A system for cost evaluation only needs to incorporate
costs that differ among design alternatives.
The defined cost model incorporates a generic structure of cost items. In it, different types of
manufacturing processes are proposed to be divided into an equivalent subset of cost items
supporting the implementation of the cost model in an automated system.
The clarification of the information models’ interrelationships revealed that much
information for cost evaluation can be traced to the product geometry model. Important
guidelines are given for the creation of solid models that will serve as foundations for an
automated system.
Finally, the framework has been used when implementing an industry demonstrator. It
worked as a designer’s tool, allowing design iterations to be carried out in order to govern the
design work towards solutions with optimal product and production properties.
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A DESIGN AUTOMATION
SYSTEM SUPPORTING
DESIGN FOR COST
UNDERLYING METHOD, SYSTEM
APPLICABILITY AND USER
EXPERIENCES
FREDRIK ELGH and MIKAEL CEDERFELDT
ABSTRACT
The fact that application software are getting more and more adaptable extends the possibility
of in-house developed design systems supporting design for cost. This calls for systematic
methods for system development that ensure system functionality, quality and longevity.
In this work, a method supporting the development of automated systems for product design,
process planning and cost estimation is introduced. The method has been the foundation on
which an automated system for variant design has been developed. The system applicability as
a means of gaining cost effective design is presented through studies of: multi-objective
optimisation, what-if scenarios and sensitivity analyses. The work is completed by an
evaluation of the three types of studies. This is followed by an evaluation of the variant design
system and its underlying method (that supports in-house development of automated
systems), with respect to a number of presented underlying general criteria supporting
realisation of systems meeting companies’ needs.
Keywords: Design Automation, Methods, Design for Cost, and User Experiences.

1 INTRODUCTION
For many products, the adaptation to customer specifications is essential and requires flexible
product design and manufacturing while maintaining competitive pricing by ensuring
enhanced producibility. Cost is one of the most fundamental criteria for the evaluation of
design proposals (French, 1999), but is often calculated late in the product development
process when most details are fixed. This means that cost information feed back often arrives
too late to be taken into account, guiding the design towards solutions which are costeffective and easily produced. Automation of product design, process planning and cost
estimation integrated in a system enable design proposals to be generated in a short time with
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minor effort. Different product variants can be evaluated while cutting delivery time off
products and offers (Elgh and Sunnersjö, 2003), and guaranteeing consistent design
calculations. Such a system can also facilitate the documentation and maintenance of
corporate knowledge, enabling designers to focus their work on problems that really need
skill, knowledge, experience, creativity, intuition and cooperation to be solved.
The development cost of automated design systems is seldom presented in publications. In
comparison with a small expert system (fewer than 100 rules), where the development cost
can range from €1,600 to €60,000 (Turban and Aronson, 2001), an automated system
including product design, process planning and cost estimation is considered to be in the
higher cost range. This includes the cost of application software and human resources needed
for the documentation of knowledge, system development and implementation. In the short
term, this can be difficult to motivate, but the long term advantages can be vital for the
company’s competitiveness on the market. Stakeholders have to consider the advantages of
the system, its applicability for the company and their products, and the initial and
maintenance cost. Other issues of importance are selection of suitable application software
(Amen et al, 1999), the strategy and procedure for handling and storing design process
information (Cederfeldt, 2004), how far to push the automation level, and the use of internal
and external expertise.
In this work, a method that supports the development of automated systems, including
corporate knowledge of design, process planning, and cost estimation, is introduced. The
method is based on a modular view that comprises a COTS-approach (commercial off the
shelf) and has been the foundation on which an automated system intended for submarine
bulkhead variant design has been developed. The system can be used as a means of gaining
cost effective design solutions through the possibility to study variations in cost, weight and
operation time for e.g. different customer specifications or manufacturing constraints. Three
different types of studies are presented and illustrated by examples from submarine bulkhead
cases. The work is completed by an evaluation of the three types of studies supporting the
strive for cost effective design solutions; the submarine bulkhead variant design system; and
the method supporting development of automated systems for product design, process
planning and cost estimation.
The overall objectives are: validation (are we building the right system?) and verification (are
we building the system right?) (Turban and Aronson, 2001) of the system intended for
submarine bulkhead variant design, and evaluation of the potential and practical usefulness of
the system as a means supporting design for cost. These two objectives contribute to the
validation of the proposed method.
2 A METHOD FOR AUTOMATED: DESIGN, PROCESS PLANNING AND
COST ESTIMATION
There is potential to combine software into systems that are tailor-made for companies’
specific needs, incorporating enhanced functionality by using the best suited software. This
can be an alternative to increasing a company’s computer support by implementing high
range or specialised systems provided by single software vendors. The fact that software are
getting more and more adaptable through API’s and open object models, extends the
possibility to build in-house systems. This approach has been used for different tasks in both
industrial and research systems but scientific publications often focus on system specifications,
leaving out principals, information models and methods for system realisation making it
difficult or even impossible for others to apply the work in development of applications. This
together with the fact that a system incorporating knowledge being vital for the company and
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that system implementation is often considered to be a large investment, calls for systematic
methods that support system development and ensure system functionality, quality and
longevity.
For in-house developed systems this can be expressed in a number of underlying general
criteria: effort of developing, level of investment, user readable and understandable
knowledge, transparency, scalability, flexibility, longevity, and ease of use. These general
criteria have been the foundation for the development of a method for automated design,
process planning and cost estimation, where the knowledge is “captured” in knowledge
objects grouped in separated modules (Figure 2.1). An important requirement for the
realisation of the different modules in a system application is that the knowledge can be
described and stored in a way that is human readable and computer executable to avoid a
“black box” system.
Graphical User Interface
Module

Module

Object

Object

CAD models

Database

Module

Geometry models

Module
Module

Object

Object
Object

Process
plans

Cost estimation
sheets

Product design
calculations

Figure 2.1 - An automated design system proposed to be built on a modular architecture. The product design knowledge is
captured in knowledge objects within different knowledge modules linked to a database.

One way of meeting this requirement is to apply a COTS-approach, benefiting from the fact
that systems can be, to some extent, developed by using application software already in use at
the company. This approach is anticipated to satisfy the general criteria as follows:
•

•
•

•

Effort of developing – Low effort of developing the system is achieved by allowing
users to utilise software they already use, eliminating the learning curve of new
software. A supposed drawback could be a demand for extensive programming of
information flow architecture, data storage, and a collective user interface.
Level of investment – can be reduced if standard available application software are
used. Also by, if possible, using software already in use at the company, cost can be
reduced further.
User readable and understandable knowledge – The method allows for the
utilisation of application software where the knowledge can be expressed in a user
readable and understandable format. The drawback could be slower execution of the
system than for one containing the knowledge in a compiled format.
Transparency – implying a clear and accessible documentation and visualisation of
the product and design knowledge used as well as for the control functions
implemented (design process). This is a very important requirement both for
developer (verify correct operation, allow maintenance) and user (designers do not
accept “black boxes” that govern their work). This can be achieved by building the
system in a way that allows the users to follow the execution process and understand
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•

•
•

•

2.1

the interrelationships between knowledge objects as well as the knowledge being
expressed in a user readable and understandable format. If the transparency is high,
the knowledge base can function as a handbook for daily operations, as well as for
instructing new co-workers.
Scalability – implying a system architecture that allows the system to grow with
additional tasks to be performed, emerging details, knowledge to be added, and
additional knowledge modules to be implemented. This is achieved by using a COTSapproach, where the knowledge objects and modules can be replaced, extended,
rewritten and reordered.
Flexibility – implying system architecture that allows the system to grow with
additional variants and products. This is achieved by planning for variants and storing
knowledge modules in a structured way.
Longevity – implying a system that can evolve with the company and is independent
(or less dependent) on single system vendors or developers. Storing the knowledge in a
transparent as well as user readable and understandable format increases longevity. An
advantage of using standard and available software is reduced critical dependence on
specialised vendors.
Ease of use – The system should be easy to develop, implement, use, and maintain.
This can be achieved by using standard software, user readable and understandable
knowledge, and a user interface tailor-made for the specific company, task and
product.
Outline of system framework

The knowledge base (knowledge objects in the different modules) is executed on the basis of
different customer specifications. The product design module generates parameters that serve
as input to product geometry, process planning and cost estimation. Product geometry,
process planning and cost estimation consist of a number of interrelated knowledge objects
(generic templates) that are instantiated and then executed and configured in accordance to
the input parameters. The templates are part of the knowledge base, and they contain
additional data, rules and algorithms for their adaptation and internal calculations of output
data. The intended output is product variants with product geometry (CAD-models), process
plans and cost estimations.
Figure 2.2 shows the outline of the intended information flow architecture of the system.
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Figure 2.2 - System information flow architecture.

3 CASE APPLICATION SYSTEM
The described method was implemented in a pilot system for the automated design of heavy
welded steel structures, CoRPP (Coordinated Realisation of Products and Processes). The case
of application, a bulkhead part of a submarine escape section (Figure 3.1), is to a large extent
governed by a number of algorithmic rules of significant complexity, but also by heuristics.

Figure 3.1 - Submarine escape section and bulkhead (simplified).

The system generates design layouts of a submarine bulkhead and structural stiffeners with
complete calculation and optimisation. System calculated and optimised geometry output
results in: automated CAD model generation, using predefined fully parametric CAD models
in a standard solid modeller; automated generation of process plans, using standard process
plans; and automated cost estimations, generated in spreadsheet application software. Figure
3.2 shows the different workspaces in the CoRPP system.
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Figure 3.2 - The different workspaces (modules) in the CoRRP system. Database schema (top left), design manual (bottom
left), workflow manager (top centre), geometrical modeller (bottom second left) CAD model (bottom centre),
user interface (middle left), process plan (middle right), and cost estimation (top and bottom right).

The system was developed together with an industrial partner and a research institute using a
COTS-approach (comprised of MS Access, MS Excel, MS Visual Basic, Mathsoft Mathcad,
and PTC Pro/Engineer). Thorough descriptions of the system and methods supporting
system implementation considering parametric solid modelling, process planning and cost
estimation are presented in Cederfeldt (2004), Cederfeldt and Sunnersjö (2003), Elgh (2004)
and Elgh and Sunnersjö (2003). The system is considered to have many areas of use at a using
company: design calculations, design optimisation, geometry modelling, automated CAD
generation, knowledge repository, design manual, process planning, cost estimation,
operation time estimation, and weight calculations. The foremost purpose of the system is to
support the company in its effort to gain cost effective design solutions by studies of variations
in cost, weight and operation time.
4 STUDIES OF VARIATIONS IN COST, WEIGHT AND OPERATION TIME
The short execution time of the system (one run-through takes approximately 2 minutes)
allows for several runs with different conditions to be performed in a short time and with
minimal effort. This generates a large number of output data. To evaluate the practical
usefulness and potential of system, an examination of which types of analyses that can be
performed on the vast amount of information was conducted.
The basis for different analyses was established by executing 22 system run-throughs on the
bulkhead design case with different conditions, and a number of solutions with process plans
and associated cost estimates sheets were generated. The set of process plans and cost estimates
sheets for one solution are interrelated and associated to specified parameters regarding the
selected fabrication plant’s material and manufacturing resources. When the effects of changes
in these parameters are to be studied, the easiest way is to change their nominal values in the
system output (process plans and cost estimation sheets), which gives the same results as
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changing these parameters’ values initially and then run the whole system through. This was
done for three parameters, with a total of 25 changes, in the system output of one solution.
The generation of information and the studies, presented below, that were applied on it took
less than a day for one person to complete.
Three types of studies were performed:
•

•

•

4.1

Multi-objective optimisation – to lead the designer towards the best solution in the
individual case. In many engineering design problems, there exists no unique solution
that simultaneously optimises all the aspects of system performance. A solution is
pareto optimal if nothing can be improved without making the situation worse in
some other important aspect. In the bulkhead design problem this means, for
instance, that tradeoffs have to be made between weight, cost and operation time.
What-if scenarios – There are a number of what-if scenarios that the designer may
have to consider. In this case, there exist different fabrication plants with different
production resources, and the design has to be adapted to the fabrication plant that is
to be used. A design intended for highly automated fabrication will differ from one
intended for manual production due to the difference in manufacturing constraints.
One possible question is what implications a change of fabrication plants has on
design, cost, weight and operation time. Other issues of interest are changes in design,
material characteristics, manufacturing constraints, production capacity, and
production resources. These questions can be evaluated with an automated system of
the type described, and it has the potential to replace guesswork with solid facts.
Sensitivity analyses – for evaluation of the system’s sensitivity to the uncertainty in a
given variable or to study what impact changes in different variables have on the
different objectives. A sensitivity analysis involves adjusting model input values and
observing the relative change in model response. In this case, where the uncertainty in
the cost estimation is handled by the method of successive calculus (Lichtenberg,
2000), the sensitivity analysis is focused on the study of the relationship between an
individual cost driver and the total operation cost. The knowledge about main cost
drivers, i.e. design variables that have major effect on the result, is valuable, and design
guidelines can be established to guide the designers towards cost effective solutions. A
sensitivity analysis can be used to understand what effect future changes of cost
drivers’ rates (due to inflation, changed rate of exchange, or changes in material price
or wages) have on the profitability of the product that is an important aspect of
planning.
Multi-objective optimisation

A multi-objective optimisation was performed in order to evaluate different solutions and
select the most suitable one. By studying how cost, weight and operation time vary with the
input parameter “number of stiffeners” and the variable “plate thickness” for a specified hull
diameter and diving depth a series of parameter variations can be plotted (Figure 4.1).
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Figure 4.1 - Combinations of cost, weight and operation time for variations of number of stiffeners and plate thickness that
all fulfil customer specifications and manufacturing constraints. The span due to uncertainties of the cost
estimation is indicated.

As can be seen in Figure 4.1, a favourable combination in accordance with the objective of
low cost arises for sixteen stiffeners and a plate thickness of 0.018 m. But if the objectives are
low cost, low weight and short operation time, there is no unique solution; rather, a number
of pareto optimal solutions exists.
4.2

What-if scenarios

In the case of application, three fabrication plants with different levels of automation can be
under consideration for manufacturing. The question that arises is what the consequences are
if the product is to be manufactured at the different fabrication plants. This was studied by
looking at the influence of a manufacturing constraint on design, cost, weight and operation
time. A rule was declared in the knowledge base (product design calculations module) to
ensure welding accessibility. A constraint concerning the minimum flange distance (Figure
4.2) is the rule input. It ensures the accessibility by calculations of the stiffeners flange width
and stiffeners height. If the constraint is violated, no solution is generated.
Flange distance

Stiffeners

Bulkhead plate

Figure 4.2 - The flange distance is a manufacturing constraint concerning the welding accessibility, and its value is
considered to change with the level of automation as well as plant resources.

By studying how cost, weight and operation time vary with the constraint “min. flange
distance” and the input variables “number of stiffeners” and “plate thickness” for a specified
hull diameter and diving depth, a series of parameter variations can be plotted (Figure 4.3).
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The constraint is considered to decrease in value when the welding process shifts from manual
to a higher level of automation. As can be seen, the number of solutions decreases with the
increased values of the constraint “min. flange distance”. The most favourable combinations
in accordance with the objectives of low cost and low weight arise using a minimum flange
distance of 0.200 m.
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Figure 4.3 - Combinations of cost, weight and operation time for the manufacturing constraint regarding welding
accessibility. Three cases with a minimum flange distance of 0.400, 0.300, and 0.200 m are plotted in the
diagrams.

An additional example of what-if scenarios is the impact of investing in new machinery with
higher welding rate. In Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5, the variations in cost and total operation
time for different welding rates are plotted.
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Figure 4.4 - Variations of cost for different welding rates.
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Figure 4.5 - Variations of total operation time for different welding rates.
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Sensitivity analyses
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To understand the effect that possible future changes in material price and wages have on the
profitability of the product, two sensitivity analyses were performed, with the purpose of
studying the behaviour of the cost level caused by changes in these parameters. As can be seen
in Figure 4.6, changes in material price and wages have a constant influence on the cost level
in the studied ranges. The cost level is more sensitive to changes in wages than in material
price.
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Figure 4.6 - Influence on product cost by changes in material price and wages.

5 EVALUATION BY USER EXPERIENCES
The system has been demonstrated to, and tested by, decision makers, programmers and
potential users at the company. Discussions have been held with the industrial partner and its
case application users continuously throughout the development of the system. To evaluate to
what level the underlying general criteria have been met, discussions were held with three
company representatives: a project leader with knowledge in areas of management, marketing,
production, and cost; a subsystem project leader with knowledge in the area of detail design;
and a structural engineer. Summaries of their views regarding the case application system
(CoRPP), as well as the underlying method, are presented below.
5.1

“Initial” need and usefulness

The initial need of the system was to support design calculations, create process plans, create
cost calculations, and create CAD layouts as means for decreasing lead time for product
development, improving producibility, and comparing different design alternatives and
production alternatives at an early development stage. Also, there was an interest in
comparing IT-solutions on the market today with an in-house developed system like CoRPP.
In respect to a, by the company, benchmarked system, the underlying method for the CoRPP
system successfully meets their initial need and anticipations, although the case application
system is far from a fully implemented application software (at this stage, a pilot system).
As for the support for design calculations, the system is perceived as very potent. The use of
the method for successive calculus is perceived as a good foundation for the cost calculations,
although some concerns were raised on the certainty of the calculations due to uncertainty in
the company provided production data. The quality of the generic CAD geometries was
perceived as “good enough” for its intended use, and they will serve as CAD design layouts on
which the design team can continue its work on detail design.
5.2

Different analysis and what-if scenarios

When presented with the opportunity to perform multi-objective optimisation, what-if
scenarios, and sensitivity analyses, the company responded with optimism. They immediately
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saw several advantages such as evaluating producibility based on several different aspects as
well as obtaining a powerful support for decisions in early stages of development. If a system is
to be used for early stage cost calculations of design layouts, a general question is the validity
of the calculated cost compared to the final cost of a detailed design. This was an important
concern and something the company felt needed more focus on their part.
5.3

System realisation and implementation

The company’s view of system implementation was limited to the case application system.
Being a pilot system developed in cooperation by three different parties (an industrial partner,
the university research group and a research institute), there was some difficulty for the
company to address issues regarding the complete system realisation and implementation.
Despite this, the open architecture of the system (and the underlying method) enabled the
company to fully understand the different system modules and their purpose.
The one most important aspect in the system implementation was the use of standard
available software for storing and handling knowledge, which according to the users is mainly
responsible for the openness of the system.
5.4

View of the general criteria

The three company representatives were asked to give their views of the underlying general
criteria and how they were met in the CoRPP system. A short summary of their comments is
presented below:
•

•

•

Effort of developing – The initial stages of system development, benchmarking,
deciding on system scope, etc., were perceived as time demanding. When the desired
system specifications were established, the company’s workload was drastically
decreased. At this stage, the other two system developers increased their contribution
to method and system development. They perceived the COTS approach to system
development as having several benefits, one of which was that the approach allowed
users to work in application software that they were skilful at. System development
was found to be the most time and resource demanding in its initial stages where the
product design process is mapped and the desired system scope, system characteristics,
and system output are defined.
Level of investment – The company estimates that the implementation, training and
evaluation of the CoRPP system took approximately 1000 hours and that they spent
around €1,000 on software acquisition (most of the software on which the system was
built were already used by the company). The university research group committed
approximately 900 hours to creating and implementing the different knowledge
objects and the research organisation committed 700 hours to creating and
implementing the database, develop some of the knowledge objects, and program user
interface as well as software and database connections. These efforts do not include
the development of the underlying method, since it is intended to be of general
applicability and not seen as part of this specific system development.
User readable and understandable knowledge – The openness of the system
provided by the use of user readable and understandable knowledge objects was
perceived as very important. The system rules, algorithms, calculations, and output are
easy to follow and understand. Using CAD models that are thoroughly explained is
seen as positive. It was a shared view among the company representatives that easy
access to the knowledge modules and objects are provided by the underlying method
and the COTS approach.
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•

•

•
•

•

Transparency – The company representatives strongly objected to the idea of a
system turning out as a “black box”. This was somewhat of the case with the
benchmarked system where, although easy to use, the actual design process was
perceived hard to follow. In the case application system this is not the case. The
company representatives found it easy to find, read and understand the knowledge
related to the design calculations and to follow the execution order of the knowledge
objects. The other knowledge modules (CAD, process planning and cost estimation)
have not been broken down into specific steps in the execution manager and are
therefore less easy to follow at a first glance.
Scalability – The company representatives thought that the level of complexity for
scaling the CoRPP system to incorporate detail design is too time consuming and that
choosing a cost-benefit balanced level of system complexity is one of the most
important questions to address when implementing a design automation system.
Flexibility – To scale the system to incorporate more design parts on a design layout
level was perceived as possible, as well as highly desirable.
Longevity – A system using an open architecture with standard available application
software was considered to have a longer lifespan than some single vendor systems
which may cease to exist for some reason, leaving its users without the possibility of
getting support or system updates.
Ease of use – The system was considered easy to learn, use and maintain. Although
not all users might be familiar with every system module, a system based on standard
application software allows single users to work in the modules (application software)
in which they are skilful or even considered experts.

6 SUMMARY OF RESULTS
The short execution time of the system allows for several run-throughs with different
conditions to be performed in a short time and with minimal effort. This generates a large
number of output data that can be used for multi objective optimisation of different product
variants, sensitivity analysis of cost drivers, and to study what-if scenarios in production.
Some of the aspects that can be studied include effects of product design, weld accessibility,
welding rate, materials cost, and labour wages, on cost, weight and operation time. This was
perceived by the company, as having several advantages, such as evaluating producibility based
on several different aspects and obtaining a powerful support for decisions in early stages of
development.
The openness of the system architecture provided by the use of standard available application
software for storing and handling knowledge, together with the use of user readable and
understandable knowledge objects, is perceived as the most important system aspect. Also, a
system using open architecture with standard available application software was considered to
have a longer lifespan than some single vendor systems that may cease to exist for some
reason. These benefits are all attained by the adoption of the COTS-approach of the
underlying method. The system development was found to be the most time and resource
demanding in its initial stages, where the product design process was mapped and the desired
system scope, characteristics, and output were defined. It was also considered that one of the
most important questions to address when implementing a design automation system is the
cost-benefit balance of the intended system complexity.
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7 KEY CONCLUSIONS
The method proposing a modular view is valid in the sense that the users are not presented
with a “black box”.
The COTS approach for system development seems to fulfil the general criteria, and the
CoRPP system is both validated and verified by the company as being a potent system for
design, process planning, and cost estimation.
The multi objective optimisations, sensitivity analysis, and what-if scenarios enabled by the
system are validated by the company as a valuable means of gaining cost effective design
solutions.
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DESIGN AUTOMATION
IN SMEs
CURRENT STATE, POTENTIAL, NEED
AND REQUIREMENTS
MIKAEL CEDERFELDT and FREDRIK ELGH
ABSTRACT
This paper presents a study on design automation at eleven small and medium enterprises
(SMEs). These have been interviewed on their need of, perceived potential for, current state
of, and requirements and wishes on, design automation, as well as their views of the
realisation and implementation of design automation applications. The companies’ answers
are presented together with an interpreted potential for design automation.
Keywords: Design Automation, Small and Medium Enterprises, and Interview study.

1 INTRODUCTION
To ensure and improve the competitiveness of SMEs acting in an environment of distributed
engineering and globalisation, four important factors are low cost, short lead-time, improved
product performance, and the possibility to adapt products to different costumer
specifications. One way of gaining these competitive advantages is to adopt an approach
where products are based on prepared design. If some of the work related to these products
and design tasks are automated, the design process can become more effective and efficient.
This allows for shortened lead-time of product designs, cost estimates (Elgh and Sunnersjö,
2003), more optimised product designs, and customer tailoring, while giving the designers
more time for creative problem solving. Companies have to consider the advantages of design
automation, its realisation and implementation, as well as its applicability. Other issues of
importance are: scope of implementation, how far to push the automation level, procedure for
development, identification of information needed, definition of information models (Elgh,
2004), strategy and procedure for handling and storing design process information
(Cederfeldt, 2004), selection of suitable application software (Amen et al, 1999), initial cost,
maintenance cost, and the use of internal and external expertise. To support companies in
choosing appropriate type and level of design automation, there is a need to address the
important questions about potential, wishes, requirements, constraints and actual need of
design automation. This paper addresses these questions from a SME standpoint. Other issues
addressed are the current state of design automation in industry and the companies’ views
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regarding some important aspects and criteria of design automation characteristics, realisation
and implementation.
2 FRAMEWORK OF DESIGN AUTOMATION
This framework is the basis for a broadened definition of design automation, and is proposed
as a means for analysing and defining companies’ potential for implementation of design
automation. The potential is evaluated by addressing the company’s wishes, requirements,
constraints, prerequisites, and actual need.
To define a contemporary definition of design automation, a design-for-manufacture
approach has to be adopted in contrast to the traditional design process approach (Figure
2.1).
Design automation in a traditional design approach

Computer
aided analysis

Experience

Previous
designs

Design
requirement
Design

Material
availability

Machines

Process
cost data

Manufacturing
requirement

Manufacturing
requirement

Design
requirement

Research and
development
Market
requirements

Detail drawing
Part listing

Machines

Experience

Market
requirements

Previous
designs

Computer
aided analysis

Design automation in a Design For Manufacture approach

Research and
development

Material
availability

Tooling

Design
Process
cost data

Plan for manufacture
Tooling

Detail drawing
Part listing
Product documentation

Process plan
Tool design
Operation sequence
Jigs and fixtures
NC preparation

Process plan
Tool design
Operation sequence
Jigs and fixtures
NC preparation

Figure 2.1 - Two different approaches to design, which in Cederfeldt and Elgh (2005) are adopted and revised from
Hannam (1997). The scope of design automation (dashed rectangle) is extended in the Design For
Manufacture approach (right).

2.1

Design automation

“Automation is the application of machines to tasks once performed by human beings or,
increasingly, to tasks that would otherwise be impossible.” – Encyclopædia Britannica (2004).
In this work, the term design automation refers to:
Engineering IT-support by implementation of information and knowledge in solutions, tools, or
systems, that are pre-planned for reuse and support the progress of the design process. The scope of
the definition encompasses computerised automation of tasks that directly or indirectly are related to
the design process in the range of individual components to complete products.
Design automation can be divided into two types: information handling (storage with retrieval
and/or forwarding) and knowledge processing. An archiving system for the reuse of CAD-files
or a reusable spreadsheet for weight calculation of a prismatic object are examples of the two
types in their simplest form. A PDM system incorporating large amounts of knowledge, i.e.
thousands of rules and algorithms for variant design based on different customer
specifications, combines the two types and is an example of a high level of design automation.
The aim of design automation is to support one or more of the following areas: design
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synthesis, design analysis, and plan for manufacture. According to Ulrich and Eppinger
(1995), all three areas belong to the system-level design and detail design phases. Design
synthesis can encompass design analysis and plan for manufacture, using their results for
further synthesis in a loop towards refined solutions.
2.2

Need of design automation – objectives and motives

Four important general objectives of design automation are: to reduce costs, cut lead-time,
improve product performance, and to potentially adapt products to different costumer
specifications. The overall motive for implementing design automation is to gain an effective
and efficient product development process. This is typically done in the areas of making tasks
more efficient and effective, improve working practice, and enhance product characteristics.
In a study presented by Amen et al (1999), twelve Swedish companies were asked about their
primary motives behind the utilisation of, or interest in, design automation in the form of
Rule-Based Engineering. The answers were categorised according to Figure 2.2.
Laborious design task

9

Quality assurance

7

High repetition frequency

6

Lead time minimisation

6

Highly optimised design

6

Establish knowledge bank

2

Figure 2.2 - Primary motives for Rule-Based Engineering systems. Sum of answers from 12 companies. (Amen et al, 1999)

By refinement and expansion of the motives above, an extended number of reasons to address
the need of a more effective and efficient design process can be stated as: shorten lead time for
delivery, reduce labour intensive tasks, reuse prior case solutions, quality assurance (ensure
individual, time, and process independent design solution), reduce repetitive tasks, shorten
lead time for quotations, optimise design, enable customer tailoring, manage
design/manufacturing requirements and constraints, establish/guarantee a knowledge base,
enhance producibility, support process planning, enable cost estimates, and generate
documentation.
2.3

Product variant and variant design

Redesign of an existing product is a common design task in industry (Ullman, 1997), and
according to Encanação et al (1990) perhaps more than 90% of industrial design activity is
based on variant design. In this work, the term variant design in design automation refers to
solutions for the purpose of managing a number of pre-planned co-existing versions
(Casanova Paez et al, 2003), commonly called variants (implying presented products with
differently fixed attributes). The solutions can also be used to manage unplanned versions,
called revisions (Whitgift, 1991).
2.4

Customisation degree

According to Mesihovic and Malmqvist (2000), three design customisation concepts in the
sales delivery process are assemble to order, engineer to order, and custom engineered. A fourth,
more traditional way of meeting customer needs is to present a number of product variants
made to stock. The range of these variants can be based on company-defined values as well as
identified customer needs. These concepts for customer tailoring can all be supported by
design automation. The concepts are explained below and arranged in levels of increased
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delivery lead time in the delivery sales process and company ability to meet customer’s initial
needs and requirements:
•
•
•

2.5

Select to order – Catalogue selection where the customer modifies its demands. Close
enough solution according to the customer’s initial needs and requirements.
Configure to order – The company tries, to its best ability, to meet the customers’
demands by configuration. Good enough solution according to the customer’s initial
needs and requirements.
Engineer to order – The company meets the customers’ demands by original or
variant design. Optimal solution according to the customer’s initial needs and
requirements. (In this work, including the custom engineered concept.)
Design tasks

Tasks that are repetitive, time-consuming, and/or involve information handling, and which
do not involve creative problem solving, are suited for automation. An expanded list of design
tasks, based on different mechanical design problems as defined in Ullman (1997), is
presented below. Five tasks (1-5) belong to the system-level design and detail design phases,
all with the potential for design automation, and one task (6) belongs to the conceptual
design phase. All these tasks for mechanical design can be means for customer tailoring where
tasks 2-4 are considered variant design tasks. The six design tasks for mechanical design are:
1. Selection – Selecting standard components according to given rules.
2. Parametric design – Using design tables for variant design.
3. Parametric design with topology changes – Using design tables with additional preplanned changes in topology for variant design (product families).
4. Configuration / packing – Using a rule base to combine a set of given components
to meet desired product performance.
5. Redesign – Adapting, optimising and improving existing function or products to
meet new conditions and demands.
6. Original design – Development of a new solution, function or product according to
specification of requirements.
A specific product or variant development process can include one or more of the defined
tasks to a varying extent, all depending on the level of design task formalisation. Designing a
product variant can, for example, include 100% original design if the knowledge of an added
function is new to the involved engineers, or 0% original design if knowledge or experience
from an old solution exist, all depending on the level of design task formalisation.
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2.6

Level of design task formalisation and process maturity

Crow (2004) has adapted the Capability Maturity Model (CMM), describing a framework of
the five stages of evolution, levels of capability, and levels of process maturity, to describe the
levels of maturity within the product development process. From this description, a shortened
list of design task and process knowledge formalisation is drawn:
1. Ad-hoc process (initial level) – The process is event, individual and need driven.
2. Implicit process (repeatable level) – The process and its comprised knowledge is not
documented, but exists in the minds of the users and is consequently followed.
3. Explicit process (defined level) – The process and its comprised knowledge is well
documented and followed.
The stages are arranged in a natural order of evolution towards the fourth level implemented
process (managed level), reached when task or process automation is implemented. A fifth level,
optimal process (optimal level), can be reached by refining the process.
2.7

Potential for design automation

According to Sunnersjö (1994), the potential for design automation increases with the
product maturity, expressed as known rules in relation to all rules in the development process,
and higher customisation degree, expressed as number of variants in relation to number of
deliveries. That potential can be visualised in a maturity-customisation and automation
potential diagram. The measure for potential can be expanded to include the design process
maturity for the purpose of capturing single tasks, in a specific product design process, suited
for design automation.
2.8

Scope and format of implementation

The scope of design automation is defined as either a support for, or a complete solution of a
single component, a group of components, a single product, or a group of products. There
exist a number of means for enhanced computer support and implementation of design
automation. Examples include CAD-macro, expert system, Case Based Reasoning (CBR)
system, configurator (and PDM system), computational template (e.g. spread sheet,
application software for technical computing), in-house developed application, coupled
application software (e.g. spread sheet linked to CAD system), standalone Knowledge Based
Engineering (KBE) system, and CAD system with integrated KBE functions.
2.9

Realisation, implementation and application characteristics

A method supporting planning, implementation and evaluation of open and user friendly inhouse developed design systems has been proposed. This method has been used for the
implementation and evaluation of a pilot system for variant design automation (Elgh and
Cederfeldt, 2005). The method recommends a modular system approach aimed at fulfilling a
number of general criteria of design automation characteristics, first stated in Cederfeldt and
Sunnersjö (2003), for the purpose of parametric solid model evaluation.
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These criteria, adapted for the purpose of implemented system evaluation in Elgh and
Cederfeldt (2005), are in this paper presented in a general context below:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Transparency – implying a clear and accessible documentation and visualisation of
the product and design knowledge used as well as for the implemented control
functions (design process).
User readable and understandable knowledge – implying a form of realisation
where the knowledge can be expressed in a user readable and understandable format.
Scalability – implying realisation architecture that allows the application to grow and
expand (be upgraded and further developed) with emerging details, additional or
refined tasks to be performed, additional knowledge to be added, and additional
application modules to be implemented.
Flexibility – implying a realisation architecture that allows the application to grow
and expand with additional variants and products.
Longevity – implying realisation that is not dependent on a single specialised vendor
and incorporates some level of transparent, as well as user readable and understandable
knowledge, allowing for easy application overview and maintenance.
Ease of use – implying a realisation that is easy to implement, use, and maintain.
Level of investment – implying an initially low cost of implementation.
Effort of development – implying a low effort in developing the application (if done
in-house) and the knowledge base, as well as expanding the application and the
knowledge base.
Integration – implying realisation architecture that enables sharing of information
with other applications.

Other important issues and external factors that can have a substantial impact on the general
criteria’s level of fulfilment are:
•
•
•
•

Independence – implying that the user is independent of a single vendor or creator
for maintenance, upgrade or support.
Help with implementation – implying total application and knowledge base
implementation by the vendor or creator.
Access to support – implying easy access to support (e.g. from a vendor or creator).
Access to education – implying existence of documentation and training courses for
implemented application.

3 STUDY OF DESIGN AUTOMATION IN SMEs
An interview study was selected to address companies’ views of potential, wishes,
requirements, constraints, actual need of design automation, and the importance of the
general criteria of design automation characteristics, as well as the current state of design
automation at their company. Some of the questions were intended, by interpretation, to lead
to an assessment of the potential for design automation. The interview was divided into the
six sections: company introduction, need, potential, implementation/realisation, current state,
and future prospects. Eleven companies were selected for the interview: ten companies
situated in a region with a long tradition of manufacturing SMEs and one additional partner
company (selected due to prior collaboration in the area of design automation). Two people
(one performing the actual interview and one taking notes) interviewed the companies’
representatives. The respondents had their main knowledge in the area of design. An
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interview form with a combination of multiple choice, order of precedence, and open
questions was used.
In the following paragraphs, companies’ answers on some key questions are presented in
tables and diagrams showing unaltered data. In some cases, these answers are followed by
respondent’s comments. The eleven companies are from here on denoted A through K.
3.1

Company introduction

In this chapter a short company introduction is given.
3.1.1 Company background
The respondents had their focus on design and/or production and sales. They ranged from
design engineers to company presidents, all with insight on the company status regarding
product range, design tasks and processes, as well as computer support and design
automation. The companies’ (or group of companies’) turnover ranged from € 2-50 million,
with companies’ export ranging from 10% to 98% of sales, with a majority above 60%. The
number of employees working with design and development ranged from 3-50. Four of the
companies saw themselves as subcontractors, one at system level and three at component level.
Nine of the companies saw themselves as product suppliers, three acting on a consumer
market, seven acting on a business-to-business market and two acting on an organisation (or
government) market.
3.1.2 Required product documentation
All companies’ representatives answered that there existed some demand of product
documentation either by the customers, the company itself or both, and were presented with
a list from which they were asked to identify required product documentation (Table 3.1).
Table 3.1 - Required product documentation of companies A through K and sum thereof.
A
CAD files
Drawings
Calculations
Analysis
Test results
Other

B

C

√

√

√
√
√

D

E

F

√

G

H

√

√
√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

I

J

K

∑

√

√

√

√

7
7
6
5
10
10

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Other examples of documentation added to the list were: manuals, technical documentation,
function documentation, general instructions and illustrations, educational and training
documentation, assembly documentation, safety certificates, quality documentation,
preliminary quotations, time schedules, application software and program printouts, and
spare part catalogues.
3.2

Need

In this chapter the companies’ needs are summarised.
3.2.1 Perceived need
All respondents saw a need for a more efficient and effective design process, and all but two,
who answered that they were not sure, thought that design automation could be a means of
achieving this. All but one of the respondents answered that the company had considered
implementing some form of computer support.
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3.2.2 Need for a more efficient and effective design process
The respondents were asked to choose five reasons they would like to address for the need for
a more efficient and effective design process from a refined and expanded list of primary
motives behind the utilisation of, or interest in, design automation (Figure 3.1). The
respondents did not identify any additional reasons to add to the list.
Shorten lead time for delivery

8

Reduce labour intensive tasks

7

Reuse prior case solutions

7

Ensure individual, time, and process independent design solution

7

Reduce repetitive tasks

6

Shorten lead time for quotations

5

Optimise design

3

Enable customer tailoring

3

Manage design/manufacturing requirements and constraints

2

Establish / guarantee a knowledge base

2

Enhance producibility

2

Support process planning

2

Enable cost estimates

2

Generate documentation

1

Figure 3.1 - Reasons to address for the need for a more efficient and effective design process. Sum of answers from
companies A through K.

3.3

Potential

In this chapter indirect questions regarding potential are summarised.
3.3.1 Design tasks
The companies’ representatives were asked to estimate percentage of time designers spent on
different design tasks (methods) associated with generating new products or product variants
in a general product development process at their companies (Table 3.2).
Table 3.2 - Percentage of time dedicated to different tasks. Answers and average from companies A through K given in
percentage.

Selection
Parametric design
Parametric design with
topology changes
Configuration / packing
Redesign
Original design

A
10
10

B
20

C
20

E

90

55

10

15
20
10

F
10

10

70

D

30
30
20

30
50

G
5
5

H
20

I
5
5

5
10
60
20

10
65
10

60
20

35
20
35

J
5
5

K
5
25

Average
8.2
5.5

5

30

17.7

5
30
50

20
10
10

11.4
30.5
26.7

3.3.2 Level of design task formalisation and process maturity
In addition to the question about time spent on different design tasks, the respondents were
asked to estimate the percentage of time spent on different design process approaches and
type of formalisation (Table 3.3).
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Table 3.3 - Percentage of time dedicated to different design process approaches. Answers and average from companies
A through K given in percentage.

Explicit process
Implicit process
Ad-hoc process

A
10
0
70

B
0
70
30

C
30
0
70

D
60
0
40

E
50
30
20

F
0
60
40

G
5
80
15

H
50
0
50

I
0
100
0

J
25
50
25

K
60
20
20

Average
27.2
37.3
35.5

3.3.3 Process maturity and customisation degree
The companies’ representatives were asked to plot some of their products in a modified
maturity-customisation and automation potential diagram (Figure 3.2).
Tackers

Increasing potential for automation
with increasing process maturity

Known rules
All rules

Sintered
journal bearings

Shop equipment

Heating elements
Car rack systems

Sintered compressed
air silencers

Plane surface furniture
Fan ventilator
system
Vibration feeders
& conveyers
Granulators
Heavy welded
steel structure

Outdoor play equipment
Sintered
formed products
Feeder and conveyor
systems

No. of
product variants
No. of deliveries

Figure 3.2 - Companies’ products plotted in the maturity-customisation and automation potential diagram.

3.3.4 Solution strategies
The companies’ representatives were asked if they could identify any solution strategies and
methods (tools) used in the design process. They were also asked if they continuously
structured their solutions (Table 3.4).
Table 3.4 - Identified solution strategies and methods as well as structuring of solutions. The sum of answers from
companies A through K is shown.

Creative methods
Literature studies
Patent search
Competitor analysis
Prior cases (own)
Use of experts
Design handbooks (internal)
Design catalogues (external)
Solution structuring

Always
2
1
9
1

Often
7
3
3
6
1
6
5
7
3

Seldom
2
7
6
5
1
5
2
2
4

Never
1
1
4
2
3

Other solution added were: trial and error, prototype testing, and discussions with customers.
3.3.5 Identified problems
The companies’ representatives were asked if they experienced any problems associated with
the design process. They were asked to choose common problems from a predefined list and
categorise the experienced problems as occurring or frequent (Table 3.5).
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Table 3.5 - Identified problems associated with the design process. The sum of answers from companies A through K is
shown with the individual company’s answer categorised as occurring (O) and frequent (F).

Time demanding task
Resource demanding tasks
Routine tasks
Lack of information
Individual knowledge (experts)
Fragmented knowledge (several individuals)
Information hard to find
Unsynchronised information flow
Iterative process
Quality deficiency due to unstructured process

A

B

C D E

F

G H

I

J

K

O

F

O

-

F

-

O

F

-

F

F

O

F

O

-

F

-

O

F

-

F

F

F

F

-

-

F

-

O

F

F

O

O

O

F

-

-

O

-

-

F

-

O

-

F

F

-

-

O

O

-

O

-

O

F

O

-

-

O

O

-

O

F

O

O

O

F

-

O

O

F

-

F

F

-

F

O

F

F

O

O

-

O

O

-

F

F

O

O

-

O

O

-

-

O

O

O

O

Occurring
3
3
3

Frequent
5
5
5

3
4
6
3
5
8

2
3
1
5
4
-

3.3.6 Perceived potential
On the question regarding perceived potential for enhanced computer support or design
automation, all but two of the companies’ representatives answered that they themselves saw
potential. One who did not see potential said that he was not sure if there was any or not, and
one simply stated that there was no potential at the time, but that there would probably be in
three years’ time. One of the respondents who did see potential continued saying that he was
unsure of how big the potential was. One respondent who also saw potential raised some
concerns about implementing enhanced computer support by asking the rhetorical question:
“Are we big enough?”
3.3.7 Use of experts
All but one respondent answered that their company had experts involved in their design
processes. Several said that they in fact had more than one and that they saw themselves as
being too dependant on individuals or that they did not perceive their staff as versatile
enough. Some of the areas of expertise included project coordination, products, components
and subsystems, method development, innovative product development, manufacturing and
assembly, tool design, safety issues and regulations, calculations, patent engineering, and CAE
coordinators.
3.3.8 Tasks for customer tailoring
All but one company representative answered that they in some way tailor designed products
for their customers. They were asked how they did this according to a predefined list of design
tasks (Figure 3.3).
Original design

8

Redesign

8

Configuration / packing

6

Parametric design with topology changes

5

Selection
Parametric design

4
3

Figure 3.3 - Design activities for custom tailoring. Sum of answers from companies A through K.
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3.3.9 Customisation degree
The companies’ representatives were also asked to choose from a predefined list as to what
extent they custom tailored their products (Figure 3.4).
Optimal solution

8

Good enough

5

Close enough

5

Figure 3.4 - Extent of custom tailoring. Sum of answers from companies A through K

3.4

Realisation/Implementation – requirements, constraints and wishes

The companies’ views of realisation and implementation issues are presented in this chapter.
3.4.1 General criteria of design automation characteristics
The companies’ representatives were presented with a list of general criteria of design
automation characteristics and asked to either delete unimportant criteria from the list or
place important criteria in order of relative precedence (Figure 3.5).
Ease of use

0.22

Integration

0.18

Flexibility

0.17

User readable knowledge

0.13

Transparency
Longevity
Scalability

0.11
0.10
0.09

Figure 3.5 - General criteria placed in order of relative precedence. Average comparative weight factor from companies A
through K, where higher is better.

Ease of use, integration, longevity, and scalability were each deleted as unimportant a total of
one time. User readable knowledge and transparency were each deleted as unimportant a total
of two times.
The companies’ representatives were then presented with an additional list comprised of
important issues and external factors and asked to either delete unimportant criteria from the
list or place important criteria in order of relative precedence (Figure 3.6).
Help with implementation

0.27

Access to support

0.26

Access to education

0.19

Level of investment
Independence

0.18
0.09

Figure 3.6 - Important issues and external factors placed in order of relative precedence. Average comparative weight
factor from companies A through K, where higher is better.

Help with implementation, access to education, and level of investment were each deleted as
unimportant a total of one time. Independence was deleted as unimportant a total of two
times.
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3.4.2 Scope of implementation – companies’ view
The respondents were asked to what extent computer support or design automation should be
implemented in order to be resource and cost efficient, and they answered according to Table
3.6.
Table 3.6 - Extent of system implementation. Answers from companies A through K.
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K

3.5

“Always begin with task solution. There is a relation between transparency, black-box and total product
solution.”
“Total solution. Interactive process support. If possible total automation but it feels somewhat science fiction.”
“Task solution for production layouts.”
“Task solution systems to begin with, which later are linked together. Total automation.”
“Have not yet given the extent of automation any thought. Task solutions for some products. Interactive process
support.”
“Interactive support. Task solution. I do not think it is possible to aim for total automation.”
“Aim towards product solution by implementing task solutions on the way, but I do not believe in total product
solutions.”
“Task solution. Interactive process support. To totally automate is a matter of cost.”
“Task solution to 80% of product design tasks. Process support.”
“Task solution. Interactive process support. I do not believe in total automation.”
“Task solution and process support to begin with and product solution as an aim.”

Current state

The companies’ current states are summarised in this chapter.
3.5.1 Format of implementation
The companies’ representatives were asked what type of computer support was in use at their
companies at the time of the interview (Table 3.7 and Table 3.8).
Table 3.7 - Type of computer support in use at companies A through K. Computer support focused on in the interview is
marked with an X.
A
CAD macros
Expert systems
Cased Based Reasoning
Configurators
Computational templates
Coupled applications
Stand-alone KBE systems
CAD integrated KBE
In-house developed systems

B

X

C

D

E

√

√

√

√

√

X

√

F

G

H

I

√

J

K

√

√

X

√

√

√

X

X

√

√

√

X

√

√

√

√

X

X

X

√

√

Table 3.8 - Focused computer support (marked by X in Table 3.7).

B
C
D
E
G
H
I
J
K

Systems focused on in interview
Computational template - Preliminary cost calculation spread sheet
Computational template - Quotation calculation sheet
In-house developed system - Product preparation
In-house developed system - Lisp-program linked to CAD for heating element layout
CBR - Selection of prior solutions for prototype testing and variant development (pilot system)
Coupled applications - ERP connected to CAD
Computational template - Calculation spread sheet for packaging design
Computational template - Design automation of ropeway for play system by calculation spread sheet
Coupled applications - Design automation of subsystem variants (pilot system)

3.5.2 Scope of implementation
The companies’ representatives were asked about the scope of their implemented computer
support (Table 3.9).
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Table 3.9 - The scope of implemented design automation.

Support
Complete

Single component
1
2

Group of components
3
1

Single product
2

Group of products
1

3.5.3 Reasons for implementation
The companies’ representatives were questioned regarding the reasons for implementing their
computer support (Table 3.10).
Table 3.10 - Reasons for implementation of computer support.
B
Reduce labour intensive tasks
Reuse of prior case solutions
Ensure individual, time, and process independent design solution
Reduce repetitive tasks
Shorten lead time for quotations
Shorten lead time for delivery
Manage design/manufacturing requirements and constraints
Optimise design
Establish / guarantee a knowledge base
Enhance producibility
Support process planning
Enable cost estimates
Enable customer tailoring
Generate documentation
Other

C

D

E

√
√

√

√

G

H

J

K

√

√

I

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√
√

√

√

√

√
√
√

√

√
√
√
√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√
√

√
√

√
√

√
√

The respondent from Company I stated that they did not have any particular reason for
implementing their computer support other than the specific functions were enabled “as a
bonus” in the implementation of their CAD system.
3.5.4 Why selected realisation/implementation
The companies’ representatives were also asked about the reasons for the selection of
realisation/ implementation format (Table 3.11).
Table 3.11 - Systems focused on in interview. Systems from companies A through K.

B
C
D
E
G
H
I
J
K

3.6

Why the selected realisation/implementation
“Quick and easy implementation in a application software that everyone else is using.”
“We already had and knew the application software, but a database approach might have been better.”
“The designer should be able to work in a familiar environment - CAD, not programming code”
“Technology available at the time of implementation.”
“Research project where the opportunity was presented.”
“Other companies used the application software for the same problems on an international scale.”
“Bonus with implementation of their CAD system.”
“Because it was simple to accomplish and Excel is easy to use.”
“The need grew in a natural process. It was a conscious derision as we saw the opportunities.”

Future prospects

In this chapter the companies’ future prospects are summarised.
3.6.1 Planned future implementation and targeted areas
Five of the eleven companies answered that they planned an implementation of enhanced
computer support for the purpose of design automation. Three of the companies had thought
about implementation but had no current plans. Some of the areas planned to address were
automated: product design, variant design, FEM, cost estimates, cost calculations,
documentation, and sales support.
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3.6.2 Design automation as a competitive means
Ten of the eleven companies saw design automation as a competitive means, and several of
the respondents mentioned shortened lead-time as the most important factor. One mentioned
that: “If the company had not automated the design process to its present level, we would not
still have production here (in Sweden).” Another said: “It is important to reduce design cost
as it is becoming more difficult to get the asking price for a product.”
4 SUMMARY AND INTERPRETATION
The current state, need, and requirement are presented in this chapter, as well as the
interpreted potential for design automation.
4.1

Current state, need, and requirements

There is a varying state of design automation at the eleven interviewed SMEs to date. One has
the design knowledge fully integrated and coded in in-house developed design systems where
orders are automatically processed with generation of machine code for manufacture and
BOM-lists for assembly. Some have systems where applications are linked together, while
other companies use CAD macros or spreadsheets for specific design tasks. No applications
were based on either expert or KBE systems. The scope of implemented design automation
comprises both support for, and total solution of, design tasks within the design process of
single and groups of individual components or complete products.
Need for a more efficient and effective design process was expressed in areas of shorten leadtime for delivery, reduce labour intensive tasks, reuse of prior case solutions, quality assurance,
reduce repetitive tasks, and shorten lead-time for quotations. All but two thought that design
automation could be a means of achieving a more efficient and effective design process.
Of the general criteria of design automation characteristics, ease of use, integration, and
flexibility were rated highest. Scalability was rated the lowest. Issues and external factors
perceived as most important were help with implementation and access to support.
Independence was rated the lowest. One respondent mentioned the requirement of system
accessibility, adding that the system must not be perceived as an additional workload, and if it
is not easy to use, no one will use it. Another respondent stressed that it is important that the
process is transparent and that connection to (integration with) other application software can
sometimes make a system too complex, rendering it hard to work with. One respondent
stressed that a system built in the wrong way harms transparency, readability and ease of use,
and that there is a risk of losing the core competence if knowledge becomes hidden. The more
complex a system gets, the more knowledge about the system is needed (by the user), and
there is a risk of losing some degrees of freedom and the opportunity of being creative as well
as the grip on reality. Also, there is the risk of the company becoming dependent on some
individuals.
A common view among the interviewed companies was that design automation realisation
and implementation should start with task(s) solution(s) as an interactive process support.
Some expressed that the aim should be towards total automation, while others thought it to
be unrealistic. One said that a system intended to fully automate a design process is too
complex a task and not cost-benefit balanced. Concerns were raised on design systems ending
up as “isolated islands” or black boxes with the tasks and processes carried out by the system
implemented in a way that is not readable and understandable to the end user.
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4.2

Interpreted potential

There is an interpreted potential for design automation based on:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Demand for different product documentations, where automation can support the
generating of documentation.
Expressed need for a more efficient and effective design process in areas where
potential for design automation exists.
Large amount of variant design tasks suited for automation.
Explicit design processes that, if suited for automation, simplify the realisation of
design automation.
Relative high technology levels (product and process complexity) and high maturity of
processes suited for automation (and explicit processes).
Solution strategies with potential for automation, e.g. use of prior cases and internal
design handbooks.
Identified problems within the design processes in areas that can be supported by
automation.
Customer tailoring by design tasks suited for automation.

The interpretation of potential can be further supported by a comprehensive view of
interrelated companies’ statements:
The stated high share of original design tasks (27%) in new product or product variant design
may seem confusing in respect to the companies’ businesses and products. This could be
explained by high process maturity but low explicit task formalisation. In combination with
expressed problems concerning information accessibility, this leads to an unstructured process
from an individual designers’ point of view, and gives rise to unnecessary original designs. If a
designer has never seen a design solution (despite its actual existence) he/she has to invent (reinvent) it.
If the extent of explicit task and process formalisation had been higher, the potential for
design automation had also been higher. Working with formalisation of design tasks and
processes increases the potential for design automation. Conversely, working with design
automation leads to a more formalised structure of design tasks and processes. Where to begin
is a question of high relevance for companies considering design automation.
5 Conclusion
There is a varying state of design automation in the interviewed SMEs. The companies see a
need for design automation and express great interest in the subject. They also prefer to work
with design automation in a step-by-step approach, beginning with task support. The design
processes tend to be unstructured, and design automation can serve as an incentive to
structure the tasks and processes.
The overall conclusion based on the interviews and discussions with the companies’
representatives is that there is potential for design automation in varying areas of the design
process and that there is a need for a general framework, methods and tools, supporting
realisation of design automation. As an example, there is a need for general criteria for design
automation, supporting the choice of the right strategy for, and format of, design automation
realisation and implementation. Some criteria are presented in this paper together with their
relative importance addressed from a SME point of view.
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PRODUCIBILITY AWARENESS
AS A BASE FOR DESIGN
AUTOMATION
DEVELOPMENT
ANALYSIS AND SYNTHESIS APPROACH
TO COST ESTIMATION
FREDRIK ELGH and MIKAEL CEDERFELDT
ABSTRACT
The demand on the level of reliability and accuracy of cost estimation increases in a
competitive environment and as the products are getting more and more optimised. When
different courses of action are to be evaluated small changes in customer requirements, design
features and parameters, and production properties has to be handled with caution. Small
changes can imply: low level of conformability with the production system, highly increased
cost, and extended manufacturing lead-time. It is of paramount importance for the product
success and the company’s profit that a system for automated cost estimation is sensitive and
can reflect these effects. Design automation system incorporating producibility and cost
estimations support either analysis driven or synthesis driven producibility estimation, or
both. The later is an approach that allows for decreased recourse and time demand as the
system only generates design proposals which the company can produce with its
manufacturing resources. This work presents some of the views on which a design automation
incorporating producibility and cost estimations should by developed. It also presents the
concepts of analysis driven and synthesis driven producibility estimation and gives some
examples of there use.
Keywords: Cost Estimation, Design Automation Development, Producibility Evaluation,
Variant Design.

1 INTRODUCTION
With the steady growth of a global market that now affects all businesses, and where
companies mainly compete through the use of product sales prices, every step towards saving
time and money in product development and production preparation, as well as in
manufacturing, is of paramount importance. Christopher (2005) refers to the “Three Cs”
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model (Figure 1.1) in explaining the difference between cost advantage and value advantage.
The cost value of a product is determined by the cost differential between a company and its
competitor, based on manufacturing costs and (often) company size and sales.
Value advantage, on the other hand, is based on how the customer perceives the product and
how well it fulfils the customer’s requirements. Companies can compete in this area by
providing high quality, customer-tailored products, with short lead times, and competitive
prices. Because of this, there is a need to target lower costs and add product value by focusing
on manufacturing and production preparation as well as product development.
Customer
Needs seeking benefits
at acceptable prices

ue

Va
l

ue

l
Va

Assets and
Utilisation

Cost
differential

Company

Figure 1.1 -

Assets and
Utilisation
Competitor

Company, its customer and its competitors, the “Three Cs” (Ohmae, 1983).

Much research concerning cost estimation in product development focuses on the early phases
(Shebab, and Abdalla, 2001; Weustink, ten Brinke, Streppel, and Kals, 2000; Giannoulis and
Welp, 2003), where the problem is lack of information about product and production
properties. For many companies with mature products and automated production, the lack of
detailed information is not the main issue. What they need are methods and tools for fast cost
estimates with high precision, little manual effort, and low cost.
One such tool is design automation which can be a powerful tool in the continuous
endeavour to cut lead times, workloads, and, ultimately, costs in order to become more
competitive. Also, cost estimations incorporated into design automation can lead to enhanced
producibility. The demand on the level of reliability and accuracy of cost estimation increases
in a competitive environment and as the products are getting more and more optimised.
When different courses of action are to be evaluated small changes in customer requirements,
design features and parameters, and production properties has to be handled with caution.
Small changes can imply: low level of conformability with the production system, highly
increased cost, and extended manufacturing lead-time. It is of paramount importance for the
product success and the company’s profit that a system for automated cost estimation is
sensitive and can reflect these effects.
There are three approaches to incorporating cost estimations in an automated (or computer
supported) design process and thus enhancing producibility: analysis driven producibility
estimations; synthesis driven producibility estimations; and a combination of the two. These
approaches will be further discussed throughout this paper.
2 WHY COST ESTIMATION IN DESIGN?
The estimation of product cost has been pointed out as a central nontrivial activity in the
design process by a number of authors:
“One of the most difficult and yet important task for a design engineer in developing a new product
is estimating its production cost.” – (Ullman, 1997, p 243)
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“Rapid cost-estimating systems are necessary to enable design teams to take good, sound decisions
early in a design task…” – (Pugh, 1991, p.120)
“… cost is an extremely important factor in choosing a concept, because it is one of the factors
determining the economic success of the product.” – (Ulrich and Eppinger, 1995, p. 121)
“It is important to identify cost factors as early and as accurately as possible in the design process.”
– (Pahl, and Beitz, 1996, p. 467)
“…it is not always easy for a company to determine the exact costs of components used in products.”
– (Cross, 2000, p. 166)
“What is needed are reliable techniques for costing much earlier on in the design process, and these
are not yet widely available.” – (French, p. 191)
According to French (1999), cost is one of the most fundamental criteria for the evaluation of
design proposals. This is probably the main cause for cost estimation in engineering design.
But there are other purposes (Rask and Sunnersjö, 1998), such as: evaluation of the market
opportunity of a new product concept, identification of cost drivers with a subsequent
analysis of their added value to the product, and improving the designers’ awareness and
knowledge of how the product cost is affected by their decisions. On a company level, the
continuously increasing focus on cost can be seen as result from a shift from a local to a global
market and a change in the shareholders view on ownership. This can be illustrated as follows:
•
•
•

In a market with no competitors the price is set by the company, i.e:
Cost + Profit = Price
In a market economy with well established competition the price is set by the market
and the profit depends on the company’s cost, i.e:
Price – Cost = Profit
A market economy combined with a focus to satisfy the shareholders demand on
return on investment results in a focus on cost as a constraint i.e:
Price – Profit = Cost

Design to cost is based on that a substantial portion of the product’s cost is committed during
the design phase as a result from the decisions regarding its design. The objective is to make
the design converge to an acceptable cost and achieve an affordable product. A cost goal is set
based on the price the customers are willing to pay and the level on return on investment
demanded by the shareholders. The cost goal is allocated to the elements of the product and
the designer must generate solutions within this constraint. To achieve this designers need a
tool to determine the impact of their decisions. According to Roy (2003), a tool that can be
used to predict and estimate the cost with acceptable accuracy requires different types of input
as depicted in Figure 2.1.
COMMERCIAL FACTORS
Production
standards

Material
costs

Labour
rates
OUTPUTS

INPUTS
Part features/geometry

Cost by part

Feature attributes

Cost estimation methods

Planned process
Material

Design guidance
Input to risk
Producibility

Design
rules

Prodicibility Process selection
rules
rules
RULES

Figure 2.1 -

A design to cost model (Roy, 2003).
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3 PRODUCIBILITY AWARENESS
It is a fact that the decisions made early in the product development process have significant
impact on producibility, quality, cost, time-to-market and thus the ultimate success of the
product in the market place. All the information related to a product’s life cycle should be
used to enhance the knowledge in the upstream phases allowing for proper decisions to be
made. This is achieved with paralleling the different tasks and the support of information
exchange. Concurrent engineering (CE) has been recognised as a philosophy tearing down the
walls between organisational functions (e.g. marketing, product design and manufacturing)
within the traditional sequential product development process. The approach is not entirely
novel but the constantly increasing need of company improvements calls for new methods
and tools to be developed in this area.
Design for X-abilities (DFX, such as design for manufacturability, affordability,
maintainability) is a set of metrics that can be used as measures focusing on different lifecycle
functions. According to Prasad (1997) most DFX metrics are based on heuristics or some type
of scoring method. To fully adopt a concurrent engineering approach requires that all lifecycle
issues are considered in the design stage. Besides the use of different metrics a proactive
approach is necessary.
3.1

Design for Manufacturability

Design for manufacturability is an approach to design that, according to Venkatachalam,
Mellichamp and Miller (1993, p. 355) “…fosters simultaneous involvement of product
design and process design” and is performed in the design phase of a product. This implies a
flexible manufacturing system, comprising a number of different manufacturing processes that
can be adapted or even changed. Many of the DFM/DFA guidelines and metrics are
applicable for a specific average type of manufacturing processes, e.g. machining, die casing,
metal stamping (Boothroyd, Dewhurst and Knight, 2002; Bralla, 1999; and Poli, 2001). For
most companies the manufacturing system is a valuable asset that is more or less fixed and
allows only minor modifications. The product design has therefore to be adapted to the
manufacturing system in a larger extent. Hopefully, this will not affect the products
functional and performance objective. But sometimes tradeoffs are necessary.
To make these decisions the designer needs knowledge about the existing (and planned
future) manufacturing systems and an insight about the system’s implication on the product
design. Besides the methods, tools and metrics in literature, the companies have to develop
their own working practise.
3.2

Design for Producibility

Design for producibility (DFP) is design for manufacturability taken a step closer to the
actual manufacturing of a product. As in the same way for manufacturability, there exists no
universal definition of producibility. According to Best Manufacturing Practices and Center
of Excellence (1999, p.3), producibility is: “The relative ease by which a product can be
manufactured as measured in yield, cycle times, and the associated costs of options in product
design manufacturing processes, production and support, and tooling.” In this work, design
for enhanced producibility is the strive for optimisation of product functionality within the
manufacturing system constraints and the tradeoffs between product and manufacturing
system properties while focusing on enhancing ease of manufacturing.
If production costs and lead time could be automatically calculated based on a process plan
generated in accordance with the properties and constraints of the manufacturing system, and
the process plan is based on a variant design generated by an automated system for variant
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design, a decision base for enhanced producibility is obtained. Due to a missing information
architecture (standard) for design support, existing tools can not be linked together to
accomplish this task (van Vliet, van Luttervelt and Kals, 2000) and for the companies that
want to incorporate this approach one solution is to develop their own systems. For doing so,
the view of DFP as depicted in Figure 3.1 should be adopted.
Design automation in a Design For Producibility approach
Computer
aided analysis

Previous
designs

Experience

Machines

Manufacturing
requirement and
constraints

Design
requirement and
constraints

Market
requirements

Process
cost data

Research and
development

Material
availability

Tooling

Design

Detail drawing
Part listing
Product documentation
with cost and lead-time
estimations

Figure 3.1 -

Process plan
Tool design
Operation sequence
Jigs and fixtures
NC preparation

Design automation in a DFP approach, adapted from the view of DFM according to Hannam (1997).

4 DESIGN AUTOMATION
We argue that design automation based on producibility awareness can work as a means for
quick and suitable producibility (e.g. cost) estimations of product variants. In this work the
terms Computer Support and Design Automation are used synonymously and refer to:
“Engineering IT-support by implementation of information and knowledge in solutions, tools, or
systems that are pre-planned for reuse and support the progress of the design process. The scope of the
definition encompasses computerised automation of tasks that directly or indirectly are related to the
design process in the range of individual components to complete products.” – (Cederfeldt and
Elgh, p. 2)
4.1

Automated design, process planning and cost estimation

The aim of design automation is to support one or more of the areas: design synthesis, design
analysis, and plan for manufacture.
Design synthesis involves computerised templates for calculations/optimisation of design
parameters, applications for calculation/optimisation and generation of product geometry,
applications that ensures producibility, database system supporting reuse of previous
solutions, information systems for requirements or manufacturing constraints, configuration
systems, etc.
Automated design analysis can be performed as finite element analysis, geometry preparation
for finite element analysis, evaluation of producibility, cost estimation, etc. based on a
geometry description and/or design characteristics.
Plan for manufacture include computer aided process planning for generation of e.g.
operation sequences, production parameters, machine control commands, fixtures and jigs
designs, etc. based on a geometry description and/or design characteristics.
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Design synthesis can encompass design analysis and plan for manufacture, using their results
for further synthesis in a loop towards refined solutions.
4.2

Design Automation Development

In order to create automated design systems one must first categorise the process, design
task/s, and problem/s for which the system is intended. Then an appropriate computer
implementation can be selected. The process of mapping a problem definition to a suitable
solution strategy (related to design automation and computer support) can be divided into
four interlinked sub-domains of design automation (Cederfeldt 2006). Addressing these subdomains should, ideally, start by breaking down the design process and identifying the
domain knowledge linked to it. This is done with the purpose of formulating a problem
definition. When the process, its knowledge, and the tasks to be performed are known, the
appropriate tools have to be chosen. Following this is the identification and selection of ways
of computer implementations.
The four sub-domains are described in more detail as:
•
•
•
•

Process character – The design process and its handling of the domain knowledge
and design information.
Domain knowledge – The knowledge that is to be handled in the design process.
Tools – Suitable tools (methods) that support the handling of domain knowledge and
information for the intended solution principals.
Computer implementations – Suitable computer implementations supporting the
identified process character, domain knowledge, and tools.

Design automation systems that are based on this model are mainly subject to be enhanced by
analysis driven producibility estimations where design proposals are evaluated after the
proposals are made.
In order to perform synthesis driven producibility estimations, where production (and cost)
prerequisites are incorporated into the design process, system creation has to be based on an
extended model of design automation development incorporating the company “prerequisites
and constraints”. This is based on a foundation of producibility awareness as well as on
company organisational structure (Figure 4.1).
Design automation

Figure 4.1 -
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The sub-domains of design automation development, based on a foundation of producibility awareness.

To support the development of design systems, some general criteria that serve as a decision
base by weighing system characteristics can be used (Cederfeldt, 2005). Examples of these are:
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effort of developing, level of investment, level of user readable and understandable knowledge,
transparency, scalability, flexibility, longevity, and ease of use. Some of these criteria relate to
(or even depend on) knowledge of the entire product development process and, especially, its
production aspects i.e. producibility awareness
5 PROCEDURE FOR SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
When creating a design automation system including cost estimation one must determine the
variables and parameters that govern the design. By breaking down the design process, the
designer is able to find the design parameters that govern the product and from where these
parameters originate. These design parameters are extensively transformed through the design
process (Sunnersjö, 1994) as they are turned into design variables (design process output).
Factors that affect the product design and limit the “infinite” design space are: physical
limitations, product variant (modularity) limitations, customer specifications, and company
production and assembly limitations.
With these limitations (or constraints) the main steps that are suggested for building an
automated design system enabling synthesis driven producibility estimations (as well as
analysis driven) focus on both customer and product values as well as on fabrication plants
values. The steps are:
1. Define customer variables (e.g. force, speed, material, colour, and lifetime) and clarify
to what extent they can vary. – Customer space (Fig. 5).
2. Define a resource model containing company variables (e.g. fabrication plant,
resources for manufacturing and assembly, and production volume) and clarify to
what extent they can vary (Elgh, 2004) – Company design space (Fig. 5).
3. Define product model variables (e.g. model parameters, topology, and configuration)
and clarify to what extent they can vary (Harlou, 2005) – Product design space (Fig.
5).
4. Formulate design algorithms, rules and relations that transform costumer and
company variables to product model variables and check the design space (Sunnersjö,
Cederfeldt, Elgh and Rask, 2006). – Actual design space (Fig. 5).
5. Define a cost model with a detailing level that is appropriate for the product and the
company and identify cost drivers and estimate the cost rate for each (Elgh 2004).
6. Define a process plan model incorporating the assembly sequence, the operations, the
operation sequences for manufacturing and assembling of the product, and the
manufacturing resources (e.g. work groups and labour) that will be used for the
specific product (Elgh, 2004).
7. Create product geometry model (representation) that will incorporate identified
information needed for an automated system (Elgh, 2004; and Cederfeldt, 2004).
8. Build the system with application programs and data repositories (Elgh and
Cederfeldt, 2005).
9. Evaluate and improve.
5.1

Design Spaces

To be able to effectively decide how a product and its process is to be modelled and
represented, and which parameters are to be considered design variables, the system
developers must have knowledge of the entire design process. In addition, it is important to
have an understanding of how the product is to be manufactured, since this is an important
aspect if the automated variant design system is going to incorporate process planning and
synthesis driven producibility estimations.
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These design variables and parameters are all connected to different constraint spaces
(Figure 5.1). Within an “infinite” design space, laws of nature limit what is actually possible
to create and produce within the physical design space. Somewhere within these spaces is the
customer space representing customer demands and wishes. Limiting the physical design
space is the product design space which depends on company configuration of product
designs. Finally the company design space based on manufacturing and resource limitations
further constraint and limits the number of relevant design proposals within the actual design
space.

Customer space

Company design space

Actual
design space

Product design
space
Physical design space
"Infinite design space"

Figure 5.1 -

The different design spaces limiting the number of relevant design proposals.

6 Analysis and Synthesis Approach
A traditional and generalised view of the product development process focuses on two main
phases of the process at a product solution level, synthesis and analysis, where from an
engineering perspective (Johannesson, Persson and Pettersson, 2004):
•
•

6.1

Analysis – is the phase where the product or product part solution is evaluated based
on its (intended) physical representation and characteristics.
Synthesis – is the phase where an identified engineering task or problem definition is
addressed in order to find a satisfying solution (optimal at best) based on previous
knowledge and expertise.
Analysis Driven Producibility Estimations

Analysis driven producibility estimations can be applied both manually and automatically to
virtually all design proposals. A design automation system not built based on a foundation of
producibility awareness will be subject to this approach as producibility and cost assessments
will be performed on design proposals in the entire product design space (Figure 5.1 and
Figure 6.1). When applying the company design constraints (production prerequisites) to
perform a cost and producibility estimation several of the design proposals which fall outside
the actual design space will be eliminated. Since such a system generates both producible and
non-producible design proposals, which have to be analysed and evaluated (often by a
production engineer), this approach can be time consuming. The workload also increases with
the level of product complexity and level of company constraints.
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Company design space

Intersecting
design
constraints

Actual
design space

Product design
space
Product design
space

Figure 6.1 -

6.2

In analysis driven producibility estimation, designs throughout the entire product design space are proposed.
By afterwards applying the company design constraints the number of producible design solutions is limited
within the actual design space.

Synthesis driven producibility estimations

In a design automation system based on the foundation of company prerequisites and
constraints, the producibility values (or constraints) are an intrinsic part of the design process
resulting in a limited number of design proposals, all possible to produce within the actual
design space (Figure 5.1 and Figure 6.2).
Company design space

Intersecting
design
constraints

Actual
design space

Product design
space

Figure 6.2 -

In synthesis driven producibility estimation, company design constraints limit the number of producible
designs within the actual design space.

7 Example
An example highlighting the difference between the adoption of analysis and synthesis driven
producibility estimations is the CoRPP system (Sunnersjö, Cederfeldt, Elgh and Rask, 2006;
and Elgh and Cederfeldt, 2005) which implements both approaches. The system generates
variants of submarine bulkhead sections with short execution time (one run-through takes
approximately 2 minutes). This allows for several runs with different conditions to be
performed in a short time and with minimal effort. Initially the system did not incorporate
manufacturing rules (constraints/requirements). Therefore the results (different product
variants) had to be evaluated by production engineers to ensure the different solutions
conformability with the manufacturing system. This requires collaboration and information
sharing implying higher development costs caused by the use of more time and resources. A
manual analysis can also be afflicted with personal judgments and the result of the evaluation
can vary from time to time due to the persons involved. To overcome this, the system was
further enhanced by adopting the approach of producibility awareness. The opportunity to
incorporate manufacturing rules in the system was investigated by studying the influence of a
manufacturing constraint on design, cost and weight. A rule was declared in the knowledge
base to ensure welding accessibility, one of the high impact cost factors. A constraint
concerning the minimum flange distance (Figure 7.1) is the rule input. It ensures the
accessibility by calculations of the stiffeners flange width and stiffeners height. If the
constraint is violated, no solution is generated. This constraints the company design space,
but the solutions generated by the system conform to the manufacturing system and they
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need not to be evaluated by a production engineer. This saves time, reduces costs, and the
result is not dependent on personal judgment, leading to a quality assured design process.
Flange distance

Stiffeners

Bulkhead plate

Figure 7.1 -

The flange distance is a manufacturing constraint concerning the welding accessibility.

The principal workflows for the analysis driven and synthesis driven approaches are illustrated
in Figure 7.2.

Figure 7.2 -

System input in the form of customer demands and manufacturing constraints are feed to the design
automation system. In the analysis approach several iterations for manufacturing evaluation has to be made,
whereas the synthesis approach generates design proposals already based on the company producibility
constraints.

In the analysis driven approach, without the manufacturing constrains, the number of design
proposals in the product design space is large and need further evaluation by applying the
producibility constraints (Figure 7.3A). In the synthesis driven approach the design proposals
all conform to the actual design space and need no further evaluation (Figure 7.3B).
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Weight

A

Cost
Weight

B

Cost

Figure 7.3 -

7.1

Difference in number of design proposals depending on the application of producibility constraints. Graph A
illustrates design proposals within the product design space. Graph B illustrates design proposals within the
actual design space.

Investment What-ifs

If the number of product variants the company can offer is restricted by the manufacturing
constraints and the production capacity, a synthesis driven producibility estimation tool can
be used as a support for decisions regarding investments in new production resources. The
implication on the product variety of different alternative enhancements and machines can be
studied by what-if scenarios. By changing the rules or the input parameters in correspondence
with the characteristics of an intended course of action the effect on the product variety and
the market opportunity can be studied and the cost-benefit evaluated. This can be illustrated
as going from Figure 10B to Figure 10A. First the manufacturing resources limit the product
variety to four variants, but with an investment in new production resources the product
variety is expanded and comprises, in this illustration, fifteen solutions.
8 Key Conclusions
To implement a design automation system that supports early cost estimations and generates
producible design proposals, the system development must be based on producibility
awareness following a formalised procedure to determine the variables and parameters that
govern the design (Paragraph 5). Such a system would conform to the principal of synthesis
driven producibility estimations that proactively limits the number of design proposals within
the actual producible design space. This allows for saved time and recourses that would
otherwise be spent on analysing design proposals that fall within the product design space but
outside the company design space due to producibility capacity limitations. A system
incorporating producibility awareness and synthesis driven producibility estimations could
also be used as a tool for strategic decisions on recourse investments by the use of what-if
scenarios.
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AN ONTOLOGY APPROACH
TO COLLABORATIVE
ENGINEERING FOR
PRODUCIBILITY
FREDRIK ELGH and STAFFAN SUNNERSJÖ
ABSTRACT
With today’s high product variety and shorter life cycles in automobile manufacturing, every
new car design must be adapted to existing production facilities so that these facilities can be
used for the manufacturing of several car models. In order to ensure this, collaboration
between engineering design and production engineering has to be supported. Sharing
information is at the core of collaborative engineering. By implementing an ontology
approach, work within domains requirement management, engineering design and
production engineering can be integrated. An ontology approach, based on an information
model implemented in a computer tool, supports work in the different domains and their
collaboration. The main objectives of the proposed approach are: supporting the formation of
requirement specifications for products and processes, improved and simplified information
retrieval for designers and process planners, forward traceability from changes in product
systems to manufacturing systems, backward traceability from changes in manufacturing
system to product systems, and the elimination of redundant or multiple versions of
requirement specifications by simplifying the updating and maintenance of the information.
Keywords: Manufacturing Requirements, Requirement Management, Ontology,
Information Modelling, Functional Modelling, Collaborative Engineering,
and Information System.

1 INTRODUCTION
Ten years ago, product life cycles in the motorcar industry were such that the development of
a new car model usually meant setting up a new assembly line, or even a new manufacturing
plant, for the model. This production facility could then be adapted to the requirements of
the new model. With today’s high product variety and shorter life cycles, this is no longer
possible. Instead, new car designs must be adapted to existing production facilities so that
they can be used for several car models, often run simultaneously and in an arbitrary, order
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driven sequence on the same line operated by the same personnel. This change of
manufacturing paradigm is illustrated in Figure 1.1.
This entirely new production paradigm relies on production constraints being well defined,
understood and applied by the car designers. Project planning and working practices with
frequent interchange of information between production and design departments are a
necessity. But manufacturing data and its interrelationships are complex, and there is no
universally accepted meaning for terms used in manufacturing (Schlenoff, Ivester, Libes,
Denno, & Szykman, 1999). As a result, communication of manufacturing data in a company
is afflicted with ambiguous interpretations.
There is also a strong need for a more formalised definition of the manufacturing constraints.
A natural way is to represent these constraints as manufacturing requirements analogous to
the functional requirements defined by the department for product planning. The designer
thus receives a design task together with a requirements list covering both customer
specifications and the specifications that certify producibility in existing plants and lines.
Traditional strategy

Emerging strategy
Computer
aided analysis

Experience

Previous
designs

Design
requirement
Computer
aided analysis

Material
availability

Machines

Process
cost data

Design

Manufacturing
requirement

Manufacturing
requirement

Design
requirement

Research and
development
Market
requirements

Detail drawing
Part listing

Machines

Experience

Market
requirements

Previous
designs

Research and
development

Material
availability

Tooling

Design
Process
cost data

Plan for manufacture
Tooling

Detail drawing
Part listing
Product documentation

Process plan
Tool design
Operation sequence
Jigs and fixtures
NC preparation

Process plan
Tool design
Operation sequence
Jigs and fixtures
NC preparation

Figure 1.1 - Change of manufacturing paradigm results in a need for new methods and tools in the product – production
interface. Traditional strategy – A new manufacturing system for every new product. Emerging strategy –
Adapt the new products to the manufacturing system that evolves in small steps. Adapted figure from
Hannam (1997).

1.1

Purpose and Objectives

The purpose of this work was to explore ontology based solutions to handling growing
production related information sources, so that relevant information can always be retrieved
in a flexible manner for the variety of needs that exist among designers and production
engineers. It is important to choose dynamic solutions, which allow the guidelines to change
frequently. Such change will occur naturally as product, processes and experiences evolve over
time.
The objective is to enable a systematic approach to handling manufacturing requirements.
Sharing information is at the core of collaborative engineering. With an ontology approach,
work within domains requirement management, production engineering and engineering
design can be integrated and their collaboration supported. The main objectives of the
proposed approach are to:
•
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Support the formation of requirement specifications for products and processes by
defining an information model including requirement objects, hierarchical treestructures and links between these.
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•
•
•
•
1.2

Improve and simplify information retrieval for designers and process planners by
adding inference functions to the links between requirement objects.
Allow forward traceability from changes in product systems to manufacturing systems.
(“What are the consequences for the manufacturing system if we make these changes
in the product systems?”)
Allow backward traceability from changes in manufacturing system to product
systems. (“What are the consequences for the product if we make these changes in the
manufacturing system?”)
Prevent redundant or multiple versions of requirement specifications, thereby
simplifying updating and maintenance of the rule system.
Research Approach

The concepts and tools developed to manage ontologies are proposed in order to realise the
modelling of information related to product and process requirements. The feasibility and
usefulness of this approach can hardly be evaluated by theoretical reasoning alone. Rather,
experimental testing is required. An industrial demonstrator, described in Section A pilot
system, has thus been built and tested for functionality. In the process of building this
demonstrator, a proposal for an information model for rules relating to the manufacture and
assembly of motorcars was developed.
2 CONCEPTS USED AND RELATED WORK
The suggested systematic approach for management of manufacturing requirements is based
on a few well-established concepts. These concepts will be briefly surveyed below, providing
an overview of the practice and theory this research is based upon. First, an introduction to
collaborative engineering in manufacturing companies is presented. This is followed by
introductions to function-means trees, requirement management, information modelling,
ontology in knowledge-based systems, and classification of manufacturing processes.
2.1

Collaborative Engineering for Enhanced Producibility

Engineering design is often concerned with striking a good balance between product
properties, e.g. performance, and the resources required to manufacture and assemble the
product, where the latter aspect is strongly related to cost and lead time. The acronym DFP,
Design For Producibility, is used for the process in which a systematic method is used to
reach the required functional properties of the product at the same time as good producibility
is assured (Elgh, 2006). The DFP process usually needs to involve several departments
simultaneously for the purpose of information and knowledge sharing. In particular,
specialists in engineering design need to collaborate with specialists in production engineering
to clarify manufacturing constraints and recommendations. Commonly, the engineers of
these two branches are not co-located within the company. Further, the organisation for
product development can be spread out at different design teams, production units, and first
and second tier suppliers. In the most challenging case, this implies collaboration between
people working in different domains at different companies over large geographical distances
at different times using different methods, tools and concepts in their work. These different
types of dispersed organisations, tools, information and knowledge call for new concepts,
technologies and solutions for effective and efficient information and knowledge sharing, in
order to ensure and enhance the product’s producibility.
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According to Jacucci, Pawlak, and Sandkuhl (2005), the aim of the research in collaborative
engineering is to provide concepts, technologies and solutions for product development in
dispersed engineering teams. Collaborative engineering is considered to be the application of
the work in the field of Computer Supported Collaborative Work (Lundqvist & Sandkuhl,
2004). The research in the area is based on unsolved problems defined by industrial need, and
it addresses technical, social, organisational, and economic aspects of collaborative engineering
(Jacucci et al., 2005). The focus of this work is on the technical aspects of an approach for
information and knowledge sharing between requirement management, design engineers and
production engineers.
2.2

Functions-Means Trees

The aim of functional modelling is to provide an exhaustive and clarifying representation of a
product’s functions as well as the principles for the realisation of those functions. For this
purpose, a graphical representation in the form of a functions-means tree is often created. The
logic behind the method is to start by clarifying the details of all product functions and then
to proceed to the creation of design solutions. It is an important characteristic that the
functions are represented in a solution neutral way so that solutions can be searched with an
open mind. An alternative to functions-means trees is the use of technical system
representation. Such use is better suited for products having an input/output character.
Functional modelling in various forms has been extensively discussed in literature. Examples
include Pahl and Beitz (1996); Hubka, Andreasen, and Eder (1998); and Szykman, Racz, and
Sriram (1999).
2.3

Requirement Management

Requirement management is the process of identifying, formulating, allocating, verifying, and
managing changes of requirements. Commonly, a distinction is drawn between:
•
•

Primary requirements, binding and specified by customers, legislation or other external
sources, and
Derived requirements, following from or interpretations of the primary requirements.

In addition, requirements may be quantitative or qualitative, i.e. defined by measurable
quantities or by subjective judgments, respectively. Further, requirements can be classified as
“musts”, “wants” or “recommendations”, suggesting three different levels of adherence necessity.
One strong reason for using IT-support to manage requirements is the need for traceability.
This implies that changes should propagate to the product definition guided by traceability
links. According to Kirkman (1998), a requirement is traceable if one can detect:
•
•
•
•
•
•

the source that suggested the requirement,
the reason why the requirement exists,
what other requirements are related to it,
how the requirement is related to other information such as function structures, parts,
analyses, test results and user documents,
the decision-making process that led to derivation of the requirement, and
the status of the requirement.

To map manufacturing requirements for the physical product, Sohlenius (1992) proposes the
introduction of a process function domain, with process requirements, in the four domains of
the design world (Suh, 1990). However, the focus with this approach is to manage process
requirements set by the product. This is in accordance with the traditional strategy and not
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the emerging strategy at the company in question. Nilsson and Andersson (2004) adopt the
new strategy, arguing that manufacturing requirements can be structured according to the
product and manufacturing domain. They suggest that the manufacturing structures
(processes, functions, functional solutions, and resources) could be used for the structuring
manufacturing requirements.
2.4

Information Modelling

The development of a manufacturing requirement management system requires the
coordination of different concepts of product descriptions, plant resources, manufacturing
processes, manufacturing requirements and organisation. Information modelling can be used
to define and communicate these concepts. It also facilitates the coordination and clarification
of the relationships between the different concepts, i.e. semantic modelling. Further, the
information models are important for the system developers and software programmers.
Enhanced Entity Relationships (EER), Express-G and Unified Modelling Language (UML)
all have graphical notations and are suitable for the conceptual modelling of information
models incorporating semantics.
2.5

Ontology

From a knowledge based systems view, an ontology is a shared understanding with a formal
description that is machine executable. When defining an ontology the focus is on “things”,
not on how to describe data in an efficient way for computer implementations (Noy &
McGuinness, 2001). Further, ontologies are broader in scope than semantic data models
(Figure 2.1). An ontology is based on an information model with semantic relationships that
has been extended by incorporating different forms of knowledge. The knowledge is
represented as concepts, instances, relations, axioms (symmetry, inverse and transitive), and
user defined rules (i.e. rules that are fired by an inference mechanism). The axioms and userdefined rules are pieces of knowledge implicitly defined in the knowledge base.
Maier et al. (2003) conclude that ontologies sum up most of the qualities of other knowledge
representation models:
•
•
•
•

Like Taxonomies, ontologies are able to picture hierarchies.
Like Thesauri, Semantic Nets and Topic Maps, ontologies contain relations.
Like the Entity Relationship-Model (ER), ontologies have a data model distinguishing
schema information from facts.
As an object based model, ontologies support inheritance and multiple inheritance of
attributes.
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Figure 2.1 - A tentative semantic model describing parts of the implementation domain of ontology modelling. An ontology
is developed if this model is complemented with knowledge.

2.6

Classification of Manufacturing Processes

A class diagram for manufacturing processes is described by Feng and Song (2000) that
includes the classes Shaping, Surface treatment, Assembly and Inspection. Groover (2001)
described another method of classification, with a distinction being made between shaping,
property enhancing and surface processing operations. Elgh (2004) proposed a third
categorisation (with seven types) involving:
•
•
•
•

Pre-treatment
Shaping
Property-enhancing
Surface treatment

•
•
•

Post-treatment
Assembly
Inspection

Pre-treatment involves operations that transform the work piece into a state that facilitates
shaping, property-enhancing, surface treatment, assembly or inspection. Post-treatment are
subsequent operations that remove properties resulting from shaping, property-enhancing,
surface treatment, assembly and inspection.
3 CASE STUDY
The case study consists of a study of the initial state of practice, comprising: a study of the
present system for management of manufacturing requirements at the company; a description
of the collaboration process for enhanced producibility; interviews with company employees;
and the elucidation and modelling of present concepts, structures, instances and attributes
used in the context of manufacturing requirements at the studied company.
The car company studied in this work has over the years compiled design rules related to the
manufacturing process in order to guide its design work towards solutions with good
producibility in existing facilities. The rule base is being gradually expanded and comprises
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more than 1500 rules. The intention is to extend the guidelines to include constraints for first
and second tier suppliers as well. It is to be expected that the knowledge base will become
substantially larger over time, which may cause problems with maintenance and easy access
for designers and production engineers. A need is perceived for a more sophisticated
information retrieval system for the future.
3.1

Present System

The system used at the time for this study was a spreadsheet solution, called Function and
Requirement Description-Process (FRD-Process). A version of the FRD-process had been
made available as integrated in a Requirement and Traceability Management tool (RTM).
The guidelines are documented as text of varying character and stored as chunks of text sorted
in a structure of predefined paragraphs (Figure 3.1). The paragraphs relate to organisational
units in product development and manufacturing. Production engineers and designers can
access the guidelines on the intranet. Key words relating to organisational units in product
development and manufacturing are used for information retrieval.
A problem that has occurred in the present system is redundant guidelines. When examining
the content of the system, a number of similar guidelines were found. The redundancy makes
it difficult to maintain the system. In addition, the user cannot be sure if he/she has the latest
version of the guideline, or if it is still applicable. The system lacks in stringency as a result of
guidelines written by different people responsible for different areas using different
terminology and guideline classifications. The system also lacks in integrity, i.e. old guidelines
are not weeded out.
BIW

General intro

General items

Genera l
body assembly
Strategy

Requirement
#z z
Quality
Requirement
#z z
Standard
Geom, ref, s urf
Documentation
NUFO documantation
Final req

Requirement
#z z

Underbody
completion
Requirement
#z z

Body side
completion

Body
frame completion

Assembly parts
& finish
Genera l
Hinges
Fenders
Hood
Doors
Lid &
tailgate
Grinding

Welding &
joining
Genera l
Spotwelding
Arc welding
Brazing &
soldering
Folding
Other

Attachment
elements
Genera l
Weld nuts
Pierce nuts
W eld screws
Projection welding

Sealing

Genera l
Adhesive
Sound insulation

Press
parts
Requirement
#z z

Logistics

Requirement
#z z

Requirement
#z z
Ergonomy

Figure 3.1 - Present system. The guidelines are documented and stored as chunks of text sorted in a structure of
predefined paragraphs. A problem that has occurred in the present system is redundant guidelines. The
system is also afflicted by a number of similar guidelines.

3.2

Collaboration Process for Enhanced Producibility

Sharing information and knowledge is a core issue at the company for enhancing
producibility (Section Collaborative Engineering for Enhanced Producibility). The system was
originally developed as a tool for production engineers where requirements, constraints,
wishes, and lessons learned relating to manufacturing were defined. The production engineers
preferably kept a printed hard copy of the guidelines on their shelf. The company wishes to
ensure high producibility through formalised collaboration between production engineers and
designer. Regular meetings mainly achieve this collaboration. In the meetings, the production
engineers’ experiences and knowledge are applied to different design proposals. The design
proposals are evaluated and improvements are discussed from a manufacturing perspective.
Between these regular meetings, the designers contact production engineers in manufacturing
related issues using e-mail or telephone. Commonly, the production engineers use the printed
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hard copy of the guidelines as support when discussing manufacturing issues with the
designers.
This working practice is not sufficient, due to the change of manufacturing paradigm (Section
Introduction), the ever increasing focus on cost reduction (by enhanced producibility), the
growing number of design rules related to the manufacturing process (Section Case study), and
the outsourcing and globalisation that results in dispersed organisations, tools, information
and knowledge (Section Collaborative Engineering for Enhanced Producibility).
3.3

Interviews

Interviews were performed (Arrback & Bjelkemyr, 2003) with eight respondents representing
engineering design and production preparation. The questions were subdivided into seven
main areas and included sub-questions. They were formulated as open questions. The seven
main questions addressing manufacturing adaptation and the main results from the interview
are summarized in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1 - Main questions and summarized answers from the interviews with company employees.
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Main question

Summarized answers

Which are the main
information channels?

The main information channels are the production
preparation meetings held once a week.

How is the present system
used?

The utilization of the present system is low.

Which are the present
system's strengths and
weaknesses?

The system is perceived as a good tool and a
complement to the production preparation
meetings. The guidelines are however incoherent, a
mixture of “musts”, “wants” and “lessons learned”.

What is the staff's view on
the manufacturing
adaptation at the
company?

The staff considers that the manufacturing
adaptation at the company is good comparing to the
competitors’.

How is the present system
maintained and by who?

The staff at the department of production
preparation maintains the system. The general
opinion is that the maintenance is insufficient. The
system is afflicted with old requirements, duplicates
and the system lacks in history and traceability.

What is the experience of
the integration of FRDProcess in RTM?

The utilization of FRD-Process in RTM version is
low.

What is the staff's view on
future enhancements?

The staff's view on future enhancements include:
enhanced user-friendliness, personal views and
reports, incorporate history and traceability,
improve the means to attach pictures, create
relations to other structures, define keywords, and
enhance the search mechanism.
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3.4

Concepts, Structures, Instances and Attributes

The elucidation and modelling of present concepts, structures, instances and attributes was
done with the purpose of acquiring an understanding of the context in which the guidelines
occur. This will support the development of the pilot system. The system requires the
coordination of the views different groups of employees at the company have in the area of
manufacturing requirements. The modelling and visualization of these views is important.
The model can be used to communicate the different concepts and facilitate the coordination
of the different concepts within the company. The purpose is to reach congruence between
different stakeholders’ concepts and define a terminology to be used in the area of designers’
guidelines concerning manufacturing. The elucidation and modelling of present concepts,
structures, instances and attributes is also important for the system developers and
programmers because it specifies important items to be incorporated in a system.
The result from the elucidation and modelling is briefly depicted in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2 - The main concepts and structures in the context of manufacturing requirements. The instances and attributes
of the different concepts were also tentatively defined.
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3.5

Conclusions from the Study

The purpose of the initial study was to get an overall view of the state of practice at the
company: the system used; working routines; the employees’ experiences and opinions
regarding manufacturing requirements; the context of the domain; and the concepts,
structures, instances and attributes used at the company. The conclusions from the study were
the following:
•
•
•

Old requirements, duplicates, and a lack of history and traceability afflict the present
system.
Future enhancements are needed to incorporate traceability, define keywords for
formation of requirements and enhance the search mechanism.
The result from the analysis of the concepts, structures, instances and attributes is that
there are missing relationships (connections) between the different structures.

4 ONTOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
In order to build, use and maintain a system based on an ontology approach, it is essential to
find an information model that agrees well with concepts and working practices used at work
daily by the users. Several technical domains are involved, and the objects in these domains
are linked in a complex way constituting a semantic data model. Knowledge is to be
represented in different ways, allowing for queries that involve inferences regarding the stored
data. In the following sections, the chosen semantic data model will be described and the
background for its structure clarified. The ontology is comprised of the semantic data model
extended with different types of knowledge.
4.1

Scenarios and Properties

A number of scenarios and system properties were defined based on the study of the initial
state of practise in order to support the development of a new tool. These scenarios and
properties together compose the system specification, and they will be used for testing and
evaluating the ontology approach. The intended use of the system (i.e. scenarios) and system
properties are stated below, divided into three technical domains:
•

•

•

4.2

Engineering Design
o Early phases (embodiment design) – evaluate different manufacturing alternatives.
o Detail design phase – adapt the product to the selected manufacturing processes.
o Find responsible person for a specific manufacturing requirement.
Production Planning
o Define requirements (how to formulate and where to store).
o Find people affected by changes in a manufacturing requirement.
o Map requirements to manufacturing targets.
Requirement Management
o Prevent redundancy.
o Enhance integrity.
o Enhance traceability.
Ontology Construction

Several information tree structures relating to the product, the manufacturing system, the
organisation and the rule base exist, but they are not formally linked together. In our work,
we make use of the existing structures and link those using appropriately named links. The
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initial information model completed with semantic relations is depicted in Figure 4.1. The
only link between the product and the manufacturing system is through the organisation. As a
result, the manufacturing requirements for a specific part can only be searched through the
organisation structure that leads to a coarse search result. This is because the model
incorporates a number of so-called many-to-many relationships
PDS, Product Data Structure
ESS, Equipment System Structure
MR, Manufacturing Requirement
PSS, Product System Structure
MSS, Manufacturing System Structure

Plant
d
i de
Div

Assembly

in

Comprise of

PDS

Part

ESS

i pm
qu
se
Ha

Part

Station

t
en

Part

Equipment

PSS

Responsible for

Divisions

MSS

Organisation

Figure 4.1 - Initial model. Manufacturing requirements for a specific part can only be search by the organisation that will
give a coarse result.

4.2.1 Manufacturing system functions (MSF)
To enhance system functionality and support the designer and production engineers in their
search for specific information, we propose the introduction of a new structure. This structure
describes the generic functions of the manufacturing system. We call this structure MSF,
Manufacturing System Functions. It is an analogy to the well-known method of functional
modelling of products (See Section Functions-Means Trees). This tree structure is a suitable
tool to link product related objects to their associated production equipment at varying levels
of detailing. In an earlier work at the studied company, the different manufacturing stations
were classified using terms describing their value processing. To some extent, this
classification resembles the idea of manufacturing functions.
The adaptation of design proposals to the manufacturing system requires access to
information and knowledge early in the product development process. By introducing MSF,
the designer is provided with the opportunity to gather information and knowledge about
different manufacturing alternatives. Different courses of action can be evaluated, and their
implication on the product design can be tested early in the process.
The idea of MSF is considered to be applicable in a broader sense at different companies.
However, the introduction of a new concept has to be done with caution. MSF is crucial for
system functionality and the users’ adoption of the functions it allows for. We believe that to
successfully adopt this approach, the MSF has to be defined by the employees at every
company. At this point, the main elements of the MSF are the seven categories stated by Elgh
(2004) in Section Classification of Manufacturing Processes. They have been broken down
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further by means of the commonly used syntax for functional descriptions, i.e. verb + noun
(Figure 4.2).

Figure 4.2 - The seven main elements of the MSF, with an example of the subdivision of Assembly into two categories
using a functional description of the manufacturing process.

4.2.2 Requirement object (RO)
The next issue to address is how the manufacturing requirements should be modelled to
support the defined scenarios and to include the stated system properties. From an
engineering design point of view, the origin of manufacturing requirements is the coupled
relationship between the product design, the material and the manufacturing process. The
main objectives of manufacturing requirements are to ensure the product’s conformability
with the manufacturing system, i.e. prevent problems in manufacturing from occurring, and
to enhance producibility. In this case, the focus is on requirements related to the materials,
the stations and the equipments. From a modelling perspective, the manufacturing
requirements are considered to arise in the interfaces as depicted in Figure 4.3.
Rq

Rq

Rq

Design

Rq

Station

Rq

Rq

Rq

Material

Rq

Equipment
Rq

Figure 4.3 - Manufacturing requirements are in this work limited to those related to the materials, the stations and the
equipment. From a modelling perspective, the manufacturing requirements are considered to arise in the
interfaces.

A number of properties need to be defined (Figure 4.4) in order to ensure that the ontology
fulfils the needs of the different interested parties. This can be achieved by looking at how the
requirements relate to the other concepts in the domain. The requirements can have different
ranges, be applicable at different company levels, be of different type, be expressed and
illustrated in different format, and have a number of links to other concepts and instances.
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Manufacturing requirement properties
•

•

Range
–
–
–

•

–
–
–

•

Level
–
–
–
–
–

Type

Whole domain
Groups
Single object
Company
Fabrication plant
Department
Station
Equipment

Must
Wants
Lessons learned

Format
–
–
–
–

•

Description
Picture
Movie
…

Links
–

…

Figure 4.4 - Manufacturing requirements properties.

The manufacturing requirements are modelled using a concept for the definition of the
requirement content called Manufacturing Requirement (MR). To enable the MR to cover
different ranges and levels and enhance the maintenance of the system integrity, the concept
of Requirement Object is introduced. RO is used to collect the instances for which a specific
MR is valid.
4.2.3 Information model
The final information model incorporates the Manufacturing System Function (MSF), the
Manufacturing Requirement (MR), and the Requirement Object (RO). Relationships link
the different structures, building up a semantic data model. Figure 4.5 illustrates an overview
of the information model upon which the ontology is based.
MR
+Description
+Document
+Figure
+Movie
+...

Plant

Applies to

RO

Range

PDS, Product Data Structure
MSF, Manufacturing System Function
ESS, Equipment System Structure
MR, Manufacturing Requirement
PSS, Product System Structure
MSS, Manufacturing System Structure
RO, Requirement Object
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Figure 4.5 - Final information model with MSF, RO, MR and relationships.
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4.2.4 Knowledge representation
A single manufacturing requirement includes information in different formats (e.g. text,
pictures and/or movies). When this information is put in a context dynamically related to the
other concepts (e.g. organisation, production facilities), a knowledge base is obtained. From
an ontology perspective, the knowledge is composed of concepts, instances, relationships,
axioms (symmetry, inverse and transitive), and user defined rules (i.e. rules that are fired by an
inference mechanism). The rules are used to reduce the number of explicitly defined
relationships. The ontology is to be modelled using a system composed of a database and an
inference mechanism. The database can be used for different queries. Some of the queries
invoke the inference mechanism when the axioms and the user-defined rules are fired.
5 A PILOT SYSTEM
The ontology approach described in a generic way in the previous section is exemplified by a
small example relating to the hood system for a car. The pilot system is implemented in an
ontology editor for creating, editing and verifying ontologies. The editor is composed of an
object oriented database and an inference mechanism. The main concepts, with a number of
instances, are depicted in Figure 5.1, together with examples of relationships and axioms.

Figure 5.1 - A pilot system based on the ontology approach for the management of designer guidelines for motorcar
manufacture. The main concepts, with a number of instances, are illustrated, together with examples of
relations, axioms, and the semantics content of the database.
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5.1

System Testing and Evaluation

The scenarios and properties specified in Section Scenarios and Properties, based on the study
of the initial state of practise, are used for the testing and evaluation of the functionality and
applicability of the ontology approach. The system was tested with a total of 18 different
queries. The main queries, related to scenarios in the domain of engineering design, are
presented below. Further, the system support for the requirement formation in the domain of
production preparation is clarified. Finally, a description is given of how the system properties
in the area of requirement management are incorporated into the system.
5.1.1 Queries
The main utilisation of the system in a day-to-day practice is to supply designers and
production engineers with valid information. The specific information is searched for and
retrieved by querying the vast amount of information. The queries can be standardised using a
predefined syntax. In the next level, the user interacts with the system by providing some
input to the queries. The user can define individual queries when a more sophisticated and
personal search is needed. A selection of queries is presented here. Two are based on the
scenarios in the system specification (Section Scenarios and Properties), and one illustrates the
use of a rule where the inference mechanism is invoked when the system is searched.
Scenario 1
The system applicability in the early phases of engineering design (embodiment design) is
tested. The designer wants to evaluate different manufacturing alternatives and investigate
their implication on the design. The principle search path is illustrated in Figure 5.2, together
with the syntax for the query and some results:
PDS

MR

MSF

ESS2

QUERY
FORALL Obj1, Var0 <- EXISTS Obj2, Obj3
#Geometrical_Joining[#Performed_By->>Obj1]
AND Obj1:#Station_ESS2[#Part_Of_RO->>Obj2]
AND Obj2:#RO_Requirement_Object[#Affected_By_MR->>Obj3]
AND Obj3:#MR_Manufacturing_Requirement[#Description->>Var0].
RESULT
#Spot_Welding;
#Nut_Welding;
…

"Maximum plate thickness 1,3mm"
"Maximum plate thickness 1,7mm"

Figure 5.2 - Which are the stations that can be used for securing geometry by geometrical joining, and what is the content
of their requirements?

Scenario 2
In the detail design phase, the designer has to adapt the product to the selected manufacturing
processes. A more precise result is obtained by searching the manufacturing resources related
to the specific process (Figure 5.3).
PDS

MR

MSF

ESS2

QUERY
FORALL Var0 <- EXISTS Obj1, Obj2, Obj3, Obj4
#Outer_No1[#Produced_In_Station->>Obj1]
AND Obj1:#Station_ESS2[#Part_Of_RO->>Obj3]
AND Obj3:#RO_Requirement_Object[#Affected_By_MR->>Obj4]
AND Obj4:#MR_Manufacturing_Requirement[#Description->>Var0].
RESULT
"Maximum plate thickness 1,2mm"
…

Figure 5.3 - What is the content of the requirements related to the manufacturing stations used to manufacture a specific
component (Outer_No1)?
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An example of a rule
The usefulness of the possibility to define rules and the system’s inference mechanism, which
is invoked when querying the database, are exemplified here. The relationship between a part
and the equipment used for its manufacture is implicitly defined using a rule (Figure 5.4).
RULE
FORALL PDS_Product_Data_Structure1,Station_ESS21,
Equipment_ESS31 ( PDS_Product_Data_Structure1[#Is_Handled_By->>Equipment_ESS31] )
<- ( (PDS_Product_Data_Structure1:#PDS_Product_Data_Structure[#Produced_In_Station->>Station_ESS21]
and (Station_ESS21:#Station_ESS2[#Has_Equipment->>Equipment_ESS31]
and Equipment_ESS31:#Equipment_ESS3)) ).

PDS

ESS2

ESS3

QUERY
FORALL Y <- #Hood_No1[#Is_Handled_By->>Y].
RESULT
#Magazine_No1
#Pallet_No1
#Skids_No1
…

Figure 5.4 - An example of a rule in which the relationship between a part and the equipment used for its manufacture is
implicitly defined. The query for the manufacturing equipment used for a specific component invokes the
systems’ inference mechanism

A number of axioms (symmetry, inverse and transitive) have been defined in the system. They
also invoke the inference mechanism in the system.
Other queries
The queries above are just a few examples of different ways to search for information. The
system has been tested and evaluated with a total of 18 queries (See Figure 5.5). The queries
have been defined based on scenarios for different groups of people working with
manufacturing requirements in various processes and stages of these processes. The system is
not limited to answering only these queries. The object-oriented database, with the semantic
data model, is perceived as a flexible solution, as it can be further extended with user-defined
queries.
What stations perform joining?
Which requirements govern joining of hood and hinge?
Which requirements govern aligning of hood and hinge?
What MSS is responsible for requirements that govern joining of
hood and hinge?
Which are the requirements related the equipments used in the
stations performing welding?
Who has the responsibility for the requirements govern joining of
hood and hinge?
Which PSS should be notified when the equipment in station XX is
changed?
…

Figure 5.5 - Examples of the 18 queries used for testing and evaluating the pilot system. The system is not limited to
answering only these queries.

5.1.2 Requirement Formation and Requirement Management
In the process of requirement formation, the system supports the production engineers in two
important aspects, as pointed out in the interviews (Section Interviews):
1. The ontology defines a terminology for the communication and definition of requirements
(how to formulate and where to store).
2. It is possible to map the requirements to the manufacturing targets.
Finally, by recalling the system properties from a requirement management perspective
(Section Scenarios and Properties), it can be concluded that:
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•
•
•

Reusing existing requirements can prevent redundancy (e.g. check affected stations
and equipments, search for matching text strings).
Checking the ROs and MRs supports enhanced integrity (e.g. if a piece of equipment
is discarded, all related ROs are deleted, and an MR should be deleted if all of its ROs
have been deleted) (See Figure5.6).
The traceability is enhanced by the relationships between the structures.
mr1

ro1

st1

ron

eq1

stn

eqn

Figure 5.6 - The manufacturing requirements are considered to arise in the interfaces between design, material, station
and equipment. The RO is used to collect the instances for which a specific MR is valid. The support for
integrity is introduced by checking the ROs and MRs. For example, if a piece of equipment is discarded, all
related ROs are to be deleted. The rule for integrity check of the MRs is: an MR should be deleted if all of its
ROs have been deleted.

5.1.3 Other system advantages
Compared to the present situation, there are several important advantages:
A consistent information model with sufficient granularity to allow selective search exists.
•
•
•
•
•
5.2

The relationships between defined concepts enhance search precision.
New rules can be tested for consistency with existing rule base.
Very flexible search attributes exist.
Redundancy of information is eliminated.
Rule search could be made dependent on user and rules activated or deactivated in
user profiles.
Supporting Collaboration

Information sharing is one of the main key features of collaborative engineering. This implies
that different individuals and/or domains can express their information and that this
information is accessible for others (i.e. understandable and relevant in the individual case).
As pointed out in Section Collaborative Engineering for Enhanced Producibility, the state of
practice at the company is not sufficient due to a number of aspects. The verbal sharing of
information and knowledge at the regular meetings has to be more efficient, and other
methods for collaboration have to be adopted.
The approach and tool presented in this work are perceived to contribute to a more effective
and efficient information and knowledge sharing in the area of manufacturing requirements
at the company. As a result, they provide a support in the collaboration process for ensuring
and enhancing the products producibility. This is mainly achieved by:
•
•
•
•

A working environment for information and knowledge sharing.
A defined terminology for communication.
The semantic model supports the individual’s comprehension of the different domains
and how they are related.
All individuals have access to the same information and knowledge.
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•
•
•
•

The access to information and knowledge can be made organisation, language, time,
and geographic independent.
Enhanced support in the search for specific information.
By the introduction of MSF, a link is created between engineering design and
production engineering governing collaboration early in the product development
process.
It is possible to search for the responsible person to contact for issues regarding a
specific object.

6 SUMMARY OF RESULTS
The purpose of this study was to promote improved collaboration between departments for
design and production by exploring an ontology based approach to handling the production
related information source, i.e. manufacturing requirements. The objective was to enable a
systematic approach to handling a growing number of manufacturing requirements. The
main objectives fulfilled by the proposed approach are:
•
•
•
•
•

Support in the formation of requirement specifications for products and processes.
Improved and simplified information retrieval for designers and process planners.
Forward traceability from changes in product systems to manufacturing systems.
Backward traceability from changes in manufacturing system to product systems.
Redundant or multiple versions of requirement specifications can be prevented,
simplifying updating and maintenance of the information.

Recalling the scenarios and properties, a system based on this approach presents support in
the area of:
Engineering design:
•

Early phases (embodiment design) – evaluate different manufacturing alternatives.

•

Detail design phase – adapt the product to the selected manufacturing processes.

•

Find responsible person for a specific manufacturing requirement.

Production Preparation:
•
•
•

Define requirements (how to formulate and where to store).
Find persons affected by changes in a manufacturing requirement.
Map requirements to manufacturing targets.

Within the area of Requirement Management, a system based on the approach, if properly
used, prevents redundancy and enhances integrity and traceability.
In the collaboration process for ensuring and enhancing the products producibility, an
ontology approach to the management of manufacturing requirements provides an extended
support and the possibility of new ways of working. It allows for a flexible and selective
accessibility to accurate information and knowledge. The unambiguous interpretations of
manufacturing requirements can be limited. The system can be used as a complement to, and
to some extent replace, the regular meetings. Further, the meetings’ participants can be more
prepared, resulting in more effective and efficient meetings.
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7 CONCLUSION
In order to build, use and maintain a system based on an ontology approach, it is essential to
develop an ontology that agrees well with concepts and working practices used in daily work
by the users. However, this is not enough when enhanced functionality is required. New
solution ideas have to be constructed through innovation in new semantics, structures and
concepts. Knowledge has to be represented in different ways, allowing for queries that involve
making inferences based on the stored information.
The proposed ontology approach deploys two new ideas: the concept of Manufacturing
System Function and the modelling of requirements as two concepts – Requirements Objects
and Manufacturing Requirements. A new structure describing the generic functions of the
manufacturing system is introduced, MSF. This tree structure is a suitable tool to link
product related objects to their associated production equipment at varying levels of detail.
The manufacturing requirements are modelled using a concept for the definition of the
requirement content, called Manufacturing Requirement (MR). To enable the MR to cover
different ranges and levels, and enhance the maintenance of the system integrity, the concept
of Requirement Object (RO) is introduced. The RO is used to collect the instances for which
a specific MR is valid. In our work we make use of the existing company structures and link
those using appropriately named relations. Further, a rule inference facility is used to reduce
the number of explicitly defined relations.
The approach for the management of manufacturing requirements satisfies a number of needs
in the domains of requirement management, production engineering and engineering
(Section Scenarios and Properties). A system based on the ontology approach can also be
further developed to incorporate functions such as:
•
•
•
•
•

Individual search profiles.
Regular notification when requirements are added or changed.
More flexible solutions to add pictures, movies and voice messages to the
requirements.
Automatic compiling of reports for different purposes.
Enhanced collaboration between first and second tiers by incorporating their
manufacturing resources and requirements together with an extended structure for
manufacturing system functions.

The collaboration process practiced at the company for ensuring and enhancing each
product’s producibility is not sufficient with the dispersed organisations of today. The
amount of product and production information and knowledge is increasing. It has to be
stored and communicated in a more flexible manner than it has up until now. An ontology
approach to the management of manufacturing requirements provides an extended support
and the possibility of adopting new ways of working. It is not believed that the presented
approach can fully replace the meetings at the company. Rather, the approach is a tool to be
used as a complement. It allows for effective and efficient meetings by enabling the
participants to be more updated with the issues to be discussed. The system can also be used
as a tool at the meetings to show and evaluate different scenarios (e.g. the implications of a
change in one domain and how other domains are affected).
For many manufacturing companies, the collaboration between engineering design and
production engineering is a critical issue. The work within domains requirement
management, engineering design and production engineering can be integrated by using an
ontology management of manufacturing requirements. An ontology approach supports the
sharing of information and knowledge between these domains. This allows for the
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development of products with enhanced producibility in existing plants and lines. The results
are: product designs with high level of conformability with the production system, decreased
manufacturing cost, and shortened manufacturing lead-time.
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MODELLING AND
MANAGEMENT OF
MANUFACTURING
REQUIREMENTS IN DESIGN
AUTOMATION SYSTEMS
FREDRIK ELGH
ABSTRACT
Initially, when implementing a design automation system, the focus is on successfully
developing a system that generates design variants based on different customer specifications
(i.e. the execution of system embedded knowledge and system output). However, in the long
run, two important aspects are the modelling and management of the knowledge that governs
the designs. The increasing emphasis on deploying a holistic view of a product’s properties
and functions implies an increasing number of life-cycle requirements. These requirements
should all be used to enhance the knowledge-base, allowing for correct decisions to be made.
In a system for automated variant design, these life-cycle requirements have to be expressed as
algorithms and/or computational statements to be intertwined with the design calculations.
The number of requirements can be significantly large, and they are scattered over different
systems. The aim of the presented work is to provide an approach for the modelling of
manufacturing requirements, supporting both knowledge execution and information
management, in systems for automated variant design.
Keywords: Design Automation, Requirement Management, Requirement Modelling,
Manufacturing Requirements, and Producibility.

1 INTRODUCTION
Today, many companies have adopted the strategy of product customization. To be able to
reduce the workload and handle the large amount of information that this strategy entails,
companies have to make use of appropriate methods and tools. Further, companies have to
capture the knowledge behind a design for internal reuse and/or be able to provide design
history documentation as requested by customers and authorities. This implies that they have
to consider the modelling and management of the knowledge that governs the designs. This
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includes the core elements of the knowledge, the range of the knowledge, its origin, its
structure, and its relationships to other systems and life-cycle aspects.
The purpose with this work is to integrate the properties and functions for knowledge
execution and information management into one system. The work is based on two
previously developed systems: one system for automated variant design (Elgh and Cederfeldt,
2005) and one for the management of manufacturing requirements (Elgh and Sunnersjö,
2006). Both systems can be used as analysis or synthesis tools concerning producibility aspects
(Elgh and Cederfeldt, 2006). The systems have different functionalities and properties (e.g.
regarding knowledge execution and information management), and it would be fruitful to
combine these in one system. The aim of the work is to provide an approach for the
modelling of manufacturing requirements in systems for automated variant design,
supporting both knowledge execution and information management.
One strong reason for using IT-support to manage requirements is the need for traceability.
This implies that changes should propagate to the product definition guided by traceability
links. According to Kirkman (1998), a requirement is traceable if one can detect:
•
•
•
•
•
•

the source that suggested the requirement,
the reason why the requirement exists,
what other requirements are related to it,
how the requirement is related to other information such as function structures, parts,
analyses, test results and user documents,
the decision-making process that led to derivation of the requirement, and
the status of the requirement.

To support traceability between customer requirements and systems/parts, the employment of
three additional structures (functions, solutions, and concepts) has been proposed by Sutinen,
Almefelt and Malmqvist (2000). A similar approach is to enhance traceability using additional
structures for functions and function-carriers (Sunnersjö, Rask and Amen, 2003). Both
approaches are based on the chromosome model (Andreasen, 1992), which is a further
development of the theory of technical systems (Hubka and Eder, 1987; Hubka and Eder,
1998).
The introduction of a process function domain, with process requirements, in the four domains
of the design world (Suh, 1990) has also been proposed (Sohlenius, 1992). The purpose is to
enable manufacturing requirements for the physical product to be mapped. However, the
approach focuses on the management of process requirements set by the product. This is
intended for a company strategy where the design of the manufacturing system is
subordinated to the design of the product and a new manufacturing system is developed for
every new product. Another approach argues for the structuring of manufacturing
requirements in accordance with the product and manufacturing domain (Nilsson and
Andersson, 2004). It is suggested that the manufacturing structures (processes, functions,
functional solutions, and resources) could be used for the structuring of manufacturing
requirements. However, how to support the conceptual phases where different manufacturing
alternatives are to be evaluated is not described, and neither is how to model requirements
arising from the combination of resources. The approach is applicable for product
documentation and configuration systems. However, the approach’s applicability to systems
supporting the evaluation of different courses of action or for generative process based systems
is considered to be limited.
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2 THE MODELLING OF MANUFACTURING REQUIREMENTS IN DESIGN
AUTOMATION
From an engineering design point of view, the origin of manufacturing requirements is the
coupled relationship between the product design, the material, and the manufacturing
process. The main objectives of manufacturing requirements are to ensure the product’s
conformability with the manufacturing system (i.e. prevent problems in manufacturing from
occurring) and to enhance producibility. From a modelling perspective, some of the
manufacturing requirements can be considered to arise in the interfaces as depicted in
Figure 2.1 (Elgh and Sunnersjö, 2006).
Rq

Rq
Design

Rq

Station

Rq

Rq

Rq

Material

Rq

Equipment
Rq

Rq

Figure 2.1 - From a modelling perspective, the manufacturing requirements are considered to arise in the interfaces
between objects (e.g. design, material, station, and equipment (Elgh and Sunnersjö, 2006).

The requirements have to be collected and structured in a systematic way. A number of
properties need to be defined in order to ensure that they fulfil the needs of the different
interested parties. This can be achieved by looking at how the requirements relate to the other
concepts. The requirements can have different ranges, be applicable at different company
levels, be of different types, be expressed and illustrated in different formats, and have a
number of links to other concepts and instances. Different concepts and their links are
depicted in Figure 2.2.
Manufacturing
Requirements

Olsson Table

Process

Environment

Human
aspects

Requirement
Objects

Manufacturing
Resources

Economic

Create
Manufacture
Make available
Use & maintain
Eliminate

Figure 2.2 - Different concepts for modelling of manufacturing requirements. The Olsson table (Olsson, 1978) supports
the definition of requirements.

The manufacturing requirements are defined by applying different views from the Olsson
table (Olsson, 1978) to the manufacturing resources to ensure that all important aspects are
considered. Individual manufacturing resources, as well as their combinations, can constitute
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a base for a manufacturing requirement. This is supported by the concept of requirements
objects, by which different resources, together or individually, can be related to a specific
manufacturing requirement. The manufacturing requirements contain the statements of the
requirements. Additional information can be provided as attributes or relationships to other
objects.
2.1

Manufacturing Knowledge and Producibility Rules

The initial steps in the system development procedure (Elgh and Cederfeldt, 2006) are to
define: the variables and requirements originating from the customers within a Customer
space, the resources within a Company design space, the product variables within a Product
design space, and, finally, to formulate the design algorithms, rules, and relationships that
transform customer and company variables into product variables (Figure 2.3).
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An analysis and a modelling of design algorithms, rules, and relationships that transforms customer and
company variables into product model variables results in a generic product structure. The items in this
structure have to be clustered in executable knowledge objects by deploying a process view to resolve the
bidirectional dependencies and/or the recursive dependencies.

The gathered knowledge of manufacturing requirements that is expressed in text has to be
transformed into executable producibility rules (i.e. numerical values, computational
statements or production rules (If–Then-Else)) to be incorporated into the system. The
requirement can be expressed as, for example:
•
•
•

a constraint that must not be violated,
a boundary for a search space where the most optimal solution is desired,
a parameter, working as an input for the design calculations.

The resulting statements have to be incorporated as a number of checks in an analysis system
(executed to control the products´ conformance with the manufacturing requirements) or
intertwined with the product design calculations in a synthesis system.
2.2

The Mapping of Concepts to Support Traceability

The mapping of manufacturing requirements, manufacturing resources, and knowledge
objects is done using the concept of requirement objects. This is completed when setting up
the system for a specific product (see Figure 3.4).
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System generated objects,
structures and relations

Initial system objects,
structures and relations
Manufacturing
Requirements

Product
Structure

Manufacturing
Resources

Requirement
Objects

Knowledge
Objects

Figure 2.4 - Initial and generated system objects, structures, and relationships. There are two solutions for the mapping of
the knowledge objects to the product structure: explicit mappings of individual knowledge objects to related
item(s), or implicit relationships that are realised when the knowledge objects are executed. At system
execution, two relationships are created, one for the creation and one for the definition of the product items.

3 A SYSTEM EXAMPLE – THE CAR SEAT HEATER
The case example is taken from an ongoing research project. The project aims at setting up
the principles of a system for the automated layout of heating elements (see Figure 3.1). The
proposed approach for the modelling of manufacturing requirements (Section 2 The
Modelling of Manufacturing Requirements in Design Automation) has been adopted when
planning and setting up a first initial solution for a design automation system.

Figure 3.1 - Upper left: a car seat with heating elements in the cushion and backrest. Lower left: a cushion element glued
to the seat foam. On the right: a cushion element on a lighting table showing the heating wire with sinus
formed loops, the thermostat. and the connection cable beween two layers of carrier material.
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3.1

The Manufacturing Requirements in the Case Example

The design of a heating element must conform to the manufacturing system. Examples of
manufacturing requirements classified according to the types in Section 2.1, Manufacturing
knowledge and producibility rules, are:
•
•
•

3.2

No centre line radii of less than 10 mm is allowed due to the winding machine. This
is a constraint that must not be violated.
The number of turns should be minimized. The winding machine has to slow down
in the turns, and the processing time will increase with the number of turns. This is a
boundary for a search space where the most optimal solution is desired.
There must be a clearance of 5 mm between the element’s outer boundary and the
outer boundary of the heating area. The reason for this is the gluing of the lower
carrier with the upper carrier. The calculation of the heated area must be based on this
offset. This is a parameter working as an input for the design calculation of the heated
area.
System Principles

In Figure 3.2, a principle system architecture for an automated system generating varant
designs of the car seat heater is depicted. The purpose is to combine properties of, and
functions for, knowledge execution and information management into one system.
Customer input

Knowledge
base

- Heating time
- Control temperature
- Maximum current consumption
- Seat geometry

Catia KWA rules
Knowledge Objects

Catia

Name

Product

Input:

Geometry Design Rules
Generate heating
areas
Calculate total
heating area
Electrical Design Rules
Current consumption
element
Power consumption
squab

System output
- Centre line heat wire

Id nn

Algoritms:
Computations:
Output:

Mathcad files
Knowledge Objects
Name

- Amplitude heat wire

Id nn

Input:
Algoritms:
Computations:

Inference
engine

GUI

Output:

Interface

- Wire specification
Length
Diameter
Resistance
Number of strands
...

Mathcad

Access

Figure 3.2 - System architecture. The graphical user interface (GUI) and the interfaces to different software applications
and databases are programmed with Visual Basic. The knowledge base is comprised of rules in Catia
Knowledge Ware Advisor (KWA). The rules are linked to different Knowledge Objects through an Access
database. A Knowledge Object is a database object that has a number of input and output parameters. The
Knowledge Objects can be of different types (e.g. Catia KWA rules or Mathcad worksheets), and it is in them
the methods of the different Knowledge Object are implemented. The rule firing, invoking the Knowledge
Objects, is controlled by an inference engine, Catia KWA. The company resources with associated
manufacturing requirements are stored in an Access database together with the Knowledge Objects. The
product items and structure, together with the two relationships, Created by and Definied by, are created at
runtime. The system is fed with customer specific input (parameters with associated values together with a
2D outline of the heated seat areas). The main output is the pattern for the heating wire’s centre line, an
amplitude factor for the sinus formed loops, and the wire specification.

The system is based on commercial software applications (Access and Visual Basic, by
Microsoft; Mathcad, by Mathsoft; and Catia, by Dassault Systems). The scope of the system
is to generate variant designs of heating elements based on different customer specifications
and seat geometries. The deployment of the proposed approach will ensure access to company
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know-how and know-why. The objectives of the system implementation are to: cut quotation
lead-time, allow for evaluation of different design alternatives, quality assure the design
process, capture design knowledge, and provide design documentation. The system ensures
the products’ producibility in existing facilities through the incorporation of producibility
rules. It also supports traceability between the production system and the product system. The
automated system for variant designs will be a vital part of the company business process
regarding heat elements. To ensure system longevity, maintainability, and expandability, it is
important to incorporate meta-knowledge about the origin of the system’s embedded
knowledge.
4 CONCLUSION
The presented work provides an approach for modelling manufacturing requirements in
design automation. The approach promotes the integration of properties and functions for
knowledge execution and information management into one system (in other words, the
integration of design know-how with life-cycle related know-why). The focus in this work has
been on requirements originating from manufacturing, although the presented principles are
perceived as applicable to other life-cycle requirements. An expanded support for
requirements modelling and mapping will bolster different stakeholders’ needs of requirement
traceability and system maintenance.
The proposed approach has been adopted during the planning and setting up of a first
solution for a design automation system. The system provides the company with the
opportunity to work with producibility issues in a systematic way. It can also serve as a tool
that enables the evaluation of different courses of action in the early stages of the development
of product variants. Future work includes further system development, user tests, and
evaluations. Issues to be studied can be: the relationship between Knowledge Objects and
Product Elements, the scope and re-execution of the Knowledge Objects, how general the
Knowledge Objects shall be, how to include process planning and cost estimation, how to
handle implications on the knowledge base resulting from system generated product
structures and process plans, and suitable execution principle (depth-first or breath-first) to be
deployed.
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